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A l\lULTISCALE ANAL't'SIS OF FLO\\' AND TIL\NSPOnT 
I ~ ~ TIlE l-I Ul\IAN PLACENTA 
Tributarie by Rob Gonsalves (reproduced with permi ion). 
ABSTRACT 
The human placenta is characterised by a unique circulatory arrangement, with numerous 
villous trees containing fetal vessels immersed in maternal blood. Placental tissue therefore 
manifests a multiscale structure balancing microscopic delivery of nutrients and macroscopic 
flow. The aims of this study are to examine the interaction between these scales aJl(I to under-
stand the influence of placental organisation on the effectiveness of nutrient uptake, which can 
be compromised in pathologies like pre-eclampsia and diabetes. 
We first systematically analyse solute transport by a unidirectional flow past an array of 
microscopic sinks, taking up a dissolved nutrient or gas, for both regular and random sink 
distributions. We cla."isify distinct asymptotic transport regimes, each characterised by the 
dominance of advective, diffusive or uptake effects at the macroscale, and analyse a set of sim-
plified model problems to assess the accuracy of homogenization approximations as a function 
of governing parameters (pedet and Damkohler numbers) and the statistical properties of the 
sink distribution. The difference between the leading-order homogenization approximation and 
the exact solute distribution is determined by large spatial gradients at the scale of individual 
villi (depending on transport parameter values) and substantial fluctuations that can be corre-
lated over lcngthscales comparable to the whole domain. In addition, we consider the nonlinear 
advective effects of solute-carriers, such as red blood cells carrying oxygen. Homogenization 
of the solute-carrier-facilitated transport introduces an effective Pcclet number that depends 
on the slowly varying leading-order concentration, so that an asymptotic transport regime can 
be changed within the domain. At large Pcclet and Damkohler numbers (typical for oxygen 
transport in the human placenta), nonlinear advection due to solute-carriers leads to a more 
uniform solute distribution than for a linear carrier-free transport, suggesting a "homogenizing" 
effect of red blood cells on placental oxygen transport. 
We then use image analysis and homogenization concepts to extract the effective transport 
properties (diffusivity and hydraulic resistance) from the microscopic images of histological 
sections of the normal human placenta. The resulting two-dimensional tensor quantities allow 
us to assess the anisotropy of placental tissue for solute transport. We also show how the 
pattern of villous centres of mass can be characterised using an integral correlation measure, 
and identify the minimum spatial scale over which the distribution of villous branches appears 
statistically homogeneous. 
Finally, we propose a mathematical model for maternal blood flow in a placental functional 
unit (a placentone), describing flow of maternal blood via Darcy's law and steady advective 
transport of a dissolved nutrient. An analytical method of images and computational integration 
along streamlines are employed to find flow and solute concentration distributions, which are 
illustrated for a range of governing system parameters. Predictions of the model agree with 
experimental radioangiographic studies of tracer dynamics in the intervillous space. The model 
supports the hypothesis that basal veins are located on the periphery of the placentone in order 
to optimise delivery of nutrients. We also explain the importance of dilatation of maternal spiral 
arteries and suggest the existence of an optimal volume fraction of villous tissue, which can both 
be involved in the placental dysfunction. Theoretical studies of this thesis thus constitute a step 
towards modelling-based diagnostics and treatment of placental disorders. 
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1 
u INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Basic structure and function of the human placenta 
We shall start by quoting Bernard Shaw [241J: "Except during the nine months before he 
draws his first breath, no man manages his affairs as well as a tree does." 
The human placenta (Fig. 1.1) incorporates almost all functions of the adult body, acting as 
the fetal lung, digestive and immune systems, to mention a few. It is therefore not surprising that 
many complications of the pregnancy are associated with failures of this life-support system [33J, 
such as intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR) of the fetus, diabetes, gestational hypertension 
(pre-eclampsia) that manifest in more than 5% of all pregnancies [266J. Thus, it is ess ntial 
to understand how the structure of the placenta influences and is influenced by its transport 
function: delivery of nutrients and oxygen to the fetus. 
The vascular morphology of the human placenta consists of supplying spiral arteries and 
draining decidual veins from the maternal side, and a complex network of vessels in the villous 
(b) 
Figure 1.1. (a) Schematic diagram (modified from [33]) of the nearly mature human placenta in 
situ, composed of the chorionic plate (CP) and the basal plate (BP) surrounding the intervillous 
space (IVS). The villous trees containing fetal vasculature (communicating with the fetus via 
the umbilical cord (UC)) project from the CP into the IVS and are directly surround d by 
maternal blood that emerges from spiral arteries (SA) in the BP and circulates, as indicated 
by arrows in lobule L1 , to leave the IVS through the decidual veins (OV) j terminal branches of 
the chorionic villi are not shown in L1. Note the single villous tree in the peripheral lobule L3, 
demarcated by the placental septum (S), as opposed to several trees in the centrallobul L2. 
(b) A cross-section of a normal peripheral placental lobule showing villous branches in the IVS 
(section taken parallel to the BP, about 1 mm from the decidua). 
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trees from the fetal side. The dense terminal branches of villi (with enormous surface area of 
the order of 10 m2 in a mature placenta) form an interface for metabolic exchange between the 
two circulatory systems. The mature placenta is subdivided into 60 to 70 villous tree1:l (or fetal 
cotyledons) that are grouped in 10 to 40 lobules [33] (Fig. 1.1a). 
1.2 The concept of the placentone 
Our modern understanding of blood flow in the primate and human placenta is based on the 
pioneering studies by Freese, Ramsey, Reynolds, Wilkin and co-authors [96, 207, 216, 272, 274]. 
Using a combination of radioangiography and casting techniques they visualised the flow pat-
terns of maternal blood and the morphological relationship between the Ilteroplacental vascu-
lature and fetal chorionic villi. Schuhmann et ai. confirmed the topological findings of Freese 
and others by demonstrating different zonal enzymatic activities in the fetal cotyledon [235]. 
Schuhmann also coined the term "placentone" for a functional placental circulatory unit [236]. 
According to Schuhmann, this term was modified by him and Wehler from "placentom", 
previously used to denote a placental unit in ruminants and human by Strahl and Strauss, be-
cause "the ending '-om' is widely used for tUlllors whereas the ending '-oIle' in the morphological 
nomenclature characterizes functional units (osteon, nephron, chondron)" [237]. However, the 
common semantics for a functional or structural unit in biology and physics is given by the suffix 
'-on' (ion, photon, electron, soliton, etc.) as opposed to the integral description of a system as 
a whole by the '-ome' suffix (genome, proteome, cardiomc, physiome, etc.) [158]. Nevertheless, 
we will follow the historical name "placentone" adopted in the literature as a reference to a 
functional placental unit in primates and human [33]. 
The functional circulatory unit of the human placenta, a piacentone, is defined as a single 
fetal villous tree and its corresponding decidual vessels. l\laternal blood, ejected from a spiral 
artery, passes between the branches of the villous tree before leaving the placentoIle through 
decidual veins. Although strict anatomic borders cannot always be found between these fUllc-
tional units [237], this arrangement is most clear in the peripheral lobules of the mature human 
placenta [33]. The distinguishing features of the placentone are a central cavity of the fetal 
villous tree with less differentiated villi, a dense lateral portion, the functional decidual arterial 
opening into the central cavity, and basal vellous openings Ileal' the periphery [98, 237] (Fig. 1.2). 
Although this one-to-one arrangement is most clear in the peripheral lobules of the mature 
human placenta [33], a general tendency to pair-wise villous tree and spiral artery organisation 
can he observed [96, 272], and has also been reported in macaque Rhesus [98, 205]. Moreover, 
the fetal cotyledons without a corresponding decidual artery were found to have a considerably 
different shape, and it was suggested that these "artery-free" villous trees are more specialised 
to have a secretory rather than sorptive function [98]. It has also been shown that the number 
of decidual arterial openings decreases throughout the first trimester of pregnancy [197]. This 
lIlay support the concept that the quantity of arterial openings at term should be comparable 
to the number of fetal villous trees. 
An important determinant of the successful preparation of the maternal side for gestation 
is the dilatation and suppression of contractile activity in spiral arteries. This is believed to 
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Figure 1.2. (a) A cast of a large villous tree fTom the human term placenta (incomplete injec-
tion), showing differences in density of villi forming a central cavity (top). Reproduced from [9 ]. 
(b) A scheme of the placentone at term, enclo ed between the basal (BP) and chorionic (CP) 
plates. Maternal blood enters the central cavity (CC) via the spiral artery (SA) and is drained 
through the decidual veins (DV) at the periphery. Note the anchoring stem villi (AV) surround-
ing the CC and connecting the CP with the BP. The dashed lines show the central cavity and 
notional outer boundary of the placentone. The intermediate and terminal villi are not shown. 
Modified from [33]. 
be largely achievcd through the invasion of the extravillous trophoblast, derived from the shell 
covering the villous trees [33]. It is the ability of the e trophoblast cells to migrate and invade 
the spiral arterie , converting them into high-capacity nearly passive conduit, that contributes 
to their remodelling, pioneered by Pijnenborg and other [194, 195]. 
Intrauterine blood flow and the development of villous structure are addressed both in the 
experimental works by Kaufmann, Fre se, Ramsey, et al. [70, 72, 99, 131, 142, 148, 207, 235] 
and by mathematical modelling of Erian, Longo, Power and others [86,143,153,160,211,255]. 
There were long debates concerning the presence of intervillous maternal blood circulation in 
th first trimester [56, 65, 246, 263] and the existence of a central cavity in the fetal villous tr e 
[97, 108, 237]. Now most investigators agree that a considerable ri e in blood now through the 
intervillous space happens between the th and 12th weeks of gestation [144, 195], and that a 
typical mature piaccntone exhibits structural and metabolic differences betwe n its central and 
peripheral portion [237]. 
However, the problem of obtaining a quantitative statistical description of the villous struc-
ture of a plac ntone and of the distribution of decidual spiral arteries and veins is still open [33]. 
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Even the total number of basal arterial openings at term is uncertain. Reported values vary from 
80 - 100 [186] and 100 - 150 [163] to 25 - 320 [33, 49]. Also, one should distinguish between 
anatomic and functional openings of spiral arteries, since the number of observed functional 
openings in ultrasonic and radioangiographic studies is less than cited above [49]. Thus, Boyd 
and Hamilton have given an estimate of about 100 functional openings [49], which is comparable 
with the number of fetal villous trees in the mature placenta. 
The number and distribution of basal venous orifices are also quite uncertain; the total 
amount varies from around 70 [49] to 50 - 200 [33]. There are three main hypotheses for 
the distribution of venous openings: random; concentrated ncar placental margins ("marginal 
lakes"); and concentrated in the periphery of placentones and ncar the placental septum [49]. 
Recent studies show the potential role of marginal decidual veins ill lateral placental growth by 
trophoblast invasion [78]. The hypothesis that placental septa originate as a result of a growing 
venous network, and of mechanical stresses in the decidua associated with anchoring villi [48], 
is also more consistent with basal venous orifices being located on or near the elevated septum. 
While researchers have studied separately maternal and fetal angiogenesis, the mechanism 
governing the spatial co-organisation of the fetal and maternal circulatory systems has been 
largely overlooked. For example, the arrangement of anchoring villi with respect to the spiral 
arteries, and especially the dynamics of anchoring throughout a pregnancy, is unclear; however, 
there is evidence that the villi tend to surround the central cavity of the placentone containing 
a spiral artery [65, 215]. The questions of whether there is random or regular architecture in 
the relative position of villous trees and decidual vessels, and what guides their development, if 
it is not random, remain open. 
Based on a review of literature on the biochemistry of growth factors, and the effects of 
haemodynamical forces and oxygen concentration on villous development (sec Appendix A), we 
conclude that the available data tends to support the concept that a villous tree develops around 
a specific spiral artery, optimising its spatial arrangement for effective metabolic exchange. As 
remarked by Freese [98]: "There is a nicely designed system of maternal blood flow in the 
intervillous space." 
Having established the ordered development and the ultimate design of a placentone, one 
would question its implications for haemodynamics and metabolic exchange in the human pla-
centa. Mathematical models can assist in investigating the impact of such a design on intervil-
lous flow and solute transport. 
1.3 Review of theoretical models of placental circulation and 
metabolic exchange 
Theoretical studies of the placental circulation and metabolic exchange were started more 
than 40 years ago by Faber, Kirschbaum, Longo, Moll and co-workers [25,88, 143, 160]. Never-
theless, we still do not have complete understanding of many phenomena related to intrauterine 
fetal growth restriction and macrosomia (abnormally large birth-size of a neonate), and it is 
also unclear how these pathologies are connected to placental structure, haemodynamics and 
regulatory activity. 
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The fir:,;t lumped-parameter (or compartmental) models focused OIl oxygen and carboll diox-
ide exchange between the maternal and fetal circulatory systems, ignoring spatial flow patterns 
of maternal blood, where Fick's law was used to approximate diffusive mass transfer across the 
placental barrier [88, 121,122, 143, 153]. Interestingly, one of the earliest and Illost cited models 
by Bartels and !\1011 [25, 179] contains an incorrect attempt to generalise the "theory of heat 
exchangers" to the llluitivillous feto-maternal vascular a r r a n ~ e r n c n t t ill the human placenta using 
double-exponential growth for net uptake rate, due to mi:,;interpretation of ordinary differential 
equations for solute exchange. This indicates a danger of superficial compartmental modelling 
of placental circulation. On the other hand, Power et at. :,;howed experimentally a considerable 
heterogeneity of maternal and fetal circulations in a cotyledon (the placentone analogue) of the 
sheep placenta [200]. 
Later approaches, :,;uch as the influential paper of Erian ct al. [86], accounted for :,;patial 
effects and included linear and nonlinear laws for flow of maternal blood in the villous tissue 
described as a porous medium, which was generalised by Smith, Wilson and Duffy to include 
inertial effects near the spiral artery in the framework of Forchheimer':,; equation [248] (which 
will be discussed in Sec. 1.4.2 below); other models took account of the radial oxygen diffusion 
at the :,;cale of a single capillary in the intervillou:,; space [77, 109, 116], and considered blood 
flow and pressure in the spiral artery with a terminal expansion as a function of arterial radius 
u:,;ing Poiseuille':,; law for a conical tube [57]. A brief description, and main outcome, of each 
relevant model is summarised in Table 1.1. 
Model 
Kirschbaum, 
Shapiro 
(1969) [143] 
Faber (1969) 
[88] 
Guilbeau, 
Reneau, 
Knisely 
(1972) [109] 
Description 
Equilibrium mass transfer in the lamb pla-
centa. A system of algebraic equations is de-
rived from Fick's law for diffusion and Hill's 
law for uptake. 
Steady transfer of inert solutes is considered 
for concurrent, countercurrent, crosscurrent 
and "pool flow" arrangement of placen-
tal circulation based on a one-dimensional 
advection-mass transfer model. The effec-
tiveness of solnte transport with respect to 
the placental type and model parameters is 
analysed. 
Steady and unstcady oxygen tran:,;fer in a 
capillary-scale unit of the human placenta, 
which is described by a :,;ystem of diffusion-
convection-reaction equations in a three-
layer cylinder, with the Hill equation for 
oxygen saturation; placental :,;hunts are ne-
glected. 
Main re:,;ult:,; 
The influcnce of the placental sllllTlts 
is investigated. The distribution of 
blood flow-rate-fraction participating 
in materno-fetal gas exchange i:,; pre-
sented. 
Three non-dimensional parametcrs 
represcnting placental permeability, 
materno-fctal blood flow rates and 
solute transport rates are identified. 
The isolines of solute transport rates 
are plotted for homogeneous and het-
erogeneous blood flows and placental 
barrier permeability. 
Spatio-temporal distributions of oxy-
gen partial pressure in maternal and 
fetal blood near the exchange unit are 
computed. The effect of time-varying 
velocity of maternal blood on oxygen 
content is explored. 
Table 1.1. Mathcmaticalmodcls proposed for the utcroplacental blood flow and :,;olute tram;port. 
(ODE = Ordinary differential equations). 
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Model 
Hill, Power, 
Longo (1973) 
[122] 
Lardner 
(1975) [153] 
Erian, 
Corrsin, Davis 
(1977) [86] 
Aifantis 
(1978) [6] 
Wilbur, 
Power, Longo 
(1978) [273] 
Heilmann, 
Grebner, 
Mattheck, 
Ludwig (1979) 
[116] 
Schroder 
(1982) [234] 
Schmid-
Schonbein 
(1988) [232] 
Description 
Unsteady gas transfer in the human pla-
centa. A system of ODEs is obtained based 
on Fick's law in terms of O2 and CO2 partial 
pressures, using exponential and Hill-type 
dissociation kinetics in red blood cells. 
Steady one dimensional oxygen transfer in 
the human placenta. The model is described 
by a system of nonlinear ODEs, with COIll-
bined linear and Hill-type uptake kinetics. 
Steady maternal blood flow in a single pla-
centone of the human placenta. Darcy's law 
with constant, spatially non-uniform and 
local maternal flow-velocity-dependent hy-
draulic conductivity is used. 
A general scheme of haemodynamics and 
heat transfer in the human placenta, based 
on mixture theory. 
Unsteady water and solute exchange in the 
human placenta as a generalisation of [122]. 
The model is given by a system of 36 ODEs, 
taking account of hydrostatic and osmotic 
pressures as well as chemical reactions for a 
variety of solutes. 
Unsteady radial oxygen diffusion in a human 
placentone, described as two-layer Krogh 
cylinder with different diffusion coefficients 
for the blood-filled intervillous space ami 
trophoblastic tissue; no oxygen uptake and 
zero maternal blood flow are assumed. 
Unsteady pa .. '.;sive transport of solutes in 
the guin('a-pig placenta. A one-dimensional 
mathematical model uses a generalisation of 
Fiek's law to take account of hydrost.at.ic and 
colloid osmot.ic pressure differences across 
a placental membrane at constant arterial 
flow rates. 
A schematic analysis of steady flow of 
maternal blood in the intervillous space 
as a porous medium is presented. The 
Poiseuille's and Darcy's flows arc compared 
and contrasted, using algebraic relations 
and the empirical Kozeny-Carman formula 
for placental hydraulic conductivity. 
Table 1.1. (continued). 
6 
Main results 
The tillle course of O2 , CO2 partial 
pressures in the maternal and fetal ery-
throcytes and ill plasma is obtained. 
The influence of kinetic parameters on 
transient procesHes is studied. 
A set of non-dimensional parameterH 
characteriHing diffuHion, uptake and 
flow rates is proposed. The d<'pen-
dence of oxygen uptake and partial 
preHHure on these parameters iH given. 
The effect of villous distortion due to 
maternal blood flow on flow patterns 
is studied. A short-circuiting of ma-
ternal blood entering the placentone is 
observed. 
A critical review of existing lllodelH is 
presented. A plan of future dev('lop-
ments is proposed. 
Steady distribution of water and Holute 
transfer rates bet.ween mother and fe-
tus along placental memhrane is given. 
Rev('rsed exchange near the end of a 
fetal capillary is oln;erved. A sellsitiv-
ity analysis to the model parameters is 
performed. 
The model studi('s the rheological ef-
fect of a sudden occlusion in the in-
tervillolls space, caused by erythro-
cyte aggregation. The typical time of 
a physiologically significant decay in 
oxygen partial pressure iH given. 
Steady distributions of concentrations, 
hydroHtatic and osmotic pressure along 
a placental membrane are obtained for 
both concurrent and counter-current 
flows. The computed osmotic pressure 
effect on transplacental bulk water ex-
change is compared with experimental 
data. 
Experimental techniques to identify 
the phenomenological parameters are 
proposed. An explanation of x-ray im-
ages of radio-opaque tracer as "per-
colating chromatographic fronts" is 
given. The role of non-Newtonian 
blood rheology at slllall flow velocities 
is highlighted. 
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Model 
Groome 
(1991) [107] 
Costa, 
Constantino, 
Fumero 
(1992) [77] 
Finn, Leach, 
Gowland, 
Jensen (2004) 
[91] 
Sengers, 
Please, Lewis 
(2010) [238] 
Description 
Steady one-dimensional oxygen transport in 
the human placenta, described by a system 
of nonlinear ODEs with a Hill-type law for 
haemoglobin dissociation, and J\Iichaelis-
Menten kinetics for uptakc by syncytiotro-
phoblast. 
Steady oxygcn cxchangc in the human pla-
centa, based on one-dimensional diffusion 
and uptake in an individual fetal capillary. 
Anatomical capillary network data is em-
ploycd. 
Unsteady hacmodynamics and mass trans-
fer in a singlc matcrnal lobulc of the 1111-
man placenta. The 2D model incorporates 
thc fluid dynamics of almost incomprcss-
ible maternal blood, solved hy the lattice-
Boltzmann method, and linear diffusion-
reaction-uptake equation. 
A compartmental model for unsteady ex-
change of thrce amino-acids (serine, alaninc 
glycine) through thc placental barrier is de-
veloped, taking account of thc activc trans-
porters in the syncytiotrophobla."t mem-
branes via Michaelis-Mcnten-type kinetics, 
assuming steady diffusion and uniform ad-
vection acrm;s thc placenta. 
Table 1.1. (continued). 
7 
Main reml ts 
The cffect of placental oxygcn con-
sumption, due to metaholism, on 
the fetal oxygenation in a micro-
scopic uteroplacental unit is investi-
gated. Placental vascular shunts arc 
takcn into account. 
The dependence of oxygen partial pres-
sure in fctal blood on gcstational agc 
and on thickness of the matcrno-fetal 
barricr is calculated. 
The spatia-temporal distributions of 
maternal blood pressure, flow veloc-
ity and solute concentration in a com-
plcx geometry reconstructed from his-
tological sections. The effect of mater-
nal blood flow pulsatility and inertia is 
studied. 
The paramcters of the model arc fitted 
to ex vivo perfusion data. Thc com-
putations reproduce experimental ob-
servations, examinc thc sensitivity of 
amino-acids to thc kinetic parameters 
of transporters, alld suggest the accu-
Ululation of considered amino-acids in 
the syncytiotrophobla • ..,t compartment. 
The modelling of the placental transport function therefore falls into three broad groups: 
(i) homogeneous trans-membrane exchange and diffusion of oxygen, carbon dioxide, water, 
amino-acids and other species at constant maternal and fetal flow rates [77, 88, 107, 116, 
122, 143, 153, 212, 238]; (ii) steady (Darcy-type) percolation of maternal blood without solute 
uptake [57, 86, 232], and (iii) unsteady two-dimensional flows with a linear uptake and the 
inertial effects [91, 248]. 
A shortcoming of many previous models is that they focus on metabolic exchange but assume 
uniform blood flow distribution across the placenta, paying little at.tention t.o the spatial solut.e 
patterns; or they consider complex flows ignoring nonlinear uptake kinetics (such as ill the case 
of glucose transport [114]). Also, no previous model provides a systematic account of micro-
geometry in the macroscopic flow and transport (see Fig. 1.3). Thus, a gap in understanding 
the interplay between placental circulat.ion at macroscales and nutrient delivery at microscales 
is yet to be bridged. 
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(a) (b) 
- IOmm 
- 0.5 mm 
Figure 1.3. Hierarchy of scales in the human plac nta: (a) spiral artery entering a mature 
placentone; (b) cro s-sections of the terminal villi in the placentone (magnification of (b) is ca. 
x20 over (a)). Modified from [96, 9 ]. 
1.4 Review of theoretical studies of flow and transport across 
multiple scales 
The theory of homogenization is a combination of the multiscale analysis and the averaging 
technique that has been ucces fu lly applied to a variety of physical, engineering and biom dical 
problems since it was developed by Babuska, Berdichevsky, Bakhvalov, Klier, Papanicolaou, 
Sanchez-Palencia, et al. [15, 19, 34, 36, 135, 227]. The applications are as diverse as homog-
enization of standard equations of mathematical physics with rapidly 0 cillating coeffici nts 
(on a domain with periodic microstructure) [20], homogenization of wave-propagation in fibre-
reinforced poroelastic media [190], and homogenization of molecular strain energy of DNA with 
respect to the twist angle [165]. 
The homogenization method provides a convenient analytical tool for obtaining the effective 
macroscopic de cription of underlying phenomena at fine scales if a representative periodic 
structural unit at the e scales can be devised or the assumptions of statistical homogen ity and 
ergodicity can b applied to the system [261]. This method is es ntially bas d on the two-scale 
expan ions procedure, whieh was put forward by Lick and others as a natural approach bringing 
together advantages of the method of matched a ymptotic expansions and Lighthill's method 
of stretched coordinates [32, 159]. 
The original motivation and most common application of the homogenization method is the 
physics of composite materials [227], with much effort put to the problems of conv rgence of 
differential operator and functional in the theory of ordinary and partial differential equations 
with rapidly oscillating coefficients [20, 34, 282]. However, recent inter st in biomechanical 
applications unveils a new potential of averaging and homogenization approach s [71, 242, 275]. 
Below we present a brief review of homogenization and other effective description t chniques. 
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1.4.1 Effective description of heterogeneous mass and heat transport 
The problem of the effective, or average, description of heterogeneous media has long at-
tracted attention since Maxwell suggested in 1873 analytical estimates of the effective electrical 
(or thermal) conductivity of a medium with conductivity ko that contains a dilute cubic array 
of identical spheres of conductivity kJ and has a volume fraction ¢ [170] 
kcff ~ ~ 1 _ 3(1 - kl/ko) A. 
- 'f' ¢«1; ko 2 + kl/ko ' 
(1.4.1) 
Lord Rayleigh calculated the corrections up to ¢1'Jj3 in 1892 [208]. In subsequent works, Keller, 
Batchelor, Sangani, and others [28, 133, 230] verified and generalised these estimates for a 
variety of packings and ranges of volume fractions of cylindrical or spherical inclusions. The 
role of advective transport in bulk heat exchange between a conducting liquid and a fixed array 
of heated spheres was first investigated by Acrivos et at. [3] for small volume fractions and 
small Peclet Humbers Pe (a ratio of advective to conductive heat (or diffusive mass) transport). 
They showed that even at small Peciet number and small but finite volume fractions (Pe2 « 
¢ « 1), the average temperature difference depends on details of the flow. Recent progress 
in microfiuidic devices and biomedical applications has renewed interest in these analytical 
and numerical results, as reviewed in [130, 279]. Below we present a short review of different 
approaches and results known up to date. 
Transport in periodic arrays 
The successive multipole moments approach to estimate the effective clectric conductivity 
was suggested by Rayleigh [208], corrected by Runge [222] and experimentally verified and de-
veloped by Meredith and Tobias [178] and by McKenzie and McPhedran [174, 176]. Alternative 
approaches of Keller, Batchelor, Acrivos, Sangani and co-authors [28, 133, 230] established a set 
of comprehensive and accurate estimates of the bulk electrical or heat conductivity for small or 
high volume fractions of conducting or isolating spheres as the composite's constituents. Since 
the hydraulic conductivity (at low Reynolds number) is proportional to the effective electrical 
conductivity of the same porous medium composed of a non-conducting solid part and filled 
with a conducting liquid electrolyte [14], these results have a broad applicability. 
The spectral properties of singularities method introduced by Bergman [37] is based on 
the property of an effective complex dielectric conductivity being an analytical function of the 
constituent-conductivities' ratio kl/ko, except for a finite number of simple poIcs at the negative 
real axis (see, e.g. (1.4.1)). A linear Hermitian operator based on the Green function for the 
Laplace operator reduces the problem of counting the poles and their magnitudes (residues) to 
a spectral problem for this operator. The method has been successfully applied to a systematic 
analysis of several composite arrangements, and h&<; proved especially useful when kl / ko is 
negative and near its singular value (resonance) [38]. The method has been further developed 
by Bergman and Milton to provide rigorous bounds of effective conductivity [39, 183]. 
In the framework of homogenization and multiscale averaging techniques, Sangani and Acrivos 
with co-authors have studied by a hybrid numerical-analytical approach the effect of flow at 
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low [3, 229] and high [264] Peclet number on heat exchange at fixed source strength; using 
infinite-volume homogenization (taking the limit of a large averaging volume over a heteroge-
neous medium, in the case of ergodicity of the medium and bounded ness of the field quantities), 
Sangani has obtained the effective diffusivity of polymers with inclusions obeying the nonlinear 
Langmuir sorption law at zero Peclet number [228]; Mauri [168] considered several different 
scalings of Pcclet and Damkohler numbers for the first-order irreversible reaction kinetics in 
a periodic porous medium and obtained the corresponding effective equations, which he later 
extended to non-reactive transport in a random velocity field (e.g. for a medium composed of 
solid spheroidal inclusions) [169]; and recently Mikelic et al. [180] and Allaire & Raphael [7] pro-
vided rigorous estimates for convergence of the homogenised solutions to an advection-diffusion-
reaction problem at large macroscopic Peclet and Damkohler numbers. A homogenization of 
an advection-diffusion-reaction problem with evolving (time-dependent) microstructure that 
permits transformation to a static reference periodic domain was also briefly considered [192]. 
Using the framework of generalised Taylor dispersion, Brenner and Shapiro [51, 240] have 
calculated effective parameters of an advection-diffusion-reaction equation for first-order kinetics 
by studying the properties of statistical averages (moments) of a solute "Brownian particle" 
introduced into a spatially periodic porous medium. 
Transport in random arrays 
Estimates of the rigorous bounds of effective material proper·ties, which represent the original 
progress in the averaged description of heterogeneous media, are due to fundamental works by 
Prager [202]' and Hashin & Shtrikman [110, Ill] based on variational principles. They are 
important because of their applicability to a wide class of composite microstructures, including 
irregular ones, and the possibility to obtain geometry-independent upper and lower bounds 
depending only on the constituents' physical properties and volume fractions [39]. The essence of 
the variational-bounds method is in using a trial, or reference, homogeneous composite property 
for an "energy" functional describing the effective medium [261]. An alternative method of 
looking for rigorous bounds, proposed by Bergman and Milton [39, 183], exploits analyticity of 
the effective property as a complex function of the constituents of two-phase composites. Further 
development is due to works by Keller, Talbot & Willis, Papanicolaou, Torquato, Berryman, 
and many others [41, 103, 146, 166, 219, 220, 256]. In particular, the n-point correlation 
(probability) functions formalism of Torquato and co-authors has largely assisted in calculating 
the geometry-specific bounds [41, 260]. 
The stochastic homogenization method of Papanicolaou et al. [34, 35] was proposed almost 
simultaneously with homogenization of periodic structures. In the case of statistically homo-
geneous and ergodic microstructure, virtually all results for periodic porous media are directly 
applicable here and vice versa [261]. Advection-diffusion in turbulent and random flow fields has 
also been extensively studied and is shown to be largely equivalent to convection in a periodic 
velocity field [89, 173, 175, 223]. 
The volume averaging method by Whitaker and others [262, 268, 283] deals with volume-
averaged microscopic equations simplified by use of the Reynolds transport theorem (for volume-
averaging of time-derivatives of quantities) and its spatial analogue [2G8, 270]; this is comple-
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mented by the "closure cell problems" for perturbation over mean values, where a periodicity 
assumption is often employed. Recently Whitaker, Wood, ct al. have applied this approach 
to find effective nonlinear reaction-diffusion in biofilms, llsing Michaelis-Menten-type reaction 
kinetics [275,276]. Although the volume-averaging approach allows olle to obtain effective trans-
port equations and their coefficients without assuming periodicity of the medium, this requires 
Horne heuriHtic eHtimates to be made about the termH in the equatiollH that are uHed to "close" 
the averaged problem (Hee [40] for more detailed discuHsion and comparison of homogenization 
and volume-averaging methods). 
Recent advances in stochastic geometry allow one to approach non-linear time-dependent 
growth models (such as angiogenesis), where global scalar fields of the medium affect the ge-
ometry of the microstructure and vice versa, providing a feedback loop across different length-
scales, as done by Capasso and co-authors by means of mesoscale hybrid homogenization of 
random branching-and-growth [62, 63]. This method involves systematic coupling of stochastic 
differential equations for evolution of the microstructure (e.g. a growing network of vessels) 
at the microscale with deterministic averaged partial differential equations for transport of the 
underlying scalar field (e.g. concentration of diffusible growth factors) at the macroscale [53]. 
1.4.2 Effective description of flow in a porous medium 
Empirical and phenomenological laws of flow in a porous medium (filtration) arc due to 
works of Darcy [79], Forchheimer [94], Brinkman [52], and I3iot [43]. The mass conservation of 
incompressible liquids in the absence of sources and sinks is expressed by the condition 
~ · u u =0, 
and the momentum conservation equations in these models are as follows: 
(Darcy) 
u ( l + ~ ! 3 l u l n - l ) ) = - ~ ~ p , , (Forchheimer) 
u = - ~ ~ (\lP - Ji,b ~ 2 u ) , , (Brinkman) 
where u is the superficial average (over the entire volume of a representative element of a porous 
medium) velocity of fluid, P is the pressure of the liquid phaHe, J( is the superficial average 
hydraulic permeability of the medium, Ii and p arc the dynamic viscosity and density of the 
fluid, !3 and n arc the Forchheimer drag coefficient and velocity exponent (empirically usually 
set to be n = 2), and /-Lb is the Brinkman effective viscosity. Both !3 and /-Lb are functions of K 
and the volume fraction ¢ of the solid phase. 
The quasi-static Biot model [43] that couples Darcy's law for the fluid and linear elasticity 
for the solid phase, for an isotropic and homogeneous porous medium filled with incompressible 
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liquid in the absence of external volume forces and sources, is given, following [244], by 
(Biot) 
where ~ ~ is the solid matrix displacement vector, u is the superficial average fluid velocity 'relative 
to the solid deformation velocity { ) ~ / { ) t , , n is the Biot-Willis pressure-deformation coupling 
constant, Al and A2 are the Lame shear and dilation elasticity moduli of the porous medium, 
and I is the unit tensor. If the porous medium is assumed to be static (e = e(x)), the Biot 
system reduces to Darcy flow in a solid pha."le skeleton deformed accordiug to the static elasticity 
problem for a given pressure field, For slIlall deformations, or coupling constant a much less 
than 1, the fluid problem also decouples from the solid problem, 
Although the Darcy, Biot and Forchheirner laws have been systcmatically obtained froIll 
microstructure by homogenization techniques, the Brinkman equation that relates Stokes flow 
(for volume fraction r/> -+ 0; K -+ 00, fJb -+ fJ) and Darcy flow (for r/> -+ 1; ILb -+ 0) is still 
subject to controversy [187]. For example, the velocity u in the non-Darcy term is thought to 
be an intrinsic fluid-phase average in contrast to the conventional superficial (whole volume) 
average [269], the Brinkman viscosity fJb strongly depends OIl the microstructure of a porous 
medium, and the equation itself seems to be applicable only for very small volume fractions 
r/> [187]. However, the Brinkman equat.ion can be useful in handling the boundary conditions 
at the interfaces of a transition region bet.ween Darcy flow in a porous medium and free Stokes 
flow [120]. A typical matching boundary condit.ion is due to Beavers and Joseph [30]: u = 
up + ~ ~Pn, where n is a unit normal to the interface, u, up are the tangential velocities in free 
flow at the interface and in a porous medium respectively, K is the hydraulic permeability, and 
'Y is a constant. characteristic of the porous medium. 
Flow in periodic arrays 
The derivation of Darcy's law by homogenization was historically OIle of the first applications 
of the newborn homogenization method by Keller, Sanches-Palencia and others [85, 136]. We 
shall illustrate this derivation shortly. 
In the search for a t.heoretical justification of the Forchheimer's account for fluid inertia, 
a quadratic correction (n = 2) was obtained by Whitaker [269] using the volume-averaging 
method, and a cubic correction (n = 3) by Auriault and Mei within the hOlllogenbmtion frame-
work [177]. The recent careful homogenization analysis and numerical calculations by Balhoff, 
Mikelic and Wheeler [23] show that for flow at small local Reynolds number Re ;S 1 in an 
isot.ropic porous medium, t.he generalisation of Darcy's law consist.s of an infinite power series 
in velocities with only odd power-terms present, thereby confirming Amiault and Mei's result 
and questioning the capability of the volullle-averaging method t.o account for nonlinear inertial 
effects at the microscale. 
The Brinkman correction to flow in a porous medium was obtained via volume averag-
ing [269] and by t.he homogenization technique for a porous medium with 11 pore-size comparable 
with 11 characteristic distance between two adjacent pores [12]; however, the Brinkman term is 
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shown to be a correction of the order of O(c:2 ) to Darcy's law for a macroscopically uniform and 
isotropic porous medium [12]. The Beavers-Joseph boundary slip conciition, matching the flows 
near the interface between free flow and a porous medium, ha.'> been justifipd for a microscopic 
Stokes flow by Micelic et al., using the homogenization method [181]. 
The Biot model of porociasticity was first rigorously studied by Auriault and Sanchez-
Palencia [13] in the quasi-static case by homogenization, and Burridge and Keller [54] recon-
structed the full dynamical Biot model from the linearised Navier-Stokes and linear elasticity 
equations at the microscale, also using the homogenization technique. 
Estimates of effective viscous drag or its rigorous bounds in an array of spheres and cylinders 
were found by Ha.<.;irnoto using the GTeen function for the Stokes equations [112], by Keller using 
lubrication theory [134], by Berdichevsky by means of var'iational principle [36], and by Sangani 
& Acrivos who generalised the results of Hasirnoto and re-derived Keller's findings [229]. 
Flow in random arrays 
Prager [201] wa.<.; the first to obtain bounds of hydraulic permeability by a vaTiational prin-
ciple, expressing the lower limit of permeability via averages of two- and three-point correlation 
functions (describing the statistical properties of micro-geometry of a porous medium [261]). 
Stochastic homogenization and rigorous bounds are generally used to obtain effective equa-
tions and coefficients, similar to the methods of studying effective transport equations and prop-
erties of random media described in Section 1.4.1. Darcy's law in a random porous medium has 
been reconstructed from microstructure by Rubinstein & Torquato [221]. However, there ha..., 
been less progress on restoring the fundamental laws of filtration for a random porous medium 
that is not statistically homogeneous compared to the case of a regular medium; studies are 
still ongoing [137, 261]' and some theoretical considerations have been given towards flow in a 
fractal porous medium [147, 280]. 
Flow and transport in tubes and channels 
The first analytical treatment to the problem of convection-enhanced diffusion (dispersion) 
of a solute in a long and narrow tube of radius a was given by Taylor in 1953 [258, 259] and 
confirmed by Aris [9]: 
D D (1 PC2 ) elf = + 48 ' (1.4.2) 
where Dclf is the effective coefficient of diffusion, D is the molecular diffusivity of the solute, 
Pe = aU / D is the Peclet number, and U is the mean velocity of the laminar Poiseuille flow. 
Since then multiple approaches have becn developed that systematically recover and gen-
eralise this result: generalised Taylor- Aris stochastic moment-matclring scheme by Brenner, 
Edwards, Shapiro and others [50, 51], which has been extended to the ca...,e of a suspension of 
actively moving inertial particles (e.g. swimming microorganisms) by Bees et al. [31]; volume av-
eraging method by Whitaker and others [268, 270]; homogenization approach by Papanicolaou 
et al. [175], Horsthemke et al. [173, 223], Mauri [168], and Mikelic et al. [180j. 
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Figur 1.4. A unit cell domain n of size l with internal int rface r and external boundary S. 
The microscopic flow v locity u and pressure P obey quations (1.4.3) and the solut transport 
is describ d by advection-difFusion-uptake quat ion (1.4.16) for solute concentration C. Th 
inward normal to r is n. 
Homogenization example: d rivation of the Darcy's law from the first principles 
As an xample of th application of homogenization techniqu , we derive Darcy's law of 
filtration following [177]. Let us consid ram dium with rigid periodic micro tructur filled 
with an incompre sible ewtonian liquid. We us Stokes flow together with in ompressibility 
condition to describe the flow in a repre entative unit c 11 (see Fig. 1.4) of siz [small compared 
to the size L of the macroscopic domain of interest: 
(1.4.3) 
where u and P are fluid velocity and pres ure resp ctiv ly, and IL i the fluid vi cosity. The 
system of quation (1.4.3) is subj ct to no-slip boundary condition on r (u lr = 0), and 
we demand periodicity of now and pressure fields on the external boundary S, owing to th 
periodicity of micro 'tructure rep res nt d in a unit cell (Fig. 1.4). 
W hoose the following dim nsionl s variable: u = U u /, P = Po pI, 'V = [-1 'V' , wh re 
Po = It U LI[2 ( 0 that the pr Sllre gradient quate local vi ous dissipation), and r write the 
system of equation (1.4.3), ubj ct to boundary onditions, in the non-dim n ional form (the 
prim s ov r the variables are dropped): 
'iJ . u = 0 , \l P = C 'iJ2u , 
ub, = 0, 
(1.4.4) 
where u and P are periodic on S, and c = II L i a small parameter charact rising the separation 
of scales (c ('V 10-2 for th matur human placenton , taking th ize of a typi al plac nton 
L ('V 1 cm [98] and the average diameter of aero s-se tion of the villous branches in a matur 
pIa enta to be l ('V 0.1 mm [33, 126]). 
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Since the system has a small parameter, we apply two-scale asymptotic expansions to look 
for solutions of (1.4.4): 
u = u(x, X), P = ?(x, X) , 
V' = V' x + E\1x , 
(1.4.5) 
u(x, X) = u(O)(x, X) + E u(l)(x, X) + E2 u(2)(x, X) + ... , 
?(x, X) = p(O)(x, X) + E p(J)(x, X) + E2 p(2)(x, X) + ... , (1.4.6) 
here X = EX, where X represents the local "micro-coordinates" of the unit cell 0, and X is 
slowly varying "macro-coordinates" of the macroscopic problem (x and X are further treated 
as independent variables). 
Using (1.4.5) we can rewrite the system (1.4.4) as follows: 
\1x· u+ c \1x· u=o, 
- - [2 22] \1x P + c \1x P =c \1xu+2c(\1x ·\1x)u+[ V'xu, (1.4.7) 
ulr = O. 
Substituting (1.4.6) in (1.4.7) and collecting the terms at the powers of E, we find at 0([0) 
and O(c): 
\1 x . u(O) = 0, V' x . U(l) + V'x . u(O) = 0, 
\1xp(O) = 0, - \ 1 ~ u ( O ) ) + \1xp(l) = -\1xp(O), 
(1.4.8) 
(1.4.9) 
subject to the boundary conditions u(i)lr = 0 and U(i), p(i) are periodic on 5 (i = 1,2). 
Equation (1.4.9a) implies that the pressure field at leading order can only depend on the 
macro-coordinates but not on the local coordinates x: p(O) = p(O) (X). 
Averaging equation (1.4.8 b) over the fluid-pha."ie subdomain of the unit cell Of, of volume 
IOfl, we obtain 
I ~ f l l J U(l). n dS.r + \1x' (u(O))! = 0, (1.4.10) 
anJ 
where (u(O)) f = I ~ ~ J I I In! u(O) dx, is the intrinsic average of fluid velocity, ¢ = 1-IOfI/IOI is the 
volume fraction of solid skeleton in the unit cell, which is constant a.'i we neglect the skeleton's 
deformations; the boundary of Of is ao! = 5 U f, and n is the unit normal to ao!, pointing 
outwards from Of (sec Fig. 1.4) 
If we take into account the no-slip flow boundary condition on f and the periodicity of 
u(1) . n on 5, the boundary integral in (1.4.10) vanishes to give 
(1.4.11) 
In order to get a complete system of equations, we consider a closure problem for u(O) and 
p(l) that obey equations (1.4.8 a), (1.4.9 b) in the unit cell, subject to no-slip condition on f 
and x-periodicity on 5. We observe that the source term \1x p (O) in (1.4.9b) depends only OIl 
the macro-variable X, which can be treated as a parameter in each unit cell, and therefore a 
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solution of this linear system can be written in the following form [177]: 
u(O) = -K. \7x p(O) , 
p(l) = _q . \7 x p(O) + pJJ) , 
16 
(1.4.12a) 
(1.4.12b) 
where K = K(x, X) is the permeability tensor, q = q(x, X) is a vector, and pJI) = Pc;I) (X) is a 
scalar. 
Averaging of equation (1.4.12a) over the liquid phase of the unit cell n leads to a macroscopic 
relation between fluid pressure and velocity in the leading order: 
(1.4.13) 
Substituting (1.4.12) in (1.4.8a) and (1.4.9b) with corresponding boundary conditions, we 
obtain a linear elliptic "closure" problem for K and q in a unit cell: 
(1.4.14) 
Klr = 0, q, K are periodic on S, 
which completes the averaged flow equations (1.4.11) and (1.4.13). 
We denote 8uperjic'ial average velocity over the whole unit cell as (u) = (1 - 1» (u(O)) f = 
rm j ~ ! ! u(O) dx, and fluid-phase intrinsic average p r e s ~ i I l r c c as (P) f = p(O) = Ifi!1 In! p(O) dx to 
rewrite the resulting macroscopic flow problem (1.4.11), (1.4.13) as follows: 
\7. (u) = 0, (u) = -KefI' \7x (P)f' (1.4.15) 
which is known as Darcy's law of flow in a porous medium, empirically found by Darcy while 
studying water flow through sand as an application to a fountain system [79]. Here Kcff = 
rAT . f ~ ! ! K(x,X)dx is the effective conductivity tensor given by (1.4.14), which reduces to a 
constant scalar for a homogeneous and isotropic medium ((Kcfr)ij = k6ij, k = canst) [177]. 
Analogous technique has been used to investigate effective macroscopic transport phcnomena 
for a family of advection-diffusion-reaction equations, e.g. 
(1.4.16) 
describing the microscopic processes [175, 228, 276]. Here C is the concentration of a solute, 
u is the flow velocity field, D is the molecular diffusion coefficient and 0', k, Tn are reaction 
parameters. The effective diffusivity tensor Dl'fI, a counterpart of the conductivity tensor Kl'ff in 
(1.4.15), is found in these works [175, 228, 275]. The existing studies, however, have been mainly 
focused on either advection-diffusion in periodic and random velocity fields [89, 90] or diffusion-
reaction in various media [228, 276], not addressing sufficiently the combined advection-uptake 
effects (see also Sec. 1.4.1). 
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1.5 The objectives and structure of the thesis 
As has been shown in Sections 1.1 and 1.2, the human placenta is characterised by a unique 
circulatory arrangement, with numerous villous trees containing fetal vessels in close contact 
with maternal blood (Fig. 1.1a). Placental tissue thus manifests a multiscale structure balanc-
ing microscopic delivery of nutrients and macroscopic flow distribution (Fig. 1.3). Despite a 
long history of ultrasound diagnostics, the many complications of pregnancy associated with 
placental pathology can often be confidently identified only post-delivery, due to insufficient 
spatial resolution and specificity of ultrasound scans [113]. Recent advances in 'in vivo colour 
and power Doppler ultrasound and magnetic resonance imaging [26, 95, 113, 148, 205] provide 
a potential for modelling-aided diagnostics; however, a theoretical framework for accurate av-
eraging of intervillous flow and transport, while preserving the key properties of fille placental 
structure, is urgently needed. 
The aim of this study is to examine the influence of placental structure on the effectiveness 
of nutrient uptake, which can be compromised in pathologies like pre-eclampsia and diabetes. 
The study comprises a theoretical analysis of solute transport across multiple scales, a spatial 
statistical allalysis of histological images (Fig. 1.1 b), and a self-consistent mathematical Illode! 
for intervillous flow and transport in a single placentone. 
The thesis sets three primary goals: (i) advancing a theoretical framework for multiscale 
flow and transport in regular and irregular geometries, and in the presence of active solute 
carriers (e.g. red blood cells); (ii) developing a methodology for characterising micro-geometry 
of villous branches and extracting key parameters, required for effective description of the 
placental transport function, from histological sections and, potentially, from ultrasound scans; 
(iii) testing the existing physiological hypotheses concerning peripheral basal veins' distribution 
and of the damaging effect of failed dilatation of maternal spiral arteries. 
We now briefly outline the content of the thesis. 
Chapter 2 focuses on a one-dimensional model of advection-diffusion-uptake in a periodic 
array of point sinks, an idealised Illodel of maternal flow past villons branches. \Ve classify 
leading-order parameter regimes for the solute transport and estimate the accuracy of the 
homogenized description for different parameter values. 
We address the stochastic nature of the placental micro-geometry in Chapter 3 by considering 
effective transport and the accuracy of the leading-order approximation in a disordered array of 
sinks, extending the model of Chapter 2 to random geometries. The magnitude and correlation 
properties of homogenization error are assessed for different spatial statistics of the micro-
geometry. 
The model of flow and transport past arrays of sinks is further developed and generalised 
in Chapter 4 to account for two-dimensional effects and nonlinear solute carriers, such as 
haemoglobin. We show, in particular, how the presence of a nonlinear advective component 
can dynamically change the transport regime in a parameter space, and formulate correspond-
ing closure cell problems in linear and nonlinear C8.'5es. 
Chapter 5 is devoted to the experimental imaging of a normal human placenta, which is 
used to systematically characterise its fine structure, complementing the developed theoretical 
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framework of Chapters 2-4. We test the statistical properties of villous distribution and analyse 
computationally a unit cell problem for the obtained villous shapes. 
In Chapter 6, we develop and study a simplified three-dimensional model of flow and advec-
tive transport of a passive solute in a single placentone. This model is used to test a hypothesis 
concerning the location of venom, openings on the basal plate, to offer a theoretical basis for 
radioangiographic experiments, and to quantitatively assess the role of the dilatation of decidual 
vlliiculature, impaired in certain placental pathologies. 
We discuss the results and potential extensions of the study in Chapter 7. 
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HOMOGENIZATION OF ADVECTION-DIFFUSION 
IN A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY OF SINKS 
2.1 Introduction 
In order to understand how the placenta functions as an organ of nutrient exchange, we 
here usc a simple mathematical model to examine the combined effects of transport of solutes 
such as glucose or oxygen by maternal blood flow and uptake by the fetal circulation in villolls 
trees. We consider competition between advection, diffusion and uptake characterised by a 
Peclet number Pe (relating the strength of advection to diffusion) and a Damkohler number Da 
(relating the rate of reaction or uptake to diffusion). 
The human placenta exhibits a complex geometry formed by the villous branches where 
the uptake of solutes from the maternal blood takes place, with an irregular pattern of smaller 
terminal villi and a more regular arrangement of larger anchoring stem villi (see Figs 1.1, 1. 2). 
This chapter aims to address the problem of classification and accuracy of effective asymptotic 
regimes of steady advective-diffusive transport with sorption in a regular periodic medium. 
Although previous extensive studies provide numerous insights into flow and transport phe-
nomena in porous media, it is still remains to be understood how the delicate interplay between 
different characteristic non-dimensional parameters, such as Peclet, Damkohler and Reynolds 
numbers, affects macroscopic and microscopic transport. 
We start by considering a one-dimensional periodic array of sinks subjected to a uniform flow 
with a prescribed inlet concentration. We investigate the role of both the Pedet and Damkohler 
numbers on the macroscopic and microscopic concentration profiles (in Sec. 2.3 & 2.4, below), 
and compare the obtained map of asymptotic transport regimes against numerical simulation 
(Sec. 2.5, below). 
We further use our idealised theoretical model to assess how governing parameters (Pc, Da) 
affect the accuracy of homogeni;lation approximations (Sec. 2.6, below). 
2.2 Model assumptions and problem statement 
Consider a one-dimensional equispaced array of N identical point sinks of strength qo 
(Fig. 2.1). The size of the domain is L, and I is the distance between two adjacent sinks 
(l «L, L = (N + 1)1). The flow field u = ('Uo, 0, 0) is &'isumed to be uniform over the domain 
(as if driven by a constant pressure drop according to Darcy's law); the concentration Co at the 
inlet is prescribed, and the concentration at the outlet is set to be ;lero. The concentration field 
C*(x*) is required to be non-negative, and therefore, for sufficiently strong uptake, we have to 
define an internal free boundary at x* = xn such that C* > 0 for 0 < x* < xn, and C* = 0 for 
xn < x* < L. 
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Figure 2.1. The model geometry. 
The model is described by the steady advection-diffusion equation, subject to boundary 
conditions, as follows: 
dC* d2 C* N 
110 dx* = D dx*2 - qo L 8(x* - x.;,), 0 < x* < L, 
C* 1:1:"=0 = Co, 
C*lx"=D = 0 or 
71=1 
C*lx"=xo = dC** I = 0, for 0 < Xo :S L, 
d.E x"-x" 
- ·0 
(2.2.1a) 
(2.2.1b) 
(2.2.1c) 
where D is the diffusion coefficient, and 110 is a flow velocity, which are both assumed constant; 
X;l = ni (n = 1 ... N) are the sink locations. The no-flux boundary condition at :ro results from 
the non-negativeness constraint on concentration, i.e. if solute concentration falls to 2ero before 
reaching the outlet, it stays at zero despite all the sinks downstream. 
We introduce non-dimensional variables C* = Co C, x* = I x and rewrite (2.2.1) in dimen-
sionless form as 
Clx=o = 1, dCI Clx=cl = 0 or Clx=xo = ~ ~ = 0, 
X :r=xo 
(2.2.2) 
where Pe = 110 II D and Da = qo II(D Co) are the local Peclet and Damkohler numbers respec-
tively, and Xo = xoll. 
Note that (2.2.2) can be equivalently rewritten as 
Pe dC _ d2C 
dx - dx2 ' 
Clx=o = 1, 
Clx=I:-1 = 0 or Clx=x() = ~ ~ ~ IJ,=:ro = 0 for 0 < Xo :S [-1 , 
Clx=n- = CI:r=n+, n = 1,2, ... ,N; N = c:- 1 - 1, 
[dC _ pec] Da, dx x=n 
where [J lx = 11:r+ - 11x- denotes a jump of function 1 at the point x. 
(2.2.3a) 
(2.2.3b) 
(2.2.3c) 
(2.2.3<1) 
(2.2.3e) 
The original problem (2.2.1) in dimensional variables describes an interplay between diffu-
sive, advective and uptake concentration fluxes (or timescales), which are determined by the 
P6clet, Damkohler numbers and reference lengthscales. \Ve assume that the macroscale (or 
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global) fluxes are characterised by a concentration drop Co across the domain of length L (in 
dimensional variables). Therefore, the reference global diffusive, advective and uptake fluxes 
across the macroscale domain are 
DCo 
<Pdiff = -y' <Padv = Uo Co, <PUpl = qo N ~ ~ E- 1 qo· (2.2.4) 
Alternatively, we can characterise solute traw;port via local Tl and global T9 timescales: 
l2 I l I Col I 
Tdiff "-' D' Tadv"-' -, Tupt "-'-Uo qo (2.2.5) 
L2 L CoL 9 9 9 
Tdiff "-' D ' Tad v "-'- Tupt rv --Uo qo 
so that Pe = ( T ~ d j T ~ i f f r l l , Oa = (r;IPtlr,tffrl . 
Advective and uptake fluxes approximately balance each other (<Padv "-' <purd when the local 
uptake rate at each sink matches the global advection rate ( r i ~ l v v "-' r;lpt), which is equivalent 
to Oa "-' E Pe. We can also identify a distinct regime of mutual balance when all three global 
fluxes are approximately equal 
or (2.2.6) 
This defines a special "triple" point, or "organising centre", (Pe,Oa) = (O(c), O(E2)) in param-
eter space (sec Fig. 2.2a) that is important for subsequent a.r.;ymptotic analysis. 
Because of the two distinct lengthscales land L (c = ilL « 1) present in the model, we 
look for solutions of (2.2.2) in the form 
C(x) = C(x, X) , X = EX, (2.2.7) 
introducing a slowly varying spatial variable X. As E tends to zero, x and X become independent 
in a sense of the weak two-scale convergence of solution of (2.2.2) to a limit (leading-order) 
solution C(O) (x, X) 
0- 1 1 1/2 
lim f C(x) c.p(x, E:r) dx = f dX J C(O)(x, X) c.p(x, X) d.T, 
0-<0 io io -1/2 (2.2.8) 
for every c.p from the appropriate class of x-periodic test functions [191] (the integral on the 
right-hand-side is taken over a single periodic unit cell -1/2 < :£' =:£ - n < 1/2 due to the 
translational invariance of (2.2.3a)). 
The differential operators change accordingly: 
d f) f) 
dx = f) x + E D X ' (2.2.9) 
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Figure 2.2. (a) Asymptotic regimes in (Pe, Da)-parameter space for transport past a periodic 
sink distribution with c = 0.05. Solid lines demarcate six distinct regions (uptake-dominated 
UD, UA, U ~ ; ; diffusion-dominated D· advection-dominated A, AS). Exact solution to (2 .2.2) 
converge to the homogenized solution (2.3.9) strongly (in the HI norm) in the green region. 
The yellow region above the dashed lines indicates the domain of weak convergence of exact 
solution to the homogenization approximation (in the L2 but not the Hl norm); the homog-
enization approximation fails in the red region for large Da; the dash-dotted line indicates an 
approximate balance between the net solute supply and uptake, according to (2.3. 10). (b) Con-
centration profiles (2.3.9) for points (1-5) in the parameter space (Pe = l,g2,c2, l,e l and 
Da = gO.6, 2g2, g3, cIA, 1 respectively), showing the leading-order approximation C(O) (1-4) and 
the full solution (5) computed with c = 0.05; circles show the locations of the 19 sinks. (c) Cor-
rections e(l) given by (2.4.13) at points (1) and (5), within a unit cell with th sink at x = O. 
(The asymptotic and numerical results in (a-c) are explained in the following sections below.) 
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Substituting (2.2.7) and (2.2.9) into (2.2.3), we get 
Pe (Cx + cOx) = OXT + 2 c Oxx + c2 Ox x, 0 < x < c- 1 , 0 < X < 1, 
Clx=o = 1, 
Clx=l = 0 or 0lx=xo = Cxlx=xo = 0, 0 < Xo :s 1, 
Clx=n- = CI.r=71+ , n=1,2, ... ,N, 
[OJ: + cOx - PeO] = Da, 
X=71 
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(2.2.lOa) 
(2.2.lOb) 
(2.2.lOc) 
(2.2.lOd) 
(2.2.10e) 
The transport regime therefore depends on the local Peclet and Damkohler numbers, and 
of the scale-separation parameter c. As long as the continuity condition [CL'=lI = 0 holds, we 
can simplify the jump of flux at a sink as [Ox + cOx] x=n = Da. 
We further assume that O(x, X) is an x-periodic function with a period of 1 (with the scale 
separation valid everywhere outside a possible thin boundary layer at the outlet for large Pe). 
This assumption will be verified in Section 2.5 by comparison of asymptotic and numerical 
solutions. A representative simulation is shown in Fig. 2.2(c, case (5)) (black solid line), which 
is essentially indistinguishable from asymptotic solution (blue dashed line). 
Before embarking into the detailed analytical and numerical analysis of transport regimes, 
we briefly outline the main features of the (Pe, Da) parameter space we seek to explore. Fig-
ure 2.2(a) shows how for a given c, two organising centres at Pe = O(c), Da = O(E2), and 
Pc = 0(1), Da = O(c) can be identified. By deriving distinct &'lymptotic limits for C around 
each organising centre, we can obtain a comprehensive overview of the effective transport regimes 
across parameter space. We see that the dominating transport regime affects considerably the 
concentration profile (Fig. 2.2(b,c)), and two-scale transport phenomena become apparent for 
C&'ie (5) (most relevant to the advective-dorninated transport of oxygen or glucose in a pla-
centone, as will be discussed below), where fast local oscillatiolls arc superimposed on a :,;lowly 
varying global concentration profile. It is this scale-separation that we will study in more detail. 
2.3 Small microscopic Peclet number transport regime 
Given (2.2.6), we first consider the :,;pecial case of Pe = O(c) and Da = 0(c2), setting 
Pc = cp, Da = c2q and &'isuming p, q = 0(1) as c --+ O. 
We look for an approximate solutioll of (2.2.10) in the form of an asymptotic power series 
C(x) = C(x, X) = C(°l(x, X) + cC(l)(x, X) + E2 C(2)(x, X) + ... (2.3.1) 
We will show that the concentration field at leading order varies only with the 'global' X 
(but not the' local' x) coordinate. 
Substituting (2.3.1) into (2.2.10) and collecting terms ill power:,; of c, we get at 0(1) 
C ~ ~ ) ) = 0, -1/2 < x < 1/2, 0 < X < 1, 
[C(O)] J'=() = 0, [Cia)] x=O = 0, 
c(O) 1.'(--1 = 0 or C(O) 1 v -" = C(O) Ix- '( = 0 . 
. ·'-·'ll X -. () , 
(2.3.2a) 
(2.3.2b) 
(2.3.2c) 
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here we limit our consideration to a single periodic unit cell -1/2 < :1:' = :1: - n < 1/2 (the 
prime on x is omitted) without loss of generality due to the translational invariance of (2.2.lOa) 
and the assumed x-periodicity of C(x, X). 
Equations (2.3.2a,b) imply that there is no local variation of e(O) ill each unit cell. e(O) is 
determined therefore only by the global boundary conditions (2.3.2c), so that e(O) = C(O)(X). 
Collecting the terms in (2.2.10) at 0(10), then gives 
p eiO) = e i ~ ~ + 2 e ~ ~ ~ , , [C(1)]",=o = 0, [cy) + c . ~ ) ] ] J'=O = 0, 
c(1)lx=o = 0, c(1)lx=l = 0, 
which is equivalent to 
C ~ : ~ ~ = 0, [C(I)] x=O = 0, [e2)] J:=O = 0, 
c(1)lx=o = 0, c(1)lx=l = o. 
Therefore C(1) == O. 
Collecting the terms in (2.2.10) at 0(102 ), we obtain 
which reduces to 
P (e(l) + e(O)) = e(2) + 2d.1), + e(O), x X ;rx :rX x)\ ' 
[C(2)l.r=o = 0, [ e ~ 2 ) ) + C . ~ ) ] ] x=o = q, 
e(2)lx=0 = 0, e(2)lx=1 = 0, 
p C ~ ) ) = C ~ ; ) ) + C ~ ! \ , , ' 
[e(2)] - 0 [e(2)] -
.r=0 -, x J'=O - q , 
At this level we see competition between advection (p) and uptake (q). 
(2.3.3) 
(2.3.4) 
(2.3.G) 
(2.3.6a) 
(2.3.Gb) 
(2.3.6c) 
Averaging (2.3.6a) over the unit cell -1/2 < x < 1/2, outside a smallneighbolll'hood (-6,6) 
of :r = 0, leads to 
-8 1/2 
(0) (0) - J (2) J c(2) - C(2) 1 - C(2) 1 - [C(2)] pCx -Cxx - Cxxdx+ xx dx - x ; L ' = ~ ~ x x = - ~ ~ X x=o' (2.3.7) 
-1/2 +8 
We assume periodicity of e ~ 2 ) ) in a unit cell (in addition to the assumption of x-periodicity 
of e(2)), use the jump condition [ C ~ 2 ) ] 0 0 = q, and complement equation (2.3.7) with boundary 
conditions (2.3.2c) to get a macroscopic averaged problem for the leading-order concentration 
field: 
dO) d O)-xx - p x - q, 
o :S X :S 1 for q :S Q (p ) 
(2.3.8a) 
(2.3.8b) 
(2.3.8c) 
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with q = Q(p) defined such that C . ~ ) ( l ) ) = 0, and Xu defined such that C(O)(Xo) = O. 
The solution to (2.3.8) is 
! (9. _ 1) ePX - 1 _ 9. X + 1 q ::; Q(p) P el' - 1 l' ' C(O)(X) = e Px - 1 -fo el'Xo -¥,X+1, q>Q(p) (2.3.9) 
where 
p2 e l' X 2 
Q(p) = (p _ 1) eP + l' Xo = - ~ ~ e -p () + ";% (2.3.10) 
The macroscopic solution (2.3.9)1 allows us to describe all asymptotic behaviour at leading 
order with respect to parameters (p, q) = (Pe/c, Da/c2), as shown in Fig. 2.2(a). 
We now consider asymptotic limits of (2.3.9) with respect to parameters (p, q), represent-
ing (Pe, Da). First, we explore (2.3.9) near the distinguished balance of global fluxes (2.2.6), 
represented by the boundaries between the diffusion (D), advection (A) and uptake-dominated 
(U) regions (sec Fig. 2.2a): 
(D/A) taking the limit of (2.3.9) along the vertical line p = 0(1), q« 1 (Pe = O(c), Da« c2) 
gives C(O) ~ ~ 1 - c : : _ ~ ) ) , which represents the advection-diffusion balance (independent of 
uptake); 
(D/U) taking the limit of (2.3.9) along the horizontal line q = 0(1), p « 1, q ::; Q(p) ~ ~ 2 
(Pe« 1, Da = 0(c2) ::; 2c2) gives C(O) ~ ~ 1 x 2 - (1 + 1) X + 1, which represents the 
diffusion-uptake balance (independent of advection); 
(A/U) taking the limit of (2.3.9) along the diagonal line q = O(p), p » 1, q ::; Q(p) ~ ~ p 
(Da = O(cPe), Pe» c, Da::; cPe) gives C(O) ~ ~ 1 - ~ ~ X + ( ~ ~ - 1) C l ' ~ ~ - l l ,which represents 
the advection-uptake balance (with a boundary layer of width O(l/p) at the outlet, where 
diffusion balances advection locally); the composite asymptotic form for C(O) captures 
both a slow linear drop in concentration and an advective-diffusive boundary layer ncar 
the exit (as illustrated in Fig. 2.2(b), case (4)). 
In addition, analysis of (2.3.8) indicates that the lellgthscale LA '" l/p of the advective-
diffusive boundary layer is comparable to the advective-uptake dominated lellgthscale lu '" p/ q 
when q '" p2 (Da'" Pe2) (see case (1) in Fig. 2.2). This subdivides the uptake region U into 
two subdomains: Uo (q » p2, q » 1), where no downstream boundary layer can be formed, 
and UA (p « q « p2), where a boundary layer with the exponential decay of solute appears 
downstream of the inlet. The corresponding asymptotic form of (2.3.9) is as follows: 
(Uo/UA) taking the limit of (2.3.9) along the boundary q = 0(p2), q» 1, q > Q(p); (Da = 0(Pe2), 
Da» max(c2,cPe)) gives C(U) ~ ~ 1 - 9. X + ~ ~ ~ , , where Xo ~ ~ £. p P c P·\{) p 
Simplifying the limits of the codimension-one ft.'lymptotic expressions (D/ A), (D/U), (A/U) 
and (UO/UA) we obtain four leading-order parameter regimes in which (2.3.9) has distinct 
asymptotic forms: 
lThe uniquene:;s of the solution 0 < Xo ~ ~ 1 to (2.3.lOb) a.s a fixed point is determined by the contraction 
mapping property [150]: 11<p(XJ)-<p(X2)11 ~ ~ IIIXI-X211, 0 < 1 < 1 for <p(X) = -* e -pX +com.;t (p > 0), with 
1<p'(Xo)1 = e -1' Xo < 1 for a.llY Xo > O. The convergence t h l J H j u s t i f i e ~ ~ the iteration procedure X6,,+I) = <p(X(\"\ 
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(D) D i f f u ~ i o n n between boundaries: taking p rv q «1 (Pe« O(c), Da« 0(c2)) gives 
C(O) ~ ~ 1 - X (linear concentration profile, ~ ~ illustrated in Fig. 2.2(b), case (3) ); 
(UD) Uptake upstream of outlet: taking p« 1, max(1, J}) « q « C 2 
(Pe «O(c), max(c2 , Pe2 ) « Da « 1) gives 
C(O) ~ ~ (1 - , ~ J 2 , , 0::; X::; Xo, c« Xo = /2/q« 1 
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(parabolic profile with an internal free boundary at distance of 0(1/ y7j) from the inlet, 
as illustrated in Fig. 2.2(b), case (2)) ; 
(UA) Uptake with a diffusive inner boundary layer: taking p» 1, p« q« min(p/c, p2) 
(Pe» O(c), cPe« Da« min(Pe, Pe2 )) gives 
C(O) ~ ~ 1 - K - _1_. e -1'(Xo - X) 0 < X < X c « Xl) ~ ~ p/q « 1 Xo p,\o ,- - 0, 
(linear profile stretching to the distance O(p/q) with an internal boundary layer of thick-
ness O(I/p), ft.'> illustrated in Fig. 2.2(b), cm;e (1) ) , 
(A) Advection with a diffusive boundary layer near the outlet: taking ]J» 1, q « p 
(Pe» O(c), Da« cPe) gives 
C(O) ~ ~ 1 _ !l. X _ e -1'(1 - X) 
l' 
(linear profile with a boundary layer of thickness O(I/p), ~ ~ illustrated in Fig. 2.2(b), 
case (4) ); 
Note that in the special case of p = q (Dn = cPe) the leading-order concentration profile 
(2.3.9) is exactly linear, showing no effect of the outlet in this case (Fig. 2.2c). We also observe 
that the concentration profile at leading order is gellerally pambolic ill small P6c1et llumber 
(Pe « c) regimes (D and U D), exponential at moderate or intermediate values c « Pe « 1 
(A and UA), and linear at large Peclet number Pe » 1 ( A ~ ~ and U2); here index s indicates the 
presence of advective " s t a i r c ~ e s " " in the concentration profile due to microscale inhomogeneities 
( ~ e e e Fig. 2.2b). However, to understand this microscale effect we need to consider the first non-
vanishing correction to the leading-order solution. 
To find the correction C(2), we substitute (2.3.8a) in (2.3.6) to get the cell problem 
C (2) -_ :l'X - q, (2.3.11) 
which has a unique solution if we demand periodicity of C(2) and n calibration condition 
1/2 
(C(2)) = canst in a unit cell, were (1) == .r f d x. 
-1/2 
The solution to (2.3.11) is therefore 
-1/2 ::; x < 0 
0::; x::; 1/2. 
(2.3.12) 
In order for the correction C(2) to satisfy the global boundary conditions (2.3.6c), we ob-
serve that each border (at X = 0, 1) contains a half of the unit cell (see Fig. 2.1), so that 
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Figure 2.3. The second correction (2.3.12) in the asymptotic expansion (2.3.1) of concelltration 
in a unit cell for different values of Damkohler number Da = [2q ([ = 0.05, (C(2)) = q/12). 
C(2) Ix=o+ = e(2) Ix=o- = 0 due to (2.3.Gc) and x-periodicity. The constant (e(2)) is therefore 
identified from (2.3.12) to be q/12. 
Fig. 2.3 shows a concentration profile of the second correction for different values of Damkohler 
number (Da = [2 q ). \Ve compare this asymptotic correction against Illuuerical computations 
below. 
Relation (2.3.12) implies that e(2) is proportional to Da/ [2. One can see that when Da 
approaches 1, the second correction approaches [-2, and [2 C(2) becomes comparable to e(O) 
in order of magnitude, violating the convergence of the asymptotic expansion (2.3.1). Equiva-
lently, the leading-order term e(O) in the solution decays considerably (of the order of 0(1)) on 
lengthscale of a few sinks. This imposes a restriction for the maximal value of local Damkohler 
number allowing the homogenization procedure to be performed (see Fig. 2.2a). 
2.3.1 Case Pe = O([), Da = 0([2): Summary 
We have obtained effective macroscale equation (2.3.8) for e(O) (X) in case of small-to-zero 
microscopic Peclet numbers Pe = [p and for Damkohler number scaled as Da = [2q (p, q = 
0(1)). Equation (2.3.8) is an advection-diffusion equation with a uniform sink. Therefore, the 
form of the governing microscale equation (2.2.3a) is preserved at the macroscale after averaging 
(with microscopic boundary effects at the sinks incorporated in the uniformly distributed sink 
term). It can be demonstrated (sec Section 13.2 of Appendix I3) that the effect of a fillite size 
of the sinks (expressed by a volume fraction </J (0 :S <p < 1) occupied by the sink in a unit cell) 
leads to a modified sink term q/(l- </J) on the right-hand side of (2.3.8), indicating stronger net 
uptake at large volume fractions, e.g. of villous tissue. 
We have also shown that there is a critical relation (2.3.10) between Pcclet and Damkohler 
numbers 
Pe2 e Pe/c 
D ~ r = = I' (Pe/[ - l)e Pe c + 1 
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so that an internal free boundary in the concentration profile develops for Da > Dacr . The 
limiting cases for this relation, Dacr ~ ~ 2 E2 for Pe «E and Dacr ~ ~ EPe for Pe » E, agree with 
the approximate balance of fluxes obtained from a priori dimensional analysis (2.2.6). 
Analysis of the limiting form of (2.3.9) along the advective-uptake boundary (A/U) shows a 
downstream boundary layer (of thickness l/p) developing when q '" p » 1 (Pc» E, Da'" EPe). 
In the local "microscopic" coordinates, the thickness of the boundary layer is J: '" X / E '" 1 / (EJJ); 
therefore, to capture this lengthscale, homogenization of (2.2.10) for p = O ( E ~ l ) ) (Pe = 0(1)) 
is required. 
The first non-zero correction is of the second order in E and is given by the diffusion problem 
(2.3.11) in a periodic unit cell, which provides solution (2.3.12). However, correction (2.3.12) 
does not depend on Pcclet number and hence cannot explain the appearance of microscopic 
"stairs" in the concentration profile at Pe» E (as shown in Fig. 2.2(b), case 5). 
We therefore need to choose different scaling to address these questions. Correction (2.3.12) 
is of magnitude E2 q, becomes O(E) when q = O(l/E), motivating new regime Pe = 0(1), 
Da = O(E) that provides approximate balance between advectivc and uptake fluxes according 
to (2.2.6). 
2.4 Regime of moderate microscopic Peclet number 
We now consider the case of Pe = 0(1) and Da = O(E) = E(jl, (jl = 0(1). Substituting 
(2.3.1) into (2.2.10) and collecting terms in powers of E, we obtain at 0(1) 
C (O)IV-I=O or C(O)lv_" =d?)lv_v =0 _ ~ ~ - -"' --"0 )( - ~ ~ --"'0 , 
which implies, analogously to (2.3.2a), C(O) = C(O)(X). 
Collecting the terms in (2.2.10) at O(El), we have 
Pe ( C ~ l ) ) + C ~ » ) ) = C ~ ~ ) ) + 2 C ~ ; ~ ~ , 
[C(J)L=o = 0, [ C ~ I ) ) + C ~ ) L . = o o = ql , 
C(J) Ix=o = 0, C(1) IX=1 = 0 or C(i)lx=xo = C ~ \ , ( = X o o = 0, 
which reduces to 
C(1) - PeC(l) = Pedal 
xx x X ' 
[C (I)] - 0 [c(1)]-x=O - , x x=O - ql , 
(2.4.1a) 
(2.4.1b) 
(2.4.2) 
(2.4.3<1) 
(2.4.3b) 
(2.4.3c) 
Averaging equation (2.4.3a) over the unit cell (-1/2 < x < 1/2) and assuming periodicity 
of C(1) and C ~ l ) ) in a unit cell ( C ( i ) I : r = ~ 1 / 2 2 = C(1)I:r=1/2, C ~ I ) l x = ~ 1 / 2 2 = d/)lx=I/2), we get 
(2.4.4) 
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using the jump boundary conditions at the sink (2.4.3b) and macroscopic boundary conditions 
(2.4.1b), we find an averaged advection-diffusion problem 
with a linear function a..'i a solution: 
P e C ~ ) ) = -ql , 
C(O)lx=o = 1, 
c(O) = 1 - 2.!.. X 
Pe ' 
(2.4.5a) 
(2.4.5b) 
(2.4.6) 
where ql/Pe:::; 1 if the concentration profile extends to the outlet (X = 1), and ql/Pc = l/Xo 
if the solute concentration drops to zero at X = Xo < 1. 
Note that (2.4.5a) allows us to satisfy only one macroscopic boundary condition, while the 
other (C(O)IX=l = 0 or C(O)lx=xo = C . ~ ) l x = x [ J J = 0) leads to a diffusive boundary layer of 
the original problem, which is not preserved in this scaling and may be too narrow (of the 
lengthscalc O(l/p) '" E/Pe« 1, see Sec. 2.3) to homogenize, as shown in Fig. 2.2(b), cases (1) 
and (4). 
Equations (2.4.3a)-(2.4.3b) provide a cell problem for the first correction: 
c j , ~ ~ - Pe C ~ . l ) ) = Pe C . ~ ) ) , 
[C(I)] - 0 [C(I)] -x=O -, x x=O - ql . 
(2.4.7) 
Because the source terms C ~ ) ) and q) in this linear problem are independent of x, it is convenient 
to use the superposition principle and look for a solution in the form 
C(1)(x,X) = - b ( x ) P e C ~ ) ) +a(x)q), (2.4.8) 
where a(x) and b(x) are periodic with period 1 and satisfy the following cell problems: 
nxx - Pe ax = 0 , 
alx=o- = alx=o+, (aJ,)I:r=o+ - {nx)l:r=o- = 1, (2.4.9) 
al x=-1/2 = nl x=I/2, 
bxx - Pe bx = -1 , 
bl,T=O- = blx=o+, (bx)IJ'=o+ - (bl')IJ'=o- = 0, (2.4.10) 
blx=-1/2 = bl x=I/2 . 
The solutions to (2.4.9) and (2.4.10) are 
I I (ePc/2 - 1) e
Pcx I ~ - - - - - - ' - - - + - + (a) -1/2:::;: x < 0 
- Pc ePe/2 _ C-P,,/2 2 Pc ' 
a(x) = 
I (e- P,,/2 - 1) ePex 
- PI' ePc/ 2 _ e- Pe/ 2 - - 2 ~ - C C + (a), 0:::;: x :::; 1/2, 
(2.4.11) 
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Figure 2.4. The first correction (2.4.13) in the asymptotic expansion (2.3.1) of concentration in 
a unit cell for Da = E (ql = Eq = 1) at different values of Pcclet number (E = 0.05, (C(1)) i1'3 
given by (2.4.14)). 
ePcx 
b(x) = - Je eP,,/2 _ e- Pc/2 + Jc (x + I!J + (b), -1/2 S x S 1/2. (2.4.12) 
We use (2.4.6) to compute the global concentration gradient C . ~ ) ) = -?c: which transforms 
(2.4.8) to C(I) = ql (a(x) + b(x)), and therefore (2.4.11) and (2.4.12) give 
ql ( exp(Pe (x + ~ ) ) ) 2 + pe) (C(I)) 
/) +.7:+-- + , Pe 2 sinh(Pe 2 2 Pe -1/2sx<0 
ql (exP(pe(x--21 )) 2-pe) () - - - - = - - - - " - . . , . . = ~ ~ + x + 2 Pe + (C 1 ), 
Pe 2 sinh(Pe/2) 
(2.4.13) 
OsxS1/2, 
which is plotted in Fig. 2.4. 
The average of the first correction, (C(1)), is identified from (2.4.13) using the global bound-
ary conditions (2.4.3c), which are equivalent to the local condition in each unit cell: C(1)IJ:=o = 0 
(analogous to the computations of (C(2)) in (2.3.12)). Thus 
(C(1)) = ~ ~ ( ePc / 2 _ 2 + pc) = ~ ~ (coth(pe/2) _ ~ ) ) , 
2Pe sinh(Pe/2) Pe 2Pe Pe (2.4.14) 
therefore (C(1)) ~ ~ ~ ~ (1 - ~ J J at large Pe » 1 and (C(l)) ~ ~ ~ ~ at small Pe « 1, in agreement 
with previous results of correction average (for ql = E q; see Section 2.3). 
One can show that, for Pe « 1. (2.4.13) takes the form: 
C(I) = { -2f (x2 +:r + t) + ~ ~ + O(qIPe), 
- 2f (x 2 - X + t) + ~ ~ + 0 (ql Pe) , 
-1/2 S x < 0 
Os x S 1/2. (2.4.15) 
In this limiting case C(I) tends to EC(2) from the small Peclet number regime (2.3.12) as qlPe 
tends to zero, with ql = E q (see regions A and VA in Fig. 2.2a). 
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Figure 2.5. The first correction (2.4.13) to the leading-order concentration in a unit cell for 
Da = EPe at different values of Peclet number (c: = 0.05, (C(I)) is given by (2.4.14)). 
Analogously, at large Pe » 1, (2.4.13) reduces to 
{
.9.!. (.. 1 -I'C1.c1) ..!lL 
C(1) ~ ~ Pe X + 2 - e + 21'e ' 
.9.!. (. 1) + ..!lL Pe x - 2 2Pe' 
-1/2::; x < 0, 
o ::; :r ::; 1/2, 
(2.4.16) 
with a boundary layer of thickness O(pe- I ) upstream of the sink (sec Fig. 2.5). This case 
corresponds to regions UA and N in Fig. 2.2(a). Note that this limit for e(l) is a discontinuous 
function at x = 0, so that the no-jump condition [C(l)] x=o = 0 is violated at each sink, leaving 
only the total flux PeC(1) _d. l ) to be continuolls. This sllggests that problem (2.2.1O) becomes 
non-uniform at large P6clet numbers, with a diffusive inner boundary layer of width c:/Pe near 
each sink. We can verify this discontinuity by deriving a cell problem for (2.2.10), using an 
appropriate scaling for Pe and Da numbers. Homogenization analysis for Pe = 0(c:- 1} and 
Da = 0(1) shows that the regular limit (2.4.16) of (2.4.13) is valid in this case (see Section B.4 
in Appendix B for verification of this asymptotic reSUlt). 
Correction (2.4.13), depicted in Figure 2.4, together with its limiting cases (2.4.15) and 
(2.4.16) show that microscopic "stairs" in the concentration profile occur whell local P6clet 
Humber is larger than 1, thus bisecting the leading-order asymptotic regimes A and UA of 
Fig. 2.2(a) into A & Nand UA & UA' respectively. The total number of asymptotic transport 
regimes for problem (2.2.2) is raised to six and is summarised in Fig. 2.2(a). 
It can also be shown that the second and all the successive corrections in (2.3.1) vanish (see 
Appendix B.3). 
2·4·1 Case Pe = 0(1), Da = O(c): Summary 
We have obtained an effective macroscale equation (2.4.5) for C(O)(X) in case of moderate 
microscopic P6clet numbers (Pc = 0(1)}. Equation (2.4.5) is an advectioll-reaction equation 
with a uniformly distributed sink, representing the net effect of an array of point sinks. This 
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Figure 2.6. (a) a comparison of composite analytical (dots) and numerical (solid) solutions to 
problem (2.2.2) for Pe = 10, N = 19 c = 0.05; (b) absolute difference between the composite 
analytical solution (2.5.1) computed on 400 grid points for each unit cell (with 200 uniform 
points per boundary layer) and llUlllerical computation of the concentration profile on a mesh 
consisting of 640 elements. 
equation agrees with an "advective" limit of (2.3.8) for p = PelE » 1. 
We have found solutions of cell problems for C(1) and C(2), demonstrated that their a<;ymp-
totic behaviour follow the solution obtained in Section 2.3 for Pe « 1, and studied their regular 
limit for Pe » 1. 
We can also observe from (2.4.13) that the asymptotic analysis breaks clown, with E G(I) 
becoming of the same order as C(O) in (2.3.1), when ql/Pe = O(c 1), i.e. Da'" Pe. This imposes 
a limit of homogenization applicability Da « Pe for Pe ,2:: 1, and together with the result of 
Section 2.3 defines the overall upper "homogenization limit" for the Damkohler number: 
Da « max(l, Pe) , 
as shown in Fig. 2.2(a). 
2.5 Comparison with numerical simulations 
Preliminary tests for comparison between asymptotic and numerical solutions to the ad-
vection-diffusion-uptake problem (2.2.2) are performed using the stationary finite element solver 
of COMSOL Multiphysics with the UMFPACK (multi-frontal LV-factorisation) algorithm for solv-
ing sparse linear systems and sinks located at the mesh nodes. 
Another hybrid analytical-numerical solution to linear problem (2.2.2) has been constructed 
by using the exact solution Ci(X) = Ai ePc(X - Xi-die + Hi, and matching the concentrations 
and fluxes at each sink to identify the constants Ai and Hi, where Xi is the position of the 
i-th sink in macroscopic coordinates (i = 1, ... , N) and Xo = 0, X N +1 = 1. The boundary 
condi tions 
C11x=0 = 1, GN +1Ix=1 = 0, 
Ci+1 = Gi , (GHdx - (Cih,. = DalE at X = Xi 
define a composite analytical solution to (2.2.2) as follows: 
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(2.5.1a) 
Al + BI = 1, 
Pe(X; - Xi-dlc A A _ Oa 
e i - i+ I - - PI" 
Bi - Bi+ 1 = ~ ~ , ,
i=l, ... ,N 
(2.5.1b) 
Pc(I-XN)!cA +B -0 
e N+l N+l - , 
where the linear system (2.5.1 b) with a sparse well-conditioned matrix is solved to obtain the 
coefficients AI, ... ,AN+l, and Bl, ... ,BN+l' 
Numerical solution ha.''l relative inaccuracy much less than 1% (absolute inaccuracy 
maxlCllllIll - Canalytl .:S 10-6 ) for a mesh consisting of 640 clements, Pe = 10 and N = 19. The 
maximal contribution to the error comes from the steep concentration gradient in a boundary 
layer developed at each sink, as shown in Figure 2.6 (where analytical and numerical solutions 
arc essentially indistinguishable). 
Figs. 2.7 and 2.8 show the numerical and asymptotic solutions in the range of smaU-to-
moderate and moderate-to-Iarge microscopic Pcclet numbers respectively, which demonstrate a 
good agreement with asymptotic results of Sections 2.3 and 2.4 respectively. Note a pronounced 
development of "stairs" at Pe > 1. Already at Peclet number of the order of 1, we observe 
that the a.'>ymptotic symmetric cell solution (2.3.12) obtained around the organising centre 
(Pc, Da) = (0(c),0(c2 )) deviates from the numerical cell solution due to the development of 
flow-induced asymmetry (see Fig. 2.7(c), inset). The corresponding asymptotic cell solution 
(2.4.13) about the second organising centre (Pe, Da) = (O(l),O(c)) clearly agrees with the 
simulation (Fig. 2.8(a), inset), as anticipated from our preceding analysis. 
2.6 Convergence rates and limitations of homogenization on 
periodic arrays 
In order to consider the difference between the homogenized (C(O)(X)) and exact (C) solu-
tions to the original problem (2.2.1), we introduce the following mea:mres: 
I 
II f Ilmax = max I f I, II filL = Jf2 dX , 
XE[O,lj 
o 
2 2 II df 112 IlfIIHl=llfIIL2+ <IX {'2' 
1 
(I) =J fdX. 
o 
(2.6.1) 
These are, respectively, the supremum (Chebyshev), mean-squared (L2 ) and Sobolev (HI) 
norms, aud the mean of f. 
The modes of convergence of C to e(O), i.e. of f = e - C(O) to zero, as defined in (2.6.1), 
are arranged in descending order in (2.6.1) with respect to their "strength" (except for the 
Sobolev norm), e.g. lie - c(O) Ilmax ---t 0 implies the convergence of II C - c(O) 11{'2' and the 
c'-a 
convergence in II . II L2 implies the convergence in mean, while the converse is generally not true. 
Convergence in the Sobolev norm, which takes account of the first derivative, is stronger than 
convergence in the mean-squared norm in a sense that II . IIL2 :S II . 11111 (see, e.g. [191] for a 
more systematic treatment). 
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Figure 2.7. (a,b,c) Numerical solution C (solid black) to the advection-diffusion problem (2 .2.2). 
(a,b) also show the numerical second correction £-2 (0 -C(O)) (solid blue) computed in COMSOL 
and analytical second correction C(2) (dashed black) in a unit cell given by (2.3.12) for Pe = 0, 
Da = £2 (at the border D/DD in the parameter space; see Fig. 2.2a) and Pe = 2£, Da = 3c2 
(about the main organising centre in Fig. 2.2a) respectively; (c) the first correction C 1 (C-CCO)) 
and its analytical estimate c-1 C(2) according to (2.3.12) for Pe = 1, Da = c (at the border 
AID A; see Fig. 2.2a). The sink positions are marked by red circles; two vertical dotted lines 
indicate the borders of a unit cell (c = 0.05). 
Observing from (2.3.1) that 
C(x) == Cg(X) ~ ~ CCO) (X) + cC(1)(X/c) , Ck ~ ~ cf) + c C ~ ) ) = Cc:) + C ~ l ) , ,
r1 C(1) (XI£) dX = 11/2 O(l)(x) dx (due to x-periodicity), Jo -1/2 
and 
(2.6.2) 
where X = £ X and the superscript (g) is adopted to distinguish the exact solution for a fixed ep-
silon from the two-seale-limit solution, we use the analytieal solution (2.4.13) for the correction 
C(1) to estimate (with the aid of the computer algebra system Maple) the order of magnitude 
of the homogenization residue 
(2.6.3) 
For instance, in the case of large Peclet number with Da = £ Pe, by integrating (2.4.13) and 
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Figure 2.8. (a-d): Numerical solution C (solid black) to the advection-diffusion problem (2.2.2), 
numerical first correction c 1 (C - C (O)) (solid blue) and analytical correction C(1) given by 
(2.4.13) (dashed black) are plotted for Pe = 1; 4; lO; 50 respectively and Da = E: Pe. The 
sinks' position is marked by red circles; two vertical dotted lines indicate the borders of a unit 
cell (E: = 0.05). 
IIrc llL2 Ilrxllu (rc) (ri) maxlrcl maxlril 
Pe» 1 O(c) O(ffe) O(c) 0 O(c) O(Pe) 
P e ~ ~ 1 O(c Pe) O(Pe) O(cPe) 0 O(cPe) O(Pe) 
Table 2.1. Analytical convergence rates of homogenization residue r C = Cc - C(O) for Da = E: Pe. 
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Figure 2.9. Convergence rates of homogenization residue rF: = CF: - C(O) for a periodic array: 
(a) numerical solution C (N = 49) and (c) homogenization residue rF: (N = 1019; caled by 
c 1 = N + 1) for Pe = 10 Da = c:Pe; (b) numerical (circles) and asymptotic (dashed line) 
convergence rates in L 2-norm vs. number of inks for Pe = c:-1/ 2 , Da = c:Pe; (d) convergence 
rates in Chebyshev (maxlrF: l; squares) and mean-squared (1IrcIIL2; circles) norms, and in mean 
(l(rc)li diamonds) ( ee (2.6.1)) for Pe = 10, Da = c:Pe. 
expanding the result as a power serie of 1/Pe, we find IICc - C(O) IIL2 = c: IIC(l) I I L 2 ( X E E - ~ , ! ] ) ) = 
Js c: [1 - £ Pe-1 + ~ ~ ~ Pe-2 + O(Pe-3)] , where the equality between the residue and the cor-
rection is used due to the vani hing of all the higher order terms in the asymptotic expansion 
(2.3.1). The re ult for thi and other measures in (2.6.1) are summarised in Table 2.1 (where rk 
denotes the derivative of the residue with re pect to the global spatial coordinate). Figure 2.9 
shows the numerical verification of analytical prediction for convergence ra(,e. An example 
of the exact solution (for = 49) i given in (Fig. 2.9a) and the corresponding residue (for 
N = 1019) is plotted in panel (c). We ob erve a good agr m nt for both high-order asymptotic 
approximation of IIre ll L2 (Pe = c:- 1/ 2 ; Fig. 2.9b) and for leading-order convergence rates in the 
Chebyshev and mean-squared norms and in mean (Pe = 10; Fig. 2.9d). 
We see from Table 2.1 that the magnitude of the homogenization re idu is typically linear 
in c:, while its derivative doe not neces arily converge ( ee Fig. 2.lOa,b). At the arne time, 
the mean of rx vanishes exactly to zero, giving an example of the striking difference between 
"weaker" and 'stronger" types of convergence. Although th results of Table 2.1 are pre ented 
for a fixed ratio qI/Pe == Da/£Pe = I, we see from (2.4.13) that the residue cales with qI/Pe. 
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Pe » 1 
Pe «: 1 
o ( ~ : ) )
O(Da) 
o ( Da ) 
cffe 
o ( ~ a ) )
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Table 2.2. Analytical convergence rates for arbitrary Pe and Da: weak vs. strong convergence 
rates. 
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Figure 2.10. Gradient of C (equal here to rk - 1) for N = 9 (a) and N = 39 (b) (Pe = 10, 
Da = EPe; yellow region of weak convergence in Fig. 2.2a) does not converge to the leading order 
constant cf.) = -1 as E "" 1/ N ~ ~ O. Convergence rates of homogenization residue Tk in Hl_ 
norm (mean-squared with first derivative) vs. number of sinks for Pe = E-1/ 2 , Da = EO,75ffe 
(in the "weak-convergence" yellow region of Fig. 2.2a) (c) and for Pe = c-1/ 2 , Da = c1.25 ffe 
(in the "strong-convergence" green region of Fig. 2.2a) (d). 
Therefore, multiplying the entries of Table 2.1 by Da/EPe, we obtain weak (1lrc 11£2) and strong 
(1IrcIIHl) convergence rate for the homogenization residue r C , covering the entire parameter 
space, as shown in Table 2.2 and Figure 2.2(a). 
We can therefore split the parameter space (Fig. 2.2a) into three regions: in the green region, 
there is a "strong" convergence (in the Sobolev norm); the lightly shaded (yellow) region is 
characterised by the loss of the convergence of derivatives, so that Cc converges to C(O) only 
in a weak sense (in the mean- quared norm); and the darkly shaded (red) region manifests in 
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the complete breakdown of the two-scale analysis, with macroscopic variations ill concentration 
at lengthscales less than the inter-sink spacing (see Fig. 2.2a). The existcnce of a range of 
parameters in problem (2.2.2) with strong convergence of the leading-order solution is unusual 
for homogenization approach, which typically provides only weak convergence at the leading 
order [34]. 
2.7 Homogenization for non-periodic sink distributions 
It is possible to perform the homogenization procedure in 1D for a more general sink dis-
tribution, relaxing the periodicity condition and using a boundedncss argument to derive a 
solvability condition as the scale-separation parameter E tends to zero [124]. \Ve illustrate this 
for the parameter regime Pe = O(E), Da = 0(E2). 
Consider the following advection-diffusion-reaction problem: 
d2C dC :2 1 
dx2 -EP dx =E qf(X,EX), O<X<E-, E«l 
C!:c==o = 1, C!x==c-I = 0, 
which is identical to the problem (2.2.2) considered above for f 
Pe=Ep, Da=E2 q (p,q=O(l)). 
N L c5(x - n), N 
11==1 
(2.7.1) 
-I E , 
Following [124], we require f to be a double-integrable function, and that there exist fm(X) 
and fAt(X) (or constants, when f is independent of the slowly varying coordinate X = EX) such 
that 
x 
X fm(X) ~ ~ J f ( ~ , , X) d ~ ~ ~ ~ x fAf(X) , (2.7.2) 
o 
for all x E (0, E- 1) and X E (0,1) as E tends to zero. 
N 
This boundedness requirement is satisfied for f L c5(x - n). Indeed, we find that 
n==1 J; L ~ = = I I c 5 ( ~ ~ - n) d ~ ~ = lxJ, where lxJ is the floor integer value of x, and there are constants 
o < ex ~ ~ 1, {J 2: 1 such that ex x::; l x J ~ ~ f3 x . 
We usc the two-scale asymptotic expansion (2.3.1) and the substitution for differential op-
erators (2.2.9) to rewrite (2.7.1) as 
Cxx + 2 E Cxx + E2 CXX - c p (Cx + E Cx) = c2 q f(:r, X) , 0 < x < E- 1, 0 < X < 1, 
C!x==o = 1, 6!X==1 = O. 
(2.7.3) 
Collecting the terms in (2.7.3) at 0(1), we have 
(2.7.4) 
which gives C(O) (x, X) = A(X) x + B(X). The first term A(X) x is a secular term unbounded 
as X --- 00 (E --- 0), and therefore we require A = 0 to obtain a bounded solution in the limit of 
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small E, so that 
(2.7.5) 
The terms in (2.7.3) at O([) give 
which, according to (2.7.5), reduces to 
(2.7.6) 
Then, analogously to (2.7.4), C(1) = C(1)(X), and due to homogeneous boundary conditions in 
(2.7.6), we have 
c(1) == O. 
Collecting the terms in (2.7.3) at 0([2), we obtain 
C(2) + 2 d 1 ~ ~ + d?) - P (C(1) + d?)) = q f(x X) 
xx x.\ ,\ X x ,\ " 
C(2)lx=0 = C(2)lx=1 = 0, 
which simplifies to 
(2) - _ (C(O) - C(O)) f( ) Cxx - xx p x + q x, X , 0< x < [-1, 0 < X < 1 
due to (2.7.5) and (2.7.7). 
Integrating equation (2.7.8a) with respect to x over (0, C 1), we have 
(2.7.7) 
(2.7.8a) 
(2. 7.8b) 
c ~ 2 ) l x = e - 1 1 = - , ( C ~ ! l ( ( - P C , ~ ) ) E - 1 , , + 11/e qf(s,X) ds+A(X), (2.7.9) 
..,. ' 'V''' 
0(0- 1 ) O(c l ) 
x s 
where we use (2.7.2) to show that !m(X) x2
2 ~ ~ J ds J ! ( ~ , , X) d ~ ~ ~ ~ ffll(X) J;. 
o 0 
To eliminate the secular terms in (2.7.10) we demand the first two terms to balance each 
other as E -> 0 (x -> (0) and impose also A(X) == O. The solvability condition is therefore 
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or, equivalently, 
I/e x 
( (0) (0)) = Cxx - pCx = f(X), j = lim 2 [2 q J dx j' f (S, X) ds. c--->U (2.7.11) 
o 0 
2.7.1 Examples of microstructure 
Example 2.1 (periodic array): 
To illustrate, we now 
N 
average the source-term for a periodic array of sinks: 
f = L:: J(x - 71), N ~ ~ [-I. _ I/o s ll/oJ Here J = lim 2 [2 J ds J L:: J(y - 71) dy, and the inner integral 
0-+0 0 0 1/=1 n=1 
_ I/o 
equals the number of sinks between y = 1 and y = s (s:S e 1), i.e. J = lim 2 [2 I ls J ds. 
0-+0 0 
x x 
Since I l s J ds ~ ~ I s ds for large x, we finally have j = lim 2 [2 0;2 = 1, and leading-order 
o 0 0-+0 
averaged equation (2.7.11), sl\bject to boundary conditions, takes the form identical to (2.3.8) 
obtained in Section 2.3 under the periodicity assumption. We consider some further examples 
of deterministic aperiodic microstructure in Appendix B.5. 
Example 2.2 (spatially homogeneous random array): 
If we allow N ~ ~ [-I sinks to be uniformly randomly distributed between x = 0 and :r = [-I, 
N 
the source term can be written as f(x) = L:: c5(x - ~ d , , ~ i i rv U(O, e l ). Taking into account the 
i=1 
spatial statistical homogeneity of f(x), we further assume an ergodicity property for sufficiently 
s 
small [ (large x), so that J f(y)dy ~ ~ I E [ N { ~ i i : O:S ~ i : S S s}l = s, where IE denotes the expec-
o 
tation (ensemble average) of the number of sinks in the interval [0, s] ~ ~ [0, ell. Ultimately, 
_ I/o 
we find effective source-term J = lim 2 [2 J s ds = 1, which is identical to the expression in 
0-+0 0 
case of a periodic sink distribution. \\Te therefore expect the same solute distribution at leading 
order, as [ tends to o. 
The predictions of Examples 2.1 and 2.2 are confirmed by direct simulation shown in Fig-
ure 2.11 that presents the results for periodic (dashed) and uniformly random (solid) sink 
distributions computed for [ = 0.05. 
2.8 Discussion 
To sum up, we have obtained the effective averaged macroscopic equations for advection-
diffusion in a one-dimensional periodic array of sinks. We have considered different ranges of 
microscopic Peclet number (Pe = Uo il D) and Damkohler number (Da = qo l/(D Co», and have 
demonstrated a match of asymptotic behaviour among the solutions as well as their agreement 
with numerical simulations. 
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Figure 2.11. The comparison of concentration profiles on periodic (da.<.;hed) and uniformly 
random (solid) sink distributions, computed for D/Uo transport regime (Pc = [2, Da = 2[2 
[ = 0.05). Bottom circles indicate the position of N = 19 sinks of the random array and the 
top circles correspond to the periodic array of the same size. 
Our analysis indicates that the advection-diffusion-uptake equation for the leading-order con-
centration 
(2.8.1) 
gives adequate macroscopic description for a wide range of Pcclet number (0 :S Pc;S O(C 1)), 
where f = II L is the scale separation parameter, providing that Da « max(Pe, 1). Equa-
tion (2.8.1) is also shown to be applicable to more general non-periodic sinks distributions as 
discussed in Section 2.7. 
Solution (2.3.9) to the effective macroscopic equation (2.8.1) allows IlS to classify distinct 
regimes in (Pc, Da) parameter space. The parameter space is subdivided in three regions by 
relations Pe '" [, Da'" [2 and Da'" [Pc (as shown ill the schematic Fig. 2.2a), each region 
being characterised by the dominance of advective, diffusive or uptake effects at the macroscale. 
In addition, dimensional analysis of equation (2.8.1) indicates that the lengthscale of diffusive 
boundary layer gives another relation, Da f'V Pe2 . Analysis of the residual (2.4.13) shows that the 
parameter space is further subdivided by Pc = 0(1) into two subregions: one with no advective 
effects and a smooth solution (the first non-vanishing correction to C(O) being of 0([2); sec 
Fig 2.3); and an advective region, where "staircases" are manifested at the macroscale (the first 
non-vanishing correction to C(O) is of O(c)). In total, we can distinguish 6 asymptotic parameter 
regimes: diffusion-dominated D, advection-dominated A & AS, and uptake-dominated UD, UA 
& UA (and 6 transitional regimes of co-dimension 1 at the boundaries; sec Fig. 2.2(a) and 
Sec. 2.3). 
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Our analysis abo dcmonstratcs that for givcn Pc, thcre is a critical Da (2.3.10), cquivalent to 
Pc2 c Pc/ e 
Da (Pe) - -----:='--:--
cr - (Pe/c _ 1) e Pc/ c + 1 ' (2.8.2) 
such thc solute is fully absorbed within the domain (i.c. for X ::; Xo < 1) for Da > Dacr(pc). 
This threshold in (Pe, Da)-space asymptotes to the boundary between asymptotic regions U and 
U 0 for Pe « c (when D3.cr ~ ~ 2c2) and the boundary between regions A and U A (and As and 
UX) for Pe » E (when Dacr ~ ~ cPe). Thus (2.8.2) demarcates a region where uptake by sinks 
can be considered optimal: for Da > Dacr , all the solute is absorbed upstream of the outlet, 
making some sinks redundant; for Da < Dacr , substantial solute escapcs past the sinks to the 
outlet. 
We can estimate the parameter regimes corresponding to the passive transport of certain 
solutes, such as oxygen or glucose, in the placenta. Taking the size of a typical placentone 
to be L "'" 1 cm [98] and the average diameter of a cross-section of the villous branches in a 
mature placenta to be I "" 100 Jim [33, 126], we get [ = 1/ L "" 10-2 . Taking the number 
of functional spiral arterial openings at term to be "" 100 [33, 49] and the net How rate of 
incoming blood per placenta about 500 mljmin [186], we get the How rate per a single spiral 
artery (placentone) to be Q ~ ~ 5 mljmin. Ma..'is conservation implies the average velocity in 
a placentone to be Uo "" Q/L2 "'" 1 - 10 cm/min (which is also consistent with the filling 
time ( ~ ~ 10 - 30 s) of the intervillous space by tracers injected into the materual circulation 
[96, 205]). Assuming the molecular diffusivity (based on the values in blood plasma) for oxygen 
to be D02 "'" 10-3 cm2 jmin [24] and for glucose to be DgI llC "" 10-4 cm2 /min [217] we get a range 
of the local Pcclet number: Pe = uoljD "" 10 - 103 , or Pe = 0([-1/2) - 0(C 3/ 2 ). Placental 
uptake rates are harder to estimate confidently, but assuming the net oxygen uptake rate to 
be "" 1 mmol/min [114, 122], which, divided by the total villous surface area"" 10 m2 [33], 
gives the uptake Hux density qo "'" 10-5 nUl1ol/(cm2 . min), and taking the reference arterial 
concentration of the dissolved oxygen Co to be "'" 0.1 mM = 10-4 mmol/cm3 [122], we get a 
range of the local Damkohler number: Da = Qo l/(D Co) "" 1-10, that is Da = 0(1) - 0(C 1/ 2 ), 
clustered about the advective-uptake balance relation Da = O(cPe), as expected. Therefore, 
placental transport of at least some passive solutes occurs at large Peclet number and likely 
belongs to the regime AS /UA in the (Pe, Da) parameter space (see, for example, Fig. 2.2(a,b), 
case (5)). 
Finally, the upper bound for applicability of homogcnization and validity of equation (2.8.1) 
is represented by the relations Da ,:S max(l, Pe). We have demonstrated that if Da fails to obey 
this restriction, the length of the inner diffusive boundary layer is less than the distance between 
two sinks in a periodic array. These restrictions are summarised in Figure 2.2{a), showing the 
regions of 'soft-fail' and 'hard-fail' in the accuracy of the homogenized description. 
Although the homogenized leading-order concentration profile is applicable to a wide range of 
stationary random Hink distributions, as illustrated in Fig. 2.11, it remains for us to understand 
the impact of Htochasticity on the accuracy and convergence rate of solutions to the homogenized 
solution, which is particularly important for finite c (moderate scale-separation), the case most 
relevant to physiological applications. This is the subject of the next chapter. 
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HOMOGENIZATION ON RANDOM ARRAYS: 
ERROR BOUNDS AND CONVERGENCE RATES 
3 .1 Introduction 
5l10ngside many naturally occurring media, the human placenta exhibits a great degree 
of irregularity in the arrangement of villous branches, in particular, of the terminal villi - the 
primary sites of solute uptake (sec Figs 1.1 and 1.3). 
We have indicated in Section 2.7 of Chapter 2 that the leading-order (effective) description 
of the advection-diffusion-uptake is applicable not only to a periodic but also to a random, 
statistically homogeneous distribution of sinks. However, it remains for us to understand the 
accuracy of the averaged homogenized description, compared to the established accuracy for a 
periodic medium, by looking beyond the leading-order approximation [75]. 
This chapter considers different random sink distributions and estimates the corresponding 
magnitudes and statistical properties of the homogenization residue rO = Co - C(O)(X). 
We show, in particular, how randomness leads to large fluctuations in solute distributions 
that can be correlated over the distances comparable to the size of the whole domain. 
3.2 Sink distribution as a spatial point process 
We generalise the advection-diffusion-uptake problem (2.2.2) to allow for a random sink 
distribution: 
d2C dC 
- - Pe- = Daf(x), 
dx2 dx 
N 
f = 2: 8(x - ~ i ) ' '
i=l (3.2.1) 
Clx=o = 1, Clx=c1 = 0, 
where ~ i i denotes the position of the ith sink (i = 1, ... ,N), as illustrated in Figure 3.1. 
We now consider different types of irregular arrays in order to understand the accuracy of an 
homogenization description in these ca...,es. Since we deal with point objects, it is convenient to 
C = 1 
Pe 
Da C= 0 ----+ 
J 
r:l 
1 ~ j j• I I •• • • I .1 ~ ~6 1 ~ i - l l ~ i i t ~ i + l l IV x 
0 E- 1 
Figure 3.1. A schematic random array of IV sinks (circles), located at x = Ei; ticks indicate the 
position of sinks in a periodic array of the same size (all variables are given in a dimensionless 
form). 
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Figure 3.2. Top: Concentration profiles (2.5.1) for (a) uniformly random distribution of sinks, 
(b) Matern hard-core type II process with d = 0.65e and (c) normal perturbations of a periodic 
array with (j = We; for N = 49, e = l/(N + 1), Pc = 10, Da = ePe. Bottom: Homogenization 
residue rE: = C - C(O) scaled by c 1 for uniformly random (d), Matern hard-core (e) and normal 
perturbations (f) point processes with the same parameters (for N = 1019, Pe = 10, Da = ePe). 
The corresponding correlation properties are shown in Fig. 3.4. 
usc standard random point processes to construct sink distributions. Apart from the uniformly 
random distribution of N sinks in the open interval X E (0,1) (sec a single realisation of 
the solution C in Fig. 3.2(a) for N = 49 and of the homogenization residue rE: in Fig. 3.2(d) 
for N = 1019), we use the Matern hard-core type II (simple sequential inhibition) process that 
imposes a minimal allowed distance d (0 < d < e = (N + 1)-1) between sinks (see Fig. 3.2(b,e)), 
making this distribution closer to applications such as the human placenta. 
An algorithm for hard-core array generation is as follows: the location of each sink at 
X = e ~ i i E (0,1) is sampled from a uniform distribution; a sink is accepted if it does not fall 
closer than a distance d (in X) to the existing sinks or boundaries; the process is continued until 
a given number N of sinks is reached or no gap ~ ~ 2d between two sinks is left [82]. There exists 
therefore a critical upper bound dcr for the minimal allowed distance d, corresponding to the 
maximal packing density that can be achieved for all N sinks [82]. The theoretical statistical 
properties of this upper bound are still unknown; however, experiments with random packing 
of rigid spheres and numerical simulations suggest (in the sense that "many mathematicians 
believe and all physicists know" [253]) that the maximal volume fraction (die in 1D case) does 
not exceed 7r I jl8 :::: 0.74, at least in three dimensions [253]. For a oue-dimensional Matern 
hard-core distribution, die = 0 is equivalent to a uniformly random distribution and die = 1 
represents a (generally unreachable) periodic array. A numerical estimate of the (ensemble 
averaged) critical minimal distance is dcr/e :::: 0.743 (see Appendix 8.6 for the details of the 
estimation algorithm) for large N, which agrees with an empirical upper bound 7r/j18. This 
is related to the still open 18th Hilbert's problem of the densest random packing of identical 
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Figure 3.3. Covariance matrix COV(.6.nt , .6.n2 ) of inter-sink distance .6.n for a hard- or point 
process (N = 99, d = 0.65e, computed for an ens mble of 5 x 105 arrays). 
spheres [119]. 
Another random distribution con idered i the normal perturbation of a p riodic array (al 0 
call d normal perturbations), where each sink is displaced normally (with a giv n standard 
deviation a) about it position in a periodic array (shown in Fig. 3.2(c,£)). According to the 
properties of a normal distribution, we expect 99% of sink to remain in th ir original unit c lIs 
for 0 ::; a ::; e/6. In the limit of small standard deviations (a ~ ~ 0), th normally-perturbed 
array tends to an unperturbed p riodic array, and a normally-perturbed array approa hes a 
uniformly random distribution as a Ie becomes» 1 (with periodic boundary conditions impos d 
upon sinks falling out the domain). As a increases, the inks start swapping their unit c lls and 
orting of their new positions has to be applied. 
Therefore, we con ider three tochastic form of the source term 1 = 2.:[:10(x - ~ i ) ) in 
(3.2.1): 
(i) 1 = Ju: a uniformly-random distribution, wher ~ i i are independ nt ordered valu drawn 
from U[O,C 1]; 
(ii) f = h(d): a Matern hard-core type-II distribution, where ~ i i "-' U[e-1d, e-1 (1 - d)] 
(0::; d < e), provid d that I ~ i i - ~ j l l ~ ~ die for any i =1= j; 
(iii) 1 = In(a): a normally-perturbed periodi di tribution satisfying ~ i i "-' N(i, (ale)2), for 
some variance a2 . 
where ei d notes th position of the i lh ink in local coordinates (s Fig. 3.1). 
Figure 3.3 shows a l' £ r nee covariance matrix Cov( .6.np .6.n2 ) == IE [ (.6.nl - IE[ .6.nt ]) 
(.6. n2 - IE [.6. n2 ]) ] for th inter-sink distanc .6.n = en+1 - e11 (n = 1, . . . , N - 1) of a hard-core 
point proc ss (ih), wh re the strong diagonal dominance of th matrix indicate the ab enc of 
a long-rang correlation betw en ink' position. The other two random ink di tributions (fu 
and 111) exhibit th same property. 
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Figure 3.4. Top: Autocorrelation function R( n) of inter-sink distances vs. discrete shifting index 
n for (a) uniformly random, (b) Matern hard-core type II with d = 0.65t: sink distributions 
and (c) normal perturbations with a = 1Ot: (N = 1019, c = 1/(N + 1)); solid black line shows 
ensemble average over 1000 samples; Dashed line indicates the threshold long-to-short-term 
memory asymptotic dependence O(I/n). 
Another important characteristic of a random process is the autocorrelation function, show-
ing the degree of correlation (or "memory") between spatial points separated by a given distance. 
We consider an autocorrelation function for the inter-sink distance ~ i i : 
(3.2.2) 
where stationarity of the corresponding discrete random process is assumed. The autocorrelation 
function is plotted in Figure 3.4 for different random sink distributions. 
The asymptotic behaviour of the "tail" of an autocorrelation function is classified as follows: 
for large T {
a> 1 
O<a<1 
where a is the correlation or mixing factor [21, 47]. 
(short- term memory) , 
(long-term memory) , 
(3.2.3) 
Figure 3.4 shows that the ensemble mean of the autocorrelation function for all three random 
sink distributions Uu, fh and in) does not jump above the short-term-memory threshold O(l/n), 
at least for n .:S 102 , as expected from their properties. 
3.3 Statistical measures of convergence 
III order to investigate the convergence rates for the homogenization residue rO (X) = 
Co(X) - C(O)(X) of the solution to (3.2.1) on a random array (Co == C(X/E, X)), we need 
to introduce statistical modes of convergence, generalising the deterministic measures (2.6.1) 
defined in Chapter 2, by taking expectation IE and other statistical operators of determinbtic 
norms for a spatial random process. In particular, we consider 
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Fo ( IICo - c(O) II) ;=c; F ( Ilc - c(O) II) , (convergence in distribution) 
E[ II CO - C(O) II] ---> 0, E[ II CO - C(O) 112] 1/2 ---> 0, (convergence in mean) 
Var[ ce(x) - C(O)(X) ] ---> 0, (pointwise convergence in variance) 
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(3.3.1) 
where Fe is the continuous distribution function of 111'°11 (from (2.6.1)) as a random variable for 
finite c, and F is the limiting distribution. The measures in (3.3.1) arc sorted from the "weakest" 
to the "strongest" in the same sense as in (2.6.1) [106] (here we use the term "weaker" with 
reference to a hierarchy of inequalities between the corresponding norms, and not as convergence 
in the space of linear functionals or two-scale convergence (see, e.g [191])). 
We now verify the rate of convergence of solution Ce(X) to the leading-order solution 
C(O)(X) of problem (3.2.1) by means of the numerical simulation for a varying number of sinks 
N, c = 1/ (N + 1). The measures of convergence used are the Chebyshev norm lE [max( re)] , 
the mean E[(ro)] ((ro) == JolrodX), the mean-squared norm lE[llroIIL.] and the pointwise 
standard deviation {Var[ro(X = ~ ) ] } } 1/2 (see also the definitions (2.6.1)). AU integrals are 
approximated with trapezium quadrature. The results are summarised ill Figure 3.5. 
Computations show that the convergence rate of the exact to the homogenized solution 
is O( vic) (c rv N- 1) for both uniformly random and Matern hard-core sink distributions 
(Fig. 3.5(a,b)). However, the solution on a normally-perturbed periodic array has convergence 
rate O(c) for large N (Fig. 3.5c), even with a = lac, implying strong mixing of sinks. Only 
in a "weak" sense, in mean, do all three distributions have the same rate of convergence O(c) 
(Fig.3.5(d-f)). 
Furthermore, according to the Corollary to Theorem 2.1.2 by Lukacs [162]' the convergence 
of series L : ~ = l l E [ I U UN - U12] implies the almost sure convergence of a random variable UN to U: 
P r o b ( l i m N ~ o o U N N = U) = 1. Taking UN = rO(X = ~ ) , , where c rv N- 1 , we observe that point-
wise variance Var[UN] == E[IUN - !E[UN] 12] is O(l/N) for Iu and hand O(1/N2) for 111 (see 
Fig. 3.5(a-c)). Therefore, noting that in this case U == lE[UN], we conclude that the homog-
enization residue T° converges pointwi8e and almo8t surely to !E[ro] for a normally-perturbed 
array (at least for the parameter values considered in Fig. 3.5), but cannot prove the almost 
sure convergence of rO for a uniformly-random or hard-core distributions. 
We now investigate further the correlation properties of rO for all three random processes 
(iu, h and In) and test their dependence on the distribution parameters a and d. 
3.4 Correlation properties and parameter dependence of 
homogenization residue 
In order to study the spatial correlation of the homogenization residue 1'0, apart from point-
wise variance Var[ro(X)] and covariance Cov(rO(X), rO(y)), we adopt the transverse covariance 
CovT(rO) == Cov(rO(X), 1'0(1- X)) = E[ (Te(x) - !E[1'e(X)]) (1'°(1 - X) - !E[re(l - X)])] , 
(3.4.1 ) 
which characterises the degree to which fluctuations are correlated across the domain. 
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Figure 3.5. Convergence rates of the homogenization residue r£ = C£ - C(O) for different 
types of random arrays as a function of the number of sinks N (Pe = la, Da = ePe, e = 
l/(N + 1) ): (a) uniformly random distribution; (b) Matern hard-core type II (d = 0.65c); (c) 
normal perturbations of a periodic array (0' = lOe). Convergence of r£ in mean for uniformly 
random (d), Matern hard-core (e), and normal perturbation (f) for the same set of parameters. 
(Ensemble average over 1000 realisations for uniformly random and hard-core, and over 500 
for normal perturbations; triangular markers denote the 95% confidence interval (±2 standard 
errors) of the pointwi e tandard deviation (confidence intervals of the other two measmes are 
too small to be visible); ee the text for the definition of measures of convergence.) 
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Figure 3.6. (a) Homogenization residue rE for one realisation of a uniformly random sink 
distribution (solid) for P = c:2 , Da = c:P , q = Da/c:2, c: = 0.01 , with m an (da h d) and 95%-
level pointwise confidence int rval (dott d) computed for an nsembl of Nens = 5 X 104 ampl s 
(all curves are scaled by l /( q"fi)). (b) En embl mean of rE scaled by l/(c:q) (cirel s) and 
th oretical approximation 0.5X(1 - X) (dashed lin ); dotted lines indicat ±2 standard errors 
for the e timate. (c) Spatial di tribution of variance Var[rE] (cir I ) and tran verse covariance 
Cov(rE(X) r E(l - X)) (diamonds) computed for an ensemble of size Nens ( caled by 1/ (c:q2)) , 
and corresponding theoretical predictions (3.4.27) and (3.4.2 ) (dashed line). (d) Covarian e 
matrix Cov(rE(X), rE(Y)), seal d by 1/(c:q2), computed at 100 quispac d points. 
3.4.1 Numerical estimates of the covariance of the homogenization residue 
Covariance matrices for the homogenization re idue computed on a uniformly random 
(Fig. 3.6d) and on a hard- or -di tributed array (Fig. 3.7d) how a promin nt cloud about 
the main diagonal giving eviden e for long-range spatial orr lation (whi hare investigat din 
more detail in Figs 3.6(c) and 3.7(c) resp ctively). In the case of a normally-p rturbed p riodic 
array, however (3. d) W ob rve a thinner band about th main diagonal, uggesting a weak r 
long-range correlation. The computed variances and tran vcr ovariances for ju, in are in 
very good agr ement with theor tical pI' dictions, which will be obtained below. Pan I (a) in 
Figures 3.6- 3. summari e the statistical prop rti s of th homogenization residue rO by plot-
ting an individual realisation of rE(X) (solid line) togeth r with a 95%-confidence interval (±2 
standard crrors (SE), SE=JVar[rEV ens; dotted lin s) and th ensembl mean E[rE] (dashed 
lines; the ensemble m an j shown in more detail in Fig 3.6- 3. (b)). 
We inv stigate further the correlation prop rties by considering th case of locally bal-
anced advection-diffusion (Pe = 0(1)), plott d in Figure 3.9, and th advection-dominat d case 
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Figur 3.7. StaLi tical prop rti s of the homog nization r idue for a hard-cor point proc ss 
(d = 0.65€ Pe = €2, Da = €P ; see the Caption of Fig. 3.6 for more d tails). 
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Figure 3 .. Statistical properti s of he homog nization r sidue for normal p rturbations (ao = 
ale = 0.5, Pe = €2, Da = €Pe; plot (c) i seal d by (€3 q2 a5)-l, with theor tic 1 variance and 
transvers covariance giv n by (3.4.1 ) and (3.4.19); see al 0 the capti n of Fig. 3.6). 
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Figure 3.9. Top: mean E[re] of homogenization re idu for (a) uniformly random, (b) hard-
core (with d = 0.65£) and (c) uormally-p rturb d (with a = 0.5e) sink distributions for 
P = 1, Da = ePe. Middle: variance Var[re] (blu cir I ) and tran vel' ovariance 
Cov(re(X), re(l- X)) (black diamond) for (d) a uniformly random, (e) hard- or and (f) 
normally-perturbed proce ' (with the am parameters); dashed lin s in (f) indi at th or t-
ical pr diction (3.4.46) and (3.4.47) cal d by (e ql ao) -2 . Bottom: ovarian matrix of th 
homogenization residue for (g) a uniformly random, (h) hard- or and (i) normally-p rturb d 
proces es. ( omput d for e = 0.01, ql = Dale qI/P = 1 u 'ing 5 x 104 reali ations; all plot 
apart from (f), ar scal d by c 1) . 
(P »1), plott d in Figur 3.10. For the normally-perturb d distributi nIp, in both c 
we ob erve a mark d drop in transvers covariance (se Figs 3.9(f) and 3.10(f)) and a v ry 
narrow band about the main diagonal of th covariance matrix (Fig. 3.9(i), similar to Fig. 3.3) , 
indicating a great rindep ndenc of each unit II in the c of In om par d to Itt or ih' W 
also note the ov raIl imilarity of COrr lation prop rti s [or th uniformly-random and hard- or 
distribution, with th varian and covariance of Ih being as aled vel' ion of itt (Fig 3.9(d, ) 
and 3.1O(d e)). 
W finally pI' ent Mont - arlo imulations of th homog nizati n r sidu for lou !h and In 
sink di tl'ibution at large Pecl t number. Figure 3.10{a-c) combin s r pI' entativ fluctuation 
of th residue (solid lin ) with th n embl m an (d h d) and 95%-confid n interval (doLt d; 
bru don th COlT ponding varianc shown in Fig. 3.10(d-f)). omparing with the analog us 
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plots for small Peclet number (Figs 3.6-3.8(a)), we observe that the distribution of the amplitude 
of the residue 1'0 over the domain becomes more uniform for ill and ih and essentially constant 
for in, indicating the reduced spatial correlations in 1'0 in the presence of stronger advective 
transport. 
It is also interesting to highlight that the parabolic variance and transverse covariance of the 
residue for a normally-perturbed array at small Pe (3.8(c)) closely resemble the shape ofVar['!'o] 
and COVT[To] for a uniformly-random or hard-core arrays for moderate-to-large Pe (Figs 3.9(d,e) 
and 3.1O(d,e)); at the same time, the residue for a normally-perturbed array (Figs 3.9(f) and 
3.1O( f)) develops boundary layers (of the thickness O( c: /Pe), as suggested by our analytical 
results below). 
Figure 3.1O(g,h) shows how the magnitude of the homogenization residue depends on d (for 
ih) and (j (for in), for different values of c:. (Recall that for d = 0, ift is equivalent to iu, 
and that in resembles iu for sufficiently large (j.) Collapse of the data for different c: indicates 
that in both cases the residue lE(IIToIIL2) is 0([1/2) for sufficiently small d and sufficiently large 
(j (as expected from [47]), although the error falls in magnitude as the distributions become 
more regular (either by increasing d towards dcr or reducing (]' close to zero). Ill(leed for (]' = 0 
the residue has exactly the scaling predicted by asymptotics for the periodic sinks, namely 
II r ollL2 ~ ~ 0.451E (for Pe = 10, Da = c:Pe). The magnitude of the residue approaches the value 
of the uuifonnly-random distribution for (]' .2:: 0.3. 
3.4.2 Analytical estimates of covariance in the diffusion-dominated case 
(Pe = O(c:), Da = O(c:2)) 
vVe now focus on the corrections to the leading order solution C(O) in the case of uniformly-
random or normally-perturbed sink distributions for Pe = O(c:), Da = O(c:2) (again writing 
Pe = c:p and Da = c: 2q). By using the statistical properties of these dit.;trihutions and an 
exact solution for a cell problem we can estimate analytically the mean and covariance of the 
homogenization residue. 
When sinks are distributed non-periodically we can derive the homogenized approximation 
of (3.2.1) as follows. We initially llse 
dCE {) 6 {) 6 
--=-+c:--, d:r {) x {) X 
to rewrite (3.2.1) a.<; 
(;X:l' + 2c:(;xx + c:2Cxx - c:p ((;;r + c:Cx) = c:2qi, (0 < x < E- 1, 0 < X < 1), 
(;Ix=o = 1. (;1.'1=1 = O. 
(3.4.2) 
(3.4.3) 
(For brevity we assume here that (; does not fall to zero upstream of X = 1). We allow 
C(l) and C(2) to have fluctuations, assuming that these are not large enough to disrupt the 
proposed expansion. At leading order, C ~ ~ ) ) = 0, C((l)lx=o = 1 and C(O)lx=1 = O. Thus 
C(O)(x, X) = A(X).r + B(X). The first term mllst be suppressed to avoid secular growth, so 
that C(O) = C(O)(X). Likewise at the following order we find that C(I) = C(l)(X). Collectiug 
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Figure 3.10. (a-c) Homogenization residue re = C - C(O) (solid) scaled by e- 1/ 2 for (a) uni-
formly random, (b) hard-core (d = 0.65e) and (c) normally-perturbed (0- = lOe) point processes 
for e = 0.001, Pe = 10, Da = ePe. Dashed line shows population mean from N ens = 1000 sam-
ples, dotted line shows mean ± two standard deviations. (d-f) Variance (solid) and transverse 
covariance (3.2.2) (dashed), scaled with e-1, corresponding to (a-c) (the dotted line shows 
X(l - X) in (d)). (g,h) Dependence of homogenization error (estimated from n = 1000 sam-
ples) on the minimal inter-sink distance d for I = Ih (g) and on the standard deviation 0- for 
I = In (h) (scaled by e-1/ 2 for e = 0.1,0.01,0.001; Pe = 10, Da = ePe). Error bars are ±2 
standard errors (SE), where SE = JVar[llreIIL2l/Nens, calculated using a standard unbiased 
estimate. 
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the terms in (3.4.3) at O(E2 ), we obtain 
c i ~ ~ = q(J - F), where qF(X) = dO) - pdO) 
- xx x' (3.4.4) 
N 
with f = 2:: o(x - ~ i ) ' ' This is to be solved subject to C(1) = C(2) = 0 at x = 0 and x = C l . 
i=1 
Thus in ~ i i < X < ~ i + I , , for i = 0,1,2, ... ,N, treating x and X a.s independent, 
(3.4.5) 
for some O:i, Ik taking ~ o o = ° and ~ N + I I = E-1 . We define ~ i i == (i - ~ i - l l and 
(Ri' Si, Ti, Ui) == 2 : : j = I ( ~ j , ~ ] , ~ j ~ j , ~ J ) ) so that ~ i i == 2::.1=1 ~ j j and we note the following iden-
tities: 
i 
2 : ~ j ~ j - 1 1 == Ui-l + ~ ( a a - Si), 
j=1 
i 
2 : ~ j ( j j - 1) == (Ti - Ri) - Ti - I = i ~ i i - Ri· 
j=1 
(3.4.6) 
Integrating (3.4.4) across the ith sink's location x = ~ i i gives C(2)1(,+ = C(2)1(;_ and 
ci2 ) 1(, + - ci2 ) i(, _ = q for i = 1,2, ... , N, so (3.4.5) provides the following recurrence relations: 
O:j = O:i-l + q (1 - F ~ i ) ' '
13i = 13i-l - ~ q F ~ r r + O : i - l ~ i ' '
(3.4.71'1,) 
(3.4.7b) 
We take (30 = 0 to satisfy C(2) = 0 at x = O. From (3.4.7), assuming F is independent of i to 
leading order (verified a posteriod), for i = 1,2, ... ,N, 
i 
(3i = - ~ q F S i i + 0:0 ~ i i + q 2:: ~ j ( j j - 1 - F ~ j - d · ·j=l 
Substituting (3.4.8) into (3.4.5), expanding and using (3.4.6) gives, after some algebra, 
(3.4.8£1) 
(3.4.8b) 
(3.4.9) 
Imposing C(2) = 0 at x = E- 1 == N + 1 gives 0:0 = ~ q F E - l l - q [N - ERN], and so, for 
~ i i < X < ~ i + l , ,
C(2) = ~ q F X ( E - I I - x) + q [(URN - R i ) + x (i - N)] , i = 1,2, ... ,N . (3.4.10) 
This expression relates solute fluctuations directly to sink distributions. 
We note that all terms but ExRN - Ri == X RN - Ri (setting x = X/E) in (3.4.10) arc 
deterministic, and therefore 
C(2) - JE[C(2)] = q (X RN - k). k == Ri - JE[Ri], i = 1, ... , N, ( ~ j j < x < ~ i + d . . (3.4.11) 
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Likewise Cov(C(2)(X), C(2)(y)) = q2 Cov(X RN - R(X), Y RN - R(Y)) , where X, Y E (0,1), 
R(X) - ",lc-1xJ c (. - l -lXJ . - 1 N)' 1· R(l X) - ",N-l:-'xJ C 
- ~ j = l l <"j l - c l - , ... , ,so t lat . - - ~ j = 1 1 <"j 
(due to lE- 1(1- X)J ::::: N - lei xJ N - i), and therefore we have 
Cov(C(2)(X),C(2)(1 - X)) = q2Cov(XRN - Ri , (1 - X)RN - RN-i). The choice of N - i 
instead of N + 1 - i docs not affect the results at leading-order, owing to large N » 1 and 
smooth X -dependence of the variance and the transverse covariance, as will be shown below. 
Thus, by applying the definition (3.4.1) to (3.4.11), the variance and the transverse covari-
ance of the correction are expressed in terms of the partial sums Ri = 2:)=1 ~ j j of the sink 
distribution ~ i i as follows: 
Var[C(2)l = llE[(X RN - k)2] = q2 {X2Var[RNl - 2XCov(R j , RN) + Var[Rd}, (3.4.12a) 
COVT[C(2)l = q21E[ {XRN - k} {(1- X)RN - RN-d] = (3.4.12b) 
= q2{ X(1 - X)Var[RNl- (1 - X)COV(Ri' RN) - XCOV(RN-i, RN) + 
+ COV(Ri' RN-d }. 
Our task therefore reduces to finding the corresponding variances and covariances of the 
partial sums Ri for a specific sink distribution. 
The case of a normally-perturbed sink distribution 
When f = fn, then, denoting 0"0 == 0" IE, we have ~ i i f"V NU, 0"5) f"V i + O"oN(O, 1). Therefore 
(owing to the independence of ~ i i for small 0"0) 
i 
~ N ( ' ' 2) N(i(i+l). 2) Ri f"V L..J ),0"0 f"V -2-' zo"o , (3.4.13) 
j=1 
where we used thc linearity property of expectation E [2:)=1 ~ j ] ] = 2 : ~ = 1 1 ILj = i(i + 1)/2 and the 
property of a non-central X2 distribution with one degree of freedom: E [ ~ j l l = IL] + 0"6, ttj == j 
in this case. 
It remains to obtain Cov(Rk, Rp) == IE[RkRl'l - E[Rkl E[Rpl for k I: p. The independence of 
~ j j and ~ I , , i.e. C o v ( ~ j ' ~ I ) ) = 0, for j I: I, assuming that 0"0 is small enough for sinks not to swap 
places and k s: p, gives 
k P k k 
COV(Rk' Rp) = L L { 1 E [ ~ j j ~ t l l E [ ~ j l l E [ ~ d } } = L L { 1 E [ ~ j j ~ d d - 1 E [ ~ j l l E [ ~ d } } + 
j=1 1=1 j=1 1=1 
+ ~ ~it COV«j,<,j = E [ ~ t < j jEl]- E [ t , ~ j jHtEl] = VarlRkl, 
(I1'J) 
(3.4.14) 
red ucing the covariance (for h: s: p) to the corresponding variance. 
From (3.4.13) and (3.4.14) we therefore have 
[R 1 - k(k + 1) Ek - 2 ' (k5,p). (3.4.15) 
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Thus (3.4.12) simplifies to 
Var[C(2)] = q2 {X2Var[RN] + (1 - 2X)Var[Rd}, (X < 1, 'i ~ ~ N) , (3.4.16a) 
COVT[C(2)] = q2{X(I- X)Var[RN] + XVar[Rd - XVar[RN_i ]}, (X < 1, i ~ ~ If). 
(3.4.16b) 
Note that by setting i = (i - x) + C 1 X and N = c 1 - 1, we obtain from (3.4.15), 
!E[XRN - R i ] = ~ X N ( N N + 1) - ~ i ( i i + 1) = C 2 ~ X ( 1 1 - X) - ~ ( x x + i)(i + 1 - :r). Substituting 
this into (3.4.10), we get an expectation of the correction in the case of normal pertllfbations: 
!E(C(2)) = c-21 q (F - l)X(l - X) + ! q (:1: - i)(i + 1 - J:). (3.4.17) 
To ensure the original expansion is asymptotic, we must take F = 1 at 0(c-2), yielding from 
(3.4.4) the periodic leading-order equation (2.3.8a) for C(O) and recovering the parabolic cell 
solution (2.3.12), obtained in Chapter 2. Simulations indicate that the cOlltributioll at 0(c- 1 ) 
(and hence C(1)) vanishes (Fig. 3.8b); however, simulations also show that a further correctioll 
to !E[r-c ] of the order of c2 is present, presumably involving a closure condition for the correctioll 
at higher order. 
Substituting the variance and covariance of the partial sums Ri (3.4.15) into (3.4.16), setting 
i = c- 1 X + 'Y h == i-x = 0(1)) and N = c- 1 - 1, and retaining the leading-order term in 
powers of c, we find, after some algebra, that (3.4.16a) gives 
Var[C(2)] = c- 1 q2 0'6 X(1 - X) + 0(1), (3.4.18) 
and using (3 .4.16b) for 0 ::; X ::; !, i ::; N - i (owing to the symmetry of the covariance) gives 
(3.4.19) 
in a good agreement with simulations (Fig. 3.8c). Thlls while C(2) has 0(1) mean, r-0 is dorrti-
nated by fluctuations of relative magnitude 0(c3/ 2 ). This approximation holds as long as sinks 
do not exchange places, which can be expected once 0'0 becomes sufficiently large. Because 
Var[C(2)] scales with 0'0, (3.4.18) suggests that the fluctuations in the case of stronger mixing 
of perturbed sink locations will be larger than 0(c:I/ 2 ). 
The case of a uniformly random sink distribution 
When I = Iu, we turn to Matuswana [167], who determined the distribution of linear 
combinations of order statistics drawn from U(O, 1) (i.e. combinations of ~ l ' ' ... ' ~ N ' ' where 
~ i i == c ~ d d as a mixture of scaled Beta distributions. 
Let us consider ~ i ' ' i = 1, ... , N to be the ordered val lies from a sample of N inciependeut 
uniformly distributed random variables on [0,1]' where ~ i i < tj for i < j, and also set ~ o o = 0 and 
~ N + l l = 1 to account for the boundary conditions. Let Vi = ~ i i - ~ i - l ' ' i = 1, ... , N + 1 and so 
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(VI, ... , VN+1) has a Dirichlet distribution with (N + I)-vector of parallleters (1,1, ... ,1) [167]. 
From the properties of the Dirichlet distribution we know that 
1 E[\f;] -
l - N+l' 
N 
Var[\Ii] = (N + 1)2 (N + 2)' 
where i f- j, i, j = 1, ... , N. 
Consider the partial sums of order statistics €i 
k 
-1 
Cov (\Ii, Vj) = (N + 1) 2 (N + 2) , 
p 
Lk = LbjVj, 
j=1 
~ ) ) = LCqVq, 
q=1 
(3.4.20) 
(3.4.21) 
where bj , cq are given deterministic weights. Then, from (3.4.20) and the linearity property of 
expectation we have 
(3.4.22a) 
k k k 
k k L:: bJ L:: L:: bjbl 
Var[Lk] = f; ~ ~ bjbtCov(Vj, VI) = (N + j ~ ) I ( N N + 2) - (N : ~ ; ~ I ( N N + 2) , (3.4.22b) 
(3.4.22c) 
where k,p = 1, ... , N, k :S p and Ojq is the Kronecker delta-function. 
We now consider expressions for the mean, variance and covariance of the partial surns Rk 
of the order statistics: 
k k p p 
Rk == C -1 L €j == L (k - j + 1) Vj , Rp == C -1 L €q == L (p - q + 1) ~ J J ' (3.4.23) 
j=1 j=1 q=1 1J=1 
with coefficients of (3.4.21) being 
bj=k-j+1, cq =p-q+1, (J,;,j,p,q=1, ... ,N). (3.4.24) 
We also note the following identities for (3.4.24): 
~ ~ I = k(k + 1) 
~ } J J - 2 ' 
j=1 
~ 1 2 2 = k(k + 1)(2k + 1) 
~ } J J - G ' 
j=1 (3.4.25) 
k k(k + 1)(2k + 1) k(k + 1)(p - k) I: bjcj == G + 2 . 
j=1 
Hence, from (3.4.22), (3.4.23) and (3.4.25), using C 1 == N + 1, we get the mean, variance 
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and covariance of Rk: 
!E[Rk.] == c-1!E[Lk] = k(k 2
+ 1) , (3.4.26a) 
Y [R] = -2y. [L] _ k(k + 1)(2k + l)(N + 1) (!E[R"J)2 
ar k - 10 ar k - 6(N + 2) - N + 2 ' (3.4.26b) 
Cov(R. R ) == c-2Cov(L. T) = k(k + 1)(2k + l)(N + 1) k(k + l)(p - k)(N + 1) _ 
k, p k, p 6(N + 2) + 2(N + 2) 
!E[Rk] !E[Rp] (3.4.26c) 
k'5:p. 
N+2 
By using (3.4.26a), which is identical to !E[Ri] for the normally-perturbed distribution 
(3.4.15), we thereby again recover (3.4.17) from (3.4.10), requiring that F = 1 + 0(10), so 
once more C((l) satisfies the leading-order equation for a periodic array (2.3.8a). 
Substituting (3.4.26(b,c)) into (3.4.12) and again writing i = C l X + (i - x) (taking 
Ii - xl = 0(1)), we find to leading order in 10 (using Maple) the variance and the transverse 
covariance of the correction for the case of a uniformly random sink distribution: 
O ' 5 : X ' 5 : ~ , ,
1<X'5: 1 , 
which are in an excellent agreement with numerical solutions shown in Figure 3.6( c). 
(3.4.27) 
(3.4.28) 
Furthermore, assuming Yar[C(1)] = 0, we obtain Yar['r"] = 10 q2 /2 X'2(l - X)2 to leading 
order in E, consistent with simulations (see Fig. 3.6c)). The fluctuations about C(O) are thus 
0(101/2 ), which is significantly larger than 0(E2) error for homogenization on periodic arrays 
(see e.g. Table 2.1 of Chapter 2, for Pe = O(E)). 
Simulations also show that !E[r"] ~ ~ 110 q X(l - X) (see Fig. 3.6b), suggesting a contribution 
from C(J) which presumably must be determined by a closure condition at higher order. 
3.4.3 Analytical estimates of covariance for the case of balanced advection-diffusion 
(Pe = 0(1), Da = 0(10) 
It remains to establish thc statistical properties of the hornogenization residue in the case of 
moderate-to-large local P6clet numbers Pe = 0(1), Da = O(c) = E2ql, (jl = 0(1)), when (3.2.1) 
transforms to the following problem: 
N 
Oxx + 2ECxX + E2CXX - Pc (Ox + [CX) = [(llf, f = L 6(:r - ~ d d
i=1 (3.4.29) 
(again assuming here, without loss of generality, that 0 does not fall to zero upstream of X = 1). 
At 0([°), we get C ~ c ; ! ! - P e C ~ O ) ) = 0, C(O)lx=o = 1 and C(O)lx=1 = O. Thus C(O)(x,X) = 
a(X)e PeX + b(X), a,b being arbitrary constants of X. Thc first term must be suppressed to 
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avoid secular growth (since x = E- 1 ~ ~ 00 as E ~ ~ 0), so that again e(O) = e(O)(X). 
Collecting the terms in (3.4.29) at O(E), we obtain 
c ~ ~ ~ - P e e ~ l } } = Ql(J(X) - F(X)), where ql F(X) == - P e e ~ ) ) . (3.4.30) 
This is to be solved between each two sinks ~ i i and ~ i + l l (i = 0, ... , N, taking again ~ o o = 0 and 
~ N + l l = E- 1), subject to C(l) = 0 at x = 0 and x = E- 1 . Thus 
e (2) = !i.Lp1cF(x - C,) + n"ePc(x - ~ . ) ) + f3-;, c c c . 0 N 1.,0 '-'C, , I.,i < X < <,i+l lor 1. = , ... , , (3.4.31) 
with some ai, iJi to be determined. 
Integrating (3.4.30) across x = ~ i i gives the balance of concentrations and fluxes: c(l) Ie + = 
C ( l ) I ~ i _ _ and C i l ) l ~ i + + -ei1)k._ = Ql, which (using (3.4.31) for ~ i i <:r < ~ i + l l and ~ i - l l <:1: < ~ d d
allows us to obtain the following recurrence relations: 
PcLl, !ll.. 
ai = ai-l e + Pc' 
f3i = f3i-l + *(F ~ i i - 1) , 
where Lli = ~ i i - ~ i - l ' ' for i = 1,2, ... , N. 
(3.4.32a) 
(3.4.32b) 
Summing (3.4.32b), taking the product of (3.4.32a) for j = 1,2, ... ,i, and assuming that F 
is independent of i to leading order, we find 
ai =e P e ~ . . (aD + * t e - l ' c ~ J J ), 
)=1 
(3i =f30 + * ( F ~ i i - i), 
where we again used the identity L ~ = 1 1 Ll j == ~ i . .
We define 
i 
Qi == L e - l ' c ~ J J
j=1 
and substitute (3.4.33) into (3.4.31) to find 
(3.4.33a) 
(3.4.331» 
(3.4.34) 
(3.4.35) 
Imposing e(2) = 0 at x = 0 (i = 0) and x = C 1 (i = N) to satisfy the global boundary 
~ ~ !ll.. [I Pc C - I 1 / ( 1'(' C - I) • conditions, gives ao = -f3o = - I ' ~ ~ Fe - N + QN e e - 1 , and so, atter some 
algebra, we obtain 
e(l) = ~ ~ [(FX _ i) _ (FE- 1 _ N) e PCj
X 
- 1] - (3.4.36) 
Pe e Pc c - 1 
This expression again relates solute fluctuations directly to sink distributions. 
Analogously to Section 3.4.2, we observe that statistical properties of the correction e(l), 
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and thus homogeni;.mtion residue rC ;:::::: C - C(I), are entirely defined by the cOlllbillatioll of 
exponential partial sums Qi and Q N in the second term of (3.4.30). 
Therefore (setting x = X/e) in (3.4.10), we have 
c{l) -lE[C(I)] = - 1 _ : l ~ ~ ~ 7 c c [(ePCX/f -1) ON - el'cX/f(l - e -l'cIC) CJi] , 
Qi == Qi -lE[Qd, i = 1, ... , N. 
(3.4.37) 
Applying the definition of variance and transverse covariance (3.4.1) to (3.4.37), expanding 
and taking the expectation, we express Var[C(1)] and COVT[C{l)] in terms of the partial sums 
Qi of a sink distribution ~ i i as follows: 
VarICIl)] = C - : : I ~ : l ' 'Y IE [{ (0 p,xI, - I) QN - c "'XI' (I - e -hi,) Q.}' 1 
= C-: ~ ~ : : l ' 'y { (0"' XI' - I) 2 V arlQ N I -
lCov'rlC(I)] = (;f\l;;)'IE[{(eP'XI' -I)QN _rlc",XI'Q,} 
{(cP'(1 - X)I, - I) QN - rlc Pdl - X)I, QN-i} 1 
(3.4.38) 
= (;f\l;;)' { (I - I' P,XI' - c Pdl -X)I' + c 1"1') VaclQNi + (3.4.:19) 
+ 1] ( e Pc X I € _ e Pcl €) Cov ( Q i, Q N ) + 77 ( c l'c (1 - X) Ie - c l'pi c) Cov ( Q N -i, Q N) + 
+ ~ 2 c " e f c c ICOV(Qi,QN-i)}, 
1 1 -Pc/f W lCre 1] = - e . 
Our task once again is in finding the corresponding variances and covariances of the partial 
sum (3.4.34) for a specific sink distribution. 
The normally-perturbed sink distribution 
Consider I = In, then, for ao == (J /e, we have ~ i i '" N(i, (6) ( l E [ ~ d d == IIi = 'i, Var[(;] = aii), 
i=l, ... ,N. 
Assuming small standard deviation ao / P'i « 1, we can find the corresponding expectation, 
variance and covariance for 9 ( ~ i ) ) = e -Pc€, by expanding it about the mean II,i: 
lE[ ( . (c. - .))] "'. 1" V· [c.] l ""lE[(c. - .)1] 9 /-lz + <"z J1.1 '" 9z + 29i ar <"z + 2,1 9j <"z III + ... , Yi == y(p,d . (3.4.40) 
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For a normally distributed ~ i i with l E [ ( ~ i i - JLd 4] = 3176, (3.4.40) gives 
n 
61 
1 - e -I'('i 
e P" - 1 ' 
(3.4.41 ) 
where we used the geometric progression 2:: sj = s( sn - 1)/( s - 1) to compute the SUlll. j=1 
Analogously 
V a r [ g ( ~ i ) ] ] == l E [ g ( ~ d 2 ] ] - ( l E [ g ( ~ d ] ) 2 2 ;;:;: (gD2 V a r [ ~ i ] ] + ( ~ g ~ ~ g:" + t (g:')2) l E [ ( ~ i i - Ild'l] , (3.4.42) 
and since Var[Qi] = 2::j=1 2 : : ~ = 1 1 { l E [ g ( ' ; j ) g ( ~ J . ; ) ] ] - l E [ g ( ~ j ) ] l E [ g ( ~ d ] } } = 2::)=1 V a r [ g ( ~ j ) ] ] due to 
the independence of ~ j j and ';k, i.e. Cov(g(';i),g(';d) = 0, for j I- 1;: a1\(l small 17o, we get from 
(3.4.42) the variance 
, 1 -2Pei 
Var[Qi] ;;:;: Pc2a6 [1 + ~ ~ Pc2a6] j ~ 1 1 c -2Pcj = Pc2aa [1 + ~ ~ Pc2a6 + 0(176) j e ~ I ~ ' ' _ 1 
(3.4.43) 
It remains to find the covariance COV(Qi, Q/.;) = lE[QiQd -lE[Qd lE[Qd for i I- k. We denote 
9i == g(c:d -lE[g(';i)], so that lELeJi] = 0 and lE[gf] = V a r [ g ( ~ i ) ] ' ' Then, for i ::; k, 
i i k 
(3.4.44) 
= 2:: V a r [ g ( ~ j ) ] ] + 2:: 2:: Cov(g(';d,g(';A:)), j=1 j=1 1=1 
(11'1 ) 
with the first sum on the right-hand side of (3.4.44) being equal to (3.4.43) and the second 
sum vanishing clue to the independence of g(C:j) and g(';I), i.e. COV(g(';i),g(';k)) = 0 (j I-l), for 
sufficiently small aD, providing the covariance 
-2Pci 
22[ :3 22jl-e COV(Qi, Qd = Var[Qi] ;;:;: Pc aD 1 + '2 Pe aD 2P" ' 
e - 1 
'i ::; k. (3.4.45) 
Substituting (3.4.43), (3.4.45), i '" C l X and N '" €-I into (3.4.38) and (3.4.39), after some 
algebra, we find 
( 
f£ X f£ (J - X) f£ (I + X) p,. (2 - X) 2 p,. ) 
e' +e' -e' -C' +e<-l 
V.l [e(I)] '" 2 2 2 2 ( 1 :3 2 P 2) ~ ~________ ---;-;-_______ ..!.... 
"I ar '" € ql aD + '2 aD e 2P 1',' , (e C-l)(e 7 -1)2 
(3.4.46) 
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Figure 3.1l. Monte-Carlo estimates of variance Var[r"j (blue circleH) and tranHverHe covari-
ance Cov(r"(X), r"(l - X)) (black diamonds) for a normally-perturbed randolll pl'OCeSH with 
a = 0.5E, computed for Pe = E1/2, ql == Da/(EPe) = 1, E = 0.01, using 5 x 10,1 realiHatiollH; the 
dashed lines indicate the corresponding theoretical predictionH (3.4.46) and (3.4.47). All data 
are scaled by (E ql ao)-2. 
P"2(I-X) ['''(1+2X) P"(I+X) f£(2-X) f£(1-2X) f!:2X 2 P,' ) 
+e < + e < - 2e < - 2e < - e < - e ' + e < - 1 , 
O : S X : S ~ , ,
(3.4.47) 
where COVT[C(1)j for ~ ~ < X :S 1 corresponds to substituting X with 1 - X in (3.4.47), owing 
to the symmetry of the covariance. 
By taking the limit of (3.4.46) and (3.4.47) for small Pe « O(E), we find at leading order 
Var[C(l)j ~ ~ c 1 qr a 2 X(l - X) and COVT[C(I)j ~ ~ c l '1r 0'2 X 2 , which are identical to the 
variance (3.4.18) and transverse covariance (3.4.19) respectively (with '11 = E q). 
Theoretical predictions (3.4.46), (3.4.47) agree very well with simulatiollH at transient Peclet 
number Pe = El/2 (O(E) « Pe « 0(1)), as shown in Figure 3.11; however, they differ by a 
factor of ca. l.3 for Pe = 0(1) (Fig. 3.9f), which can be attributed in part to neglecting the 
O(Pe) terms, cOlnpared to the leading-order O(Pe/E), in the exponents of (3.4.46) and (3.4.47). 
In order to estimate the magnitude of the fluctuations, we take the Chebyshev norm lire lib == 
maxx Var[r"j ~ ~ EVar[C(1)jlx=1/2 as a conservative measure (being an upper bound of the other 
norms defined in (2.6.1)). Then (3.4.46) gives (after some algebra) 
q1 = Da/E'. (3.4.48) 
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Figure 3.12. Approximate asymptotic upper bound (3.4.49) (solid) for the applicability of 
homogenization in the case of a normally-perturbed sink distribution (plotted for E = 0.001, 
0'0 = 0'/ E = 1). The dashed and dash-dotted lines indicate the periodic (mean) upper bounds 
Da = 1 and Da = Pe respectively; the dotted line marks the theoretical upper bound Da = 
2 E1/ 2 / 0'0 of random fluctuations for small Peclet number. 
When IlrEllc = 0(1), the homogenization fails, defining the critical Dalllkohler number 
(3.4.49) 
which is plotted in Figure 3.12. We can therefore divide the (Pe, Da) parameter space into two 
regions: for Pe :s O(E), Dacr ~ ~ 0(0'0 1 c1/ 2) and for O(c) « Pe « 0(1), Dacr ~ ~ 0(0'01 JPe). 
By repeating the calculations (3.4.40)-(3.4.43) lip to 0(0'8), taking into account that 
1/ V2ii J ~ o o o tV e _t 2 /2dt = 15 and hence I E [ ( ~ i i - J.li)6] = 150'g, we fiud, after Homc algcbra, that 
[] 2 2 [ 3 2 2 7 <1 4 (V)] Pc20'2 (PC2 (72 ) Var Qi '" Pe 0'0 1 + 2 Pe 0'0 + 6' Pe 0'0 + 0 0'0 ~ ~ e 0 e 0 - 1 , which is related to the 
variance of the log-normal distribution of e - P c ~ , , [150]. Since this series becomes exponentially 
large for O'oPe > 1, the approximation (3.4.48) is not applicable for large Pe » 1. However, the 
simulations (see e.g. Fig. 3.5c) indicate that for a normally-perturbed array with sIllall standard 
deviation 0'0, the stochastic part of the homogenization residue at large P6clet number becomes 
comparable or even less in magnitude than the deterministic (mean) part, leaving the upper 
bound Dacr ~ ~ O(Pe) of the periodic case unperturbed. 
3.4.4 Correlation properties of the homogenization residue: Summary 
In this Section, we have obtained and verified the theoretical predictions of Sections 3.4.2 
and 3.4.3 for the diffusion-dominated case and for locally-balanced advectioll-diffusion (Pe « 1 
and Pe = 0 (1) respectively), and provided numerical estimates of the homogenization residue 
in the case of large local P6clet numbers (Pe » 1). 
Despite the fact that the individual sinks in all three considered random point processes 
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U(O,l) Hard-core N(i, (T6) Periodic (meall) 
Pe« 1 O(q ..fi) O(q ..fi) O(q(Toca/2 ) O(qc2 ) 
Pe ~ ~ 1 O( ~ ~ ..fi) O ( ~ y ' c ) ) O( ~ ~ (To c) O(!lLc) Pc 
Table 3.1. Asymptotic convergence rates of homogenization residue maxx Ir"1 or Ilr"liL2 for 
periodic and random arrays (q = Da/ c2 , q1 = Da/ c, (To = (T / c). The estimates for Pe « 1 
are based on rigorous analytical results of Sec. 3.4.2; the estimates for Pe ~ ~ 1 are suggested by 
the analysis of Sec. 3.4.3 and direct simulations (see Figs 3.5(a-c), 3.1O(h,g) and 3.13(c,d)) and 
therefore remain a conjecture. 
U(O,l) Hard-core N(i, (T6) Periodic (mean) 
Pe« 1 O(q ..fi) O(q vIc) O(qc) O(qc) 
Pe ~ ~ 1 O ( ~ ~ VPe) O ( ~ ~ VPe) O ( ~ ~ yPe) O(!l1.. VPe) Pc 
Table 3.2. Asymptotic convergence rates of homogenization residue in the Sobolev norm (mean-
squared with the first derivative) Ilrelllli for periodic and random arrays. Sec also Table 3.1. 
iu, ih and in appearing to be uncorrelated (see Sec. 3.2), the homogenization residue T" for 
uniformly-random and hard-core processes, as well as for normally-perturbed arrays with small 
Pe or large (T, exhibits distinctly long-range corrclations (sec Figs 3.6 3.10). Moreover, the 
amplitude of variations in the residue T" (as a random process) seems to be directly related to 
the degree of cross-correlations in rC , quantified by the transven-ie covariance. 
We now combine the results to survey the accuracy of the stochastic homogenization in the 
(Pe, Da) parameter space. 
3.5 Applicability and accuracy of homogenization on random 
arrays 
Based on the analytical and numerical results of Sections 3.4.1, 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 we call 
generalise the error boullds of the solute transport homogenbmtion (the magnitude of the residue 
r"), given in Sec. 2.6 of Chapter 2 for periodic arrays, to the case of disordered media. We also 
note that the fluctuations for fn and fll-distributed sinks (3.4.18) and (3.4.27) arc polynomial 
in X and do not depend on the local coordinate x at leading order; therefore, V a r [ . , . ~ \ " "1 has 
the same order of magnitude as Var[".c], facilitating the estimation of the strong norm IlrclllIl. 
Tables 3.1 and 3.2 summarise the findings. 
The regions of convergence for uniformly-random (fll) or hard-core (hI) sink distributions 
are illustrated in Figure 3.13(a) and the corresponding map for a normally-perturbed periodic 
array (fn) is shown in Figure 3.13(b). The effect of the stochasticity all the convergence rates 
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Figure 3.13. Types of convergence in (Pe, Da)-space for stochastic homogenization of olute 
transport with (a) uniformly random di tributed sinks and (b) normally-perturbed sinks (for 
ao = 0(1)). The region of 'strong' convergence in the Sobol v (HI) norm is had din gre n, 
the region of "weak" convergence in the mean- quared norm (L2)-norm i shad d in yellow, and 
the region of global divergence (in L2-norm) is haded in red (plotted for c = 0.05). The black 
dashed lines in (a,b) indicate the low r border of the divergence region in th cas of a periodic 
array (see Fig. 2.2a). The converg nee rates for the points (1) P = 1 Da = c2 (solid lin) and 
(2) Pe = c- I / 2 , Da = c3/ 2 (dashed line) from the parameter space (a) are illu trat d in panels 
(c,d) (ensemble average over 1000 samples for each N); triangle give a theor tical slope, in 
accord with Table 3.1 and 3.2. 
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is the greatest for small Peclet number Pe « 1, while the presence of strong advection scelIls to 
alleviate the damaging effect of fluctuations due to an irregular microstructure. Interestingly, 
in the case a uniformly random distribution (Fig. 3.13a) for Pe « O(c), the magnitude of the 
fluctuations is such that the region of strong convergence (green; in II . II Ifl) and the region 
of divergence (red) of the homogenization residue collapse to eliminate the transitional weak 
convergence region (ycllow; in II· IIL2)' 
When diffusion dominates at the microscale (Pe = O(e), Da = 0(c2 )), the pointwise variance 
varies smoothly over the whole domain, as we show analytically (see Section 3.4.2). However 
its magnitude depends strongly on the degree of periodicity in the underlying structure, with 
fluctuations rising from 0(c3/ 2 ) for almost periodic sink distributions to 0(c l / 2 ) for uniformly 
random sink distributions. Correspondingly, the range of validity of the homogenization ap-
proximation when I = Iu is significantly smaller than in the periodic case: we estimate that 
this requires Da « c3/ 2 for Pe « c and Da « c l / 2Pe for Pe» c (see Table 3.1 and Fig. 3.13). 
The normally-perturbed distribution In with small standard deviation (J therefore takes a dis-
tinctly privileged position among the considered random geometries, in terms of the effect on 
the homogenization accuracy. 
3.6 Discussion 
We have demonstrated that, in the case of Pe » 1 and Da = ePe (relevant to the placental 
transport of solutes, such as oxygen or glucose), both uniformly-random and hard-core distri-
butions have the exact solution converging to the homogenized leading-order solution as O( JE) 
in the Chebyshev, L2 and pointwise-variance norms (with the !h distribution increasing the 
absolute accuracy, by making smaller a constant in O(y'E), but not the rate of convergence); 
however, In still follows asymptotically the rate of convergence O(c) for a periodic array (see 
Fig. 3.5(a-c)). Ouly in a weaker measure, the average over the length of an array, do we observe 
a fast convergence rate O(e) for all three random distributions (Fig. 3.5(d-f)). This indicates 
the robustness of the homogenization technique for periodic arrays and guarantees higher ac-
curacy for a dense sorbing medium with underlying regularity than for an intrinsically random 
microstructure. 
Even though the Matern hard-core process (with d = 0.65e; Fig. 3.2b) appears closer 
to the regular array than the normal perturbations (with (J = IDe; Fig. 3.2c) for N = 49, the 
solution on a hard-core-distributed array converges slower to C(O) than on a normally-perturbed 
array for sufficiently large N (small c). This apparent difference in the convergence properties 
is explained by the lower degree of long-range correlations between unit cells for the normal 
perturbations (cj. panels (e) and (f) in Fig. 3.10), since each sink in In, for slllall (J, is expected 
to be displaced symmetrically and independently about its position in a regular array. However, 
the homogenization error for a normally-perturbed array quickly ceases to exhibit its unique 
properties as sink fluctuations increase, becoming essentially indistinguishable from the residue 
for a uniformly-random array when (J ;::: 0.3, i.e. for fluctuations over a third of the whole 
domain (see Fig. 3.lOh). 
We also remark on the clustering phenomenon occurring in a unifonnly-randolll distribution 
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(or in normal perturbations for large 0") (as can be seen in Fig. 3.2a) that significantly contributes 
to the deviation of the exact solution from a homogenized one. The presence of clusters can 
be treated asymptotically either by considering an array of sinks of varying strength (e.g. al-
ternating q and 2q) with larger inter-sink distance, or by introducing a third lengthscale for 
inter-cluster spacing C}, intermediate between the regular microscale c and the global scale 1 
(c « [} « 1), and then performing reiterated homogenization [34]. 
Our analysis of the fluctuations of the homogenization residue in this chapter extends the 
upper bounds for applicability of homogenization from the periodic arrays (Fig. 2.2a) to the 
random sink distributions (Fig. 3.13(a,b)). Although the homogenized leading-order concentra-
tion profile is asymptotically applicable to a wide range of stationary random sink distributions, 
we observe a pronounced shrinkage of the convergence region in the (Pe, Da)-pararneter space 
(Fig. 3.13), especially for small Peclet number. This suggests that corrections to the leading-
order approximation cannot be neglected even when the exact solution is sufficiently "smooth". 
We can compare our analytical and numerical predictions with existing theoretical results 
for random homogenization of the problems similar to (3.2.1) that take into account the spatial 
autocorrelation properties of coefficients of corresponding governing equations. nourgeat and 
Piatnitski [47] show in their Lemma 4.2 that the homogenization error of a one-dimensional 
diffusion-reaction equation (without advective transport) is JE[ max I rO (X) 12 jI/2 ::; O( JS) when 
x 
the diffusion coefficient is a stationary random process with "short-term memory" (0' > 1 for 
the corresponding autocorrelation function (3.2.2)), and JE[ n ~ x x Ire 12 p /2 ::; 0([0'/2) for a "long-
term memory" coefficient (0 < 0: < 1). nal and Jing [22] generalise these results for a linear 
transport-attenuation-scattering equation in two and three dimensions and show that when the 
equation coefficients are bounded functions of a Poisson point process (with short-term memory, 
0' > 1), the following estimate holds: JE[ IlrollL jI/2 ::; O( JS). Since the source term in (3.2.1), 
defined by a sink distribution, is a short-term-memory stationary process (see Figs 3.3 and 3.4), 
one might expect similar upper bound on the residue r e being applicable. We indeed observe 
that the homogenization error for all three stochastic sink distributions (f,,, j" and In) are 
bounded by O(JS) for Pe 2: 1, Da = O(cPe) (Fig. 3.5(a-c)). This upper bound b exact for a 
uniformly-random or hard-core distributions; however, it considerably overestimates the error 
in the case of a normally-perturbed sink distribution (which can be as low as O(c) for this 
parameter regime), highlighting the importance of direct distribution-specific error estimation. 
To sum up, the magnitude of the difference between the homogenization approximation and 
the exact solution depends on how one chooses to measure it. In a weak (£2) norm, the reHidue 
with a periodic sink distribution is typically O(c) (for example for Pe = 0(1), Da = O(c)), 
falling to 0(c2 ) at sufficiently low Pe and Da. However when sinkH have a uniformly random 
distribution, the residue (in the appropriate norm) rises to 0(c1/ 2) in both cases ((3.4.27), 
Figure 3.10(a,b)). The magnitude of the residue falls for distributionH with a greater degree of 
periodicity ((3.4.18), Figure 3.1O(g,h)) but grows with increasing sink strength. Significantly, 
even when sink distributions are correlated only over short distances, the residues appear to 
be correlated over distances comparable with the domain size when advection dominates at the 
rnacroscale (Figure 3.10(d,e,f)). This is also the case when diffusion dominates at the microscale, 
as revealed by estimates of the transverse covariance (Figs 3.6(c)-3.8(c)). One can estimate c 
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crudely to be betwecn 0.001 and 0.01 (taking thc overall size of the placcntonc '" 1 crn and the 
size of an individual villous branch", 10 - 100 Jim [33]), suggesting errors in homogenization 
approximations due to stochasticity of up to 10% that fluctuate across distanccs comparable to 
an individual placental lobule. 
We will furthcr analyse the impact of the findings of this chapter by idcntifying which, if 
any, of the three raIldom distributions (Ju, ih, in) describes the villolls pattern of the normal 
human placenta. However, since the histological images are two-dimensional (see Fig l.Ib), we 
first need to extend some of the results to the case of two spatial dimensions. 
HOMOGENIZATION OF FLOW AND 
TRANSPORT IN Two DIMENSIONS AND 
NON-LINEAR EFFECTS 
4 .1 Introduction 
69 
Many physiological systems involve phenomena at different spatial scales. One of the 
examples is the human placenta, whose tortuous villous structure provides an interface of the 
feto-maternal exchange with enormous surface area per unit volume (of the order of 10 m2 
for the whole mature placenta) [33] (see Figs 1.1 and 1.3 of Chapter 1). In addition to the 
geometrical complexity, we need to take into account the microscopic nonlinear effects of solute 
carriers, such fl." haemoglobin, on transport at the macroscale. 
In order to understand the impact of these effects, while preserving the essential informa-
tion about the structure and physico-chemical processes at the microscale, we again adopt a 
homogenization technique to generalise the models studied in Chapter 2. 
The aim of this Chapter is to derive the effective description of advective-diffusive solute 
transport in a flow orthogonal to an array of sorbing cylinders with nonlinear dissociation 
kinetics, mimicking solute transport in the intervillous space (Fig. 4.1). 
Apart from placental transport, potential applications of these models include gas exchange 
Figure 4.1. A schematic diagram of flow in the intervillous space, facilitated by the solute 
carriers (urn, uf and Cm, Cf denotes the maternal/fetal fluid velocities and concentrations 
respectively) . 
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Figure 4.2. The model geometry. 
in a capillary network [271], solute transport in certain bioreactors [1], dialysis machines [118] 
and other artificial organs [145]. The role of erythrocytes as oxygen carriers can be shared in 
full or in part by artificial blood substitutes [141]. 
4.2 Advection-diffusion in an array of point sinks 
We start by considering a model for a square-periodic array of point sinks (see Fig. 4.2), 
extending the problem (2.2.1) studied in Chapter 2 to two dimensions. 
Although Hasimoto and others [112, 229] have shown that the local flow past cylinders of 
vanishing radius retains the spatial dependence due to logarithmic singularities, we &<.;sume a 
uniform flow past the array, which will be justified later in Section 4.3.4, at leading order, for 
averaged solute transport in an array of cylinders, taking the limit of their radii tending to zero. 
4.2.1 Problem statement 
Let steady advection-diffusion in a two-dimensional array (L x L) of N 2 point sinks be 
subject.ed to a horizontal inlet flow of given velocity 1Lo and solute concentration Co: 
a C* (82 C* a2 C* ) N 1Lo -- = D -- + --, - qo I " 8(x* - x*) 8(y* - y ~ ) , ,
ax* ax*2 ay*2L 1 J 
1.)=1 
C*lx*=o = Co, 
C*lx*=L = 0 or 
C*ly*=o = c*ly*=L, 
o < x* < L, 0 < y* < L, 
C*lx*=x' = aC*1 =0, for 0 < x ~ : : ; ; L, 
o 8 x* * _ * T -TO 
aC*1 
ay* y'=O 
ac* I 
ay* y'=L 
(periodicity) 
(4.2.1a) 
(4.2.1b) 
(4.2.1c) 
(4.2.1d) 
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where D is the molecular diffusion coefficient, qo is the solute uptake rate (flux density per 
unit cell, in [mol/{m2 . s) 1 ), l is the inter-sink distance, xi = il, yj = jl (i, j = 1, ... ,N) are 
positions of the sinks in a square array (see Fig. 4.2), and Xo = xo{y*) defines an internal free 
boundary for a sufficiently strong uptake. 
In dimensionless variables C* = Co C, .1:* = lx, y* = l y, (4.2.1) takes the form 
{) C {)2 C {)2 C N 
Pe- = -- + -- - Da ~ ~ 8{X-Xi)8(y-y), 0 < x < c- I , 0 < y < [-1 (4.2.2a) OX ox2 oy2 ~ ~ J 
i,j=1 
Clx=o = 1, (4.2.2b) 
or C I - 0 C I - 0 cor 0 < Xo <_ C' - 1 , X=Xo - {) x _ - , l' \.,. 
X-.TO 
(4.2.2c) 
(4.2.2d) 
where c = l/ L, Pe = Uo l/ D is a local Peclet number and Da = qo l/(D Cu) is a local Oamkohler 
number. 
4.2.2 Small microscopic Peclet number transport regime 
Let Pe = O(c) = c p, Oa = 0{c2) = c2 q (p, q = 0(1)), representing the global advective-
diffusive-uptake flux balance, analogous to (2.2.6) of Chapter 2. 
Analogous to the one-dimensional case, we look for an approximate solution to (4.2.2) ill 
the form of two-scale asymptotic power series 
- (0) (I) 2 (2) C(x,y)=C(x,y,X,Y)=C {x,y,X,Y)+cC {x,y,X,Y)+[C (:r,y,X,Y)+ ... , 
( 4.2.3) 
with slowly varying global coordinates X = cX, Y = cy. 
Substituting (4.2.3) into (4.2.2) and collecting the terms at powers of c, we get at 0(1): 
C ~ ~ ~ + C ~ ~ ) ) = 0, -1/2 < x, y < 1/2, 0 < X, Y < 1, 
C(O) Ix=o = 1, C(O) IX=1 = 0 or C(O) Ix=xo = C ~ ) ) Ix=xo = 0; 
C(O)ly=u = C(O)Ir'=I, C}?)ly=o = C ~ ~ ) I Y = I I , 
(4.2.4a) 
(4.2.4b) 
(4.2.4c) 
which implies independence of the leading-order solution on the local (microscopic) coordinates: 
Collecting the terms at O{c) and taking into account (4.2.5), we have 
C } ~ ! ! + cW = 0, -1/2 < x, y < 1/2, 0 < X, Y < 1, 
C(l) Ix=o = C(1) IX=1 = 0, 
C(I)ly=o = C(1)I1'=I, C ~ I ) I Y = o o = C ~ I ) h / = I ' '
(4.2.5) 
( 4.2.6a) 
(4.2.60) 
(4.2.6c) 
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leading to 
C(1) = O. 
Collecting the terms at O(c2 ), accounting for (4.2.5) and (4.2.7), we get 
N 
c i ? ~ ~ + C ~ ~ . . - p C . ~ ) ) = q L 6(x - Xi) 6(y - Yj) - ( q ~ ; ) ) + CW), 
i,j=1 
c(2)lx=0 = C(2)lx=1 = 0, 
C(2)ly=0 = C(2)IY=I, C ~ 2 ) l y = 0 0 = C ~ 2 ) I Y = I ' '
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(4.2.7) 
(4.2.8a) 
(4.2.8b) 
(4.2.8c) 
Integrating (4.2.8) over the unit cell (Xi - ! :'S X :'S Xi +!, Yj - ~ ~ :'S Y :'S Yj + ~ ) , , we obtain 
Yl+1/2 ;1',+1/2 
C . ~ ; ' ( ( + C ~ ; . . - p C . ~ ) ) = q - J ( C ~ 2 ) l x = ~ ~ - C 1 2 ) l x = _ ~ ) , , dy - J ( C ~ 2 ) l y = ~ ~ - C ~ 2 ) l u = _ ~ ) , , d:r, 
YJ-I/2 :0 x,-1/2 :0 
(4.2.9) 
which, due to the periodicity assumption for C(2), reduces to 
c(O) + dO) _ d O)-
xx YY P x - q. (4.2.10) 
Equation (4.2.10), together with the V-periodic boundary conditions (4.2.4c), implies that l 
and the averaged leading-order concentration field therefore obeys 
dO) -pdO) - q xx x - , 
c(O)lx=o = 1, C(O)IX=1 = 0 or C(O)lx=xo = C ~ ) l x = x o o = 0, 
(4.2.11) 
(4.2.12a) 
(4.2.12b) 
that is identical to the leading-order problem (2.3.8) for advection-diffusion in a one-dimensional 
array of sinks. The corresponding distinct asymptotic forms of the solution to (4.2.12) arc 
plotted in Fig. 2.2(b). 
We now consider cell problems to find the first non-vanishing correction to the leading order 
solution. 
Substituting (4.2.10) in (4.2.8), we can write the problem for a single unit cell: 
c ~ ; ) ) + C ~ ~ ) ) = q6(x) 6(y) - q, 
C(2) is X, y-periodic in a unit cell, 
C(2)lx=0 = C(2)lx=1 = 0, 
C(2)ly=0 = C(2)IY=I, C ~ 2 ) I Y = 0 0 = C ~ 2 ) I Y = I ' '
(4.2.13a) 
(4.2.13b) 
(4.2.13c) 
( 4.2.13d) 
where we translated the local coordinates to the centre of the unit cell by x' = x - Xi, y' = Y - Yj 
(primes over the variables are dropped). 
1 A (Y-periodic and hounded) solution to (4.2.10) can be sought in the form C(O) = 91(X) + Y2(X, Y), where 
91 satisfies (4.2.12) and 92 is a trivial (constant) solution to the corresponding homogeneous problem. 
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Since Goo = 2 ~ ~ In Jx 2 + y2 is the 2D fundamental solution of 'V2Goo = 8(;r:)8(y) in JR.2, the 
corresponding cell solution, satisfying the no-flux symmetry boundary conditions is G(x, y) = 
2:0=-00 Goo(x - i, Y - j), in accord with an infinite system of images for the sink in the middle 
of a unit cell (x = y = 0). 
Therefore the solution to (4.2.13) is 
C(2)(.T, Y) '" - ~ ~ ( . J ~ " ~ ~ ~ ~ In J(x - i)2 + (y - j)2 + ~ ~ (x2 + y2)) + 6(2), - ~ ~ '" x, y " , ~ , ,
(4.2.14) 
where m » 1 is the number of the images for the fundamental solution (Neumann Green's func-
tion), and 6(2) is a constant dependent on m and the global boundary conditions. Correction 
(4.2.14) generalises one-dimensional diffusion-dominated solute transport (2.3.12) C(2) (x) = 
- ~ ~ (-Ixl + x 2 + t) + (C(2») to the case of two dimensions. 
Numerical simulation of the original problem (4.2.2) is performed using a Finite Element-
based solver of COMSOL Mul tiphysics. The problem, in the framework of the Finite Ele-
ment Method, is approximated using a discretised weak formulation, multiplying equations and 
boundary conditions by an appropriate piecewise-polynomial test function C test and integrating 
over the entire domain or its boundary respectively (a second-order basis function, giving a 
piecewise-quadratic test function, is used in simulations). Each point sink therefore reduces to 
a prescribed value J 8(x - xi)8(y - Yj )Ctest dx dy = Ctl'st (Xi, Yj) over the corresponding finite el-
ement of the mesh. The mesh convergence is tested by successive refinements and by comparing 
against the analytical solution. 
The analytical solution (4.2.14) is compared to simulations performed for a square array of 
19 x 19 sinks, using ca. 300,000 finite clements (the absolute inaccuracy is less than 10-3 in 
the Chebyshev II . Ilmax norm and less than 10-5 in the L2-norm), as shown in Figure 4.3 for 
6(2) = -139.081, m = 10, and demonstrates a good agreement. Although the average of the 
partial sum in (4.2.14) grows with m, it can be renormalised by subtracting an appropriate 
constant 6(2), and the accuracy rapidly saturates with increasing m. For example, for m = ° 
(Pe = c:, Da = c:Pe, E = 0.05), the absolute inaccuracy between the numerical and analytical 
correction C(2) is about 0.01, while for m = 5 the difference is less than 0.001. Figure 4.3(b,d) 
also shows how the average of the residue rIO = C - C(G) depends on the vertical position Yo 
within the unit cell, due to the uniform global boundary conditions at X = 0; 1. 
We observe that the microscopic correction C(2) becomes O(C I ) when (j = Da/c2 = O(C I ) 
(Da = O(c:)), suggesting another asymptotic regime at Pe = 0(1), Da = 0(1), analogous to 
Section 2.3. 
4.2.3 Regime of moderate microscopic Peclet number 
Let Pe = 0(1), Da = O(c:) = c: (jl (ql = 0(1)). 
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Figure 4.3. Comparison of analytical and numerical olutions to (4.2.2) (a) Numerical olution 
C (colours) for Pe = E, Da = EPe in a square array of x point sinks (N = 19, E = 0.05); 
black circles indicate the inks' po ition. (b-d) Correction C (2) = C - (1 - X) cal d by E-2 
plotted in a cra s- ection at Yo = 0.01 (b), Yo = 0.2 (c), Yo = 0.5 (d) in local coordinat s 
(Yo = 0.5 + Eyo indicated by a dashed line in (a)); numerical solution i shown in solid blue 
and analytical solution (4.2.14) is given in dashed black; the boundaries of a ingle unit cell are 
indicated by dotted lines. 
Sub tituting (4.2.3) into (4.2.2) and coli cting the t rm at pow rs of E W 
PeCCO) = C CO) + ceO) -1/2 < X,Y < 1/2 0 < X Y < 1 x xx yy , 
cCO)lx=o = 1 , cCO)IX=l = 0 or CCO)lx=xo = C ~ ) l x = x o o = 0; 
CCO)ly=o = C CO) IY=l , C ~ ~ ) ) Y = o o = C ~ O ) I Y = l ' '
g t at 0(1) : 
(4.2.15a) 
(4.2.15b) 
(4.2.15 ) 
which implies independence of the leading-order solution on the local (micro copic) coordinat : 
( 4.2.16) 
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Collecting the terms at O(c) and taking into account (4.2.16), we have 
N 
P e C ~ ) ) = C ~ ~ ~ + cW - ql L r5(x - Xi) J(y - Yj), 
i,j=l 
C{l)lx=o = C(1)IX=l = 0, 
C(l) h.·=o = C(l) IY=l, e ~ l ) ) Iy=o = e ~ l ) ) IY=l , 
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( 4.2.17a) 
( 4.2.17b) 
(4.2.17c) 
Integrating (4.2.17) over the unit cell (Xi - ~ ~ :::; X :::; Xi + 1, Yj -1 :::; Y :::; Yj + ~ ) ) and using 
the periodicity assumption for C(1), we get 
(0) ex = -qJ/Pc, (4.2.18) 
Equation (4.2.18), together with the Y-periodic boundary conditions (4.2.15c), implies that 
e<:) = ql IPe , 
C(O)lx=o = 1, C(O)IX=l = 0 or C(O)lx=xo = C . ~ ) I X = X l l l = 0, 
(4.2.19a) 
(4.2.19b) 
where the leading concentration profile is essentially one-dimensional (C(O) = C«J)(X)). We can 
therefore treat (4.2.19) as a regular limit of (4.2.12) for Pe = cp = 0(1) and Da = c2 q = O(c). 
Substituting (4.2.18) in (4.2.17), we can formulate the problem for a single unit cell 
- Pe c . ~ l ) ) + C ~ ; ) ) + C ~ ~ ) ) = ql J(x) J(y) - ql , 
C(1) is :1:, v-periodic in a unit cell, 
C(1)lx=o = C(1)IX=l = 0, 
C(1)ly=o = C(1)IY=l, C ~ l ) I Y = o o = C ~ l ) I Y = l ' '
( 4.2.20a) 
(4.2.201» 
(4.2.20c) 
(4.2.20d) 
where we translated the local coordinates to the centre of the unit cell by :];' = :1: - :1:i, y' = y - Yj 
(primes over the variables are dropped). 
Following [247], we look for a fundamental solution G of 2D advection-diffusion differential 
operator Be 
-Pe B x + "12e = r5(x)r5(y), (x, y) E ]R2 (4.2.21) 
. Pt· :r ., - Pc T 
m the form G(x, y) = e 2 g(x, y), willch (accordmg to the property e . J(x) = J(x) ) trans-
forms (4.2.21) into a fundamental problem for the Helmholtz-type operator: 
"129 - p ~ 2 2 9 = r5(x)r5(y) , (x, y) E ]R2 , (4.2.22) 
which has a solution 9 = - 2 ~ ~ /(0 e;e J x 2 + y2 ). 
Therefore, the fundamental solution to the advection-diffusion operator (4.2.21) ill ]R2 is 
( 4.2.23) 
We again construct the fundamental solution that preserves no-flux symmetry condition 
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Figure 4.4. (a) Numerical olution C (colours) to (4.2.2) for Pe = 15, Da = e:Pe in a quare-
periodic array of 19 x 19 point inks (e: = 0.05); black circle indi at th inks ' po ition. Note a 
concentration wake created about each ink. (b) Contour of th fundam ntal solution (4.2.23) 
taken at the level of 0.75 max IG I for Pe = 0.01 1, 20 howing the formation of a wak at 
high Pe. (c,d) umerical olution C and correction C(l) = C - (1 - X) scaled by e:- 1 (e: = 0.05) 
clos to the centre of the unit cell (Yo = 0.01) for Pe = 1 (c) and Pe = 15 (d); (e,f) umeri al 
solution and correction at the boundary of the unit cell (Yo = 0.5) for P = 1 ( ) and P = 15 
(f); analytical olution (4.2.24) i hown in dashed black within a unit cell (vertical dotted lin s). 
at the boundary of th unit cell by adding an infinite y t m of images at (x,y) = (i,j), 
i, j = 0, ±1, ±2, ... , to obtain G(x y) = L:i,j=- G (x - i Y - j), x, y E [ - ~ , , ~ l · ·
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Figure 4.5. Numerical estimate of the homogenization residue magnitude e - e(O) - (e - e(O)) 
vs. Peclet number for Da = ePe (qJ/Pe = 1) in an array of N = 19 point sinks (e = 0.(5). The 
residue is integrated over X at Yo = 0.01 using the mean-squared L2-norm (solid), Chebyshev 
norm (dash-dotted) and mean-squared with first derivative HI-norm (dashed) (sec definitions 
of the norms (2.6.1)). 
Then, by the superposition qi G - ?c: x, the solution to the cell problem (4.2.20) is 
m 
e ( 1 ) ( x , y ) ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ Le';"(X-i) Ko C;"J(X-i)2+(y_j)2) - ~ ~ x + 6 ( J ) , , - ~ ~ ; l " , y ~ ~ , ,
z,J=-m 
(4.2.24) 
subject to global boundary conditions (4.2.20(c,d)), and with Tn» 1. Solution (4.2.24) extends 
the corresponding one-dimensional cell solution (2.4.13) of Chapter 2 to a two-dimensional 
periodic array. 
Analogously to the solution (4.2.14) at small Peciet numbers, the divergence of the partial 
sum in (4.2.24) is compensated by the choice of the constant 6(1) for each m. Figure 4.4 shows 
the result of simulations in COMSOL Multiphysics, which demonstrates a good agreement with 
theoretical predictions, with Tn = 30, 6(1) ~ ~ 31.58 for Pe = 1 (Fig. 4.4( c,d)) and m = 10, 
6(1) = 11 for Pe = 15 (Fig. 4.4(e,f)). 
Taking the limit of large Peclet number Pe» 1 in (4.2.24), we obtain 
ql TTl exp ( ~ e e [(x - i) - J(;r - i)2 + (y _ j)2]) 
e(1)(x,y) ~ ~-- L I ~ ~ -JPe i,j=-m J4rr [(x - i)2 + (y - j)2] / ~ , + e - ( 1 ) ).r , Pe 
(4.2.25) 
for -1 :S x, y ~ ~ ~ , , where we have used the asymptotic form of a modified Bessel function of 
the second kind [150]: Ko(z) ~ ~ v1 e -z / viz for z» 1. 
Based on (4.2.25), we expect e(1) to be O(qJ/VPc) at large Pc, away from the sink 
(x2 + y2 > 0). Computations of the magnitude of the homogenization residue (like shown by a 
blue solid line in Fig. 4.4(c,d)) about its mean value for qJ/Pe == Da/(ePe) = 1 agree with the 
asymptotics (approaching JPe for large Pe, as presented in Fig. 4.5). The asymptotic behaviour 
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Figure 4.6. A schematic representation of previous resulLs in [fe Liv d scription of adv ction-
diffusion-reaction in two dimensions. The rang of (Pe, Da) valu S onsid r d by diff r nt au-
thors is shown as a grey shade in the parameter space, with gr y d ts bing th principal saling 
chosen. The upper bound of homogenization applicability in 2D for P > 1 (thick clash d) is 
conjectured based on (4.2.25) and Fig. 4.5. Shaded ar as at th edges indicat the limits of 
Pe -4 0 (left), Pe -4 00 (right), and Da -40 (bottom). Sec Section 1.4 of hapter 1 for detail. 
of the residue thus differs from a one-dimensional case (so, .g. (2.4.16)), wh r th magnitude 
of rE: = C - C(O) remains constant for qI/Pe = 1, Pe » 1. Figur 4.5 also indicat s that a 
significant non-smoothne s of the concentration di tribution at large Peclet numb r mak s th 
residue rE: greater than 0(1) in the Sobolev Hl-norm , implying only weak conv rgen (e.g. in 
L2-norm) in this region, similarly to the one-dimensional case (se Fig. 2.2(a)). 
4 .2.4 Transp ort in a 2D array of point sinks: Sum ma ry 
In this section we have generalised the effecLive description of advective-diffusiv -llptak 
olute transport in a one-dimensional periodic array (develop d in Chapt r 2) to th two-
dimensional case. 
The concentration at leading-order (4.2.12) i hown to b identical in both cases. Th refor , 
all the transport regime of Fig. 2.2 remain valid. 
The 1D and 2D cases however differ in the properti s of the corr ction to th 1 ading-
order solution C(O). At mall local P' clet number (Pc « 1) the homog nization r sidu 
rE: = C - c(O) ::::: c2C(2) (4.2.14) becomes 0(1) for Da = c:2 q = 0(1), as in the one-dim n i nal 
case; however, our re ults uggest that at large Peclet number (Pe » 1), th r sidu r E: ::::: c:CO) 
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(4.2.24) approaches 0(1) for Da == [ql = O(vTC), in contrast to Da == [(11 = O(Pe) for the ID 
case. Homogenization in 2D therefore becomes inapplicable for Pe .2: O(c 2 ) (cf. Figs 2.2(a) 
and 4.6), extending the results of Auriault and Adler [11] for uptake-free transport. 
We conclude this section with Figure 4.6 that summarises the literature overview presented 
in Section 1.4 of Chapter 1 with respect to a systematic classification of asymptotic transport 
regimes. The map in (Pc, Da)-parameter space is strictly valid for a periodic array of sinks with 
constant (zeroth-order) uptake kinetics; however, the analysis of the global fluxes halance for a 
transport equation with first-order reaction kinetics 
oc N 
Pe ox - \12 e = -Da e L l5(x - xd J(y - Yj), 
i,j=l 
(4.2.26) 
with Da = od/ D, a being an uptake rate, and the corresponding leading-order equation 
p e<;) - e , ~ ~ ~ - c ~ ; ? ? = -q e(O), suggests that although the shape of asymptotic concentration 
profiles is different, the map of the leading-order transport regimeB Btill applieB. 
One can note that despite a long history of the homogenized transport description research, 
the special "triple" point (Pc, Da) = (O(€), 0([2)) has not been considered, and <tn appreciable 
amount of white space on the map (Fig. 4.6) has remained to be filled. It remains however to 
understand the impact of a finite Bink's size (such as the croBs-section of a villous brunch in tht' 
human placenta) on the flow and transport, which we will address in the next Section. 
4.3 Advection-diffusion in an array of sorbing cylinders 
This section extends two-dimensional homogenized solute transport to the case of sinks of 
a finite size, modelled a.'i cylinders. 
4.3.1 Model assumptions and problem statement 
We a.')sume the liquid to be an incompressible and Newtonian fluid; solute uptake at the 
interface is considered to be by passive diffusion only; we also approximate the shape of the 
interface by a circle (see Fig. 4.1). 
In addition, we assume that there is a representative periodic domain (unit cell) 0 composed 
of the liquid-phase subdomain Om, simulating the maternal space, and (not necessarily simply-
connected) villous solid region O\Om, with an interface r where uptake takes place (see Fig. 4.7). 
We consider a two-dimensional array of size L x L, composed of N 2 unit cells of size 1 x 1 
(N = (L/I) -1). The steady flow of incompressible liquid in a unit cell 0 is given by the Stokes 
equations 
(4.3.1) 
where {l is the viscosity of the maternal blood, subject to a no-slip boundary condition on r 
(u * I r = 0). We set the global conditions to be a uniform speed 110 at the inlet (u * Ix" =0 = Uo ex), 
free flow (zero normal total stress) at the outlet (-exP* + l.Lex · ['Vu* + (\1u*)T]lx"=L = ()) and 
a periodic global boundary condition in the transverse to flow direction (u*ly"=o = u*ly"=d 
(see Fig. 4.2). 
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Figure 4.7. A two-dimensional unit cell 0 of size I x I, containing a solid cylind r of perim tel' 
P = 7rd. Local solute concentration and flow velocity fields are C and u l' pectively (the stars 
over the dimensional variables are omitted). The flux density qo is prescrib d at the interfac 
r, with n being the unit normal to r pointing out of the liquid-phase (maternal) subdomain 
Om. All field quantities are periodic on the outer cell boundary S. 
We describe steady olute transport by the advection-diffusion equation for th dis olv d 
concentration C* 
(u*· "V)C* = -"V. F*, F* = -D'VC* , (4.3.2) 
were F * is the diffusive flux density. Equation (4.3.2) is subject to th boundary condition 
n · F*lr = qo, where qo is a given flux den 'ity ([qol = mol/(m2 . s)) a ross the int rfac r, 
n is the normal vector to r (pointing outwards 0). No e that th uptake of th solut in 
the placenta is shared betwe n the chemical reactions in the villou ti su and th adve Liv 
transport with the fetal circulation along the capillaries, th latter an be repres nt d by ( 
cross- ection averaged balance between the advection and diffusive mas -transport. Th r for, 
in the case of a con tant concentration gradi nt along the fetal capillary, the ontribution f1' m 
the fetal circulation can be considered as uptak with zeroth-ord r kin tic, giving flux density 
(averaged over capillary length) (n· F*)lr ~ ~ const. This assumption is not uniformly valid , 
and for solute transport at high Pedet number in fetal villous apillari s, a lin ar first-ord r 
uptake could be more appropriate. Although in this chapter w limit our analysis to th cas 
qo = const, we address the effect of a variety of uptake kinetics in Chapt r 6. 
The transport equation (4.3.2), subject to boundary conditions, d scribes th comp titi n 
between advection, diffusion and uptake. We take the inlet concentration to be Co at x* = 0, 
et the outlet concentration to zero at x* = L (so that the global on ntration drop ~ C C = Co), 
and apply periodic boundary condition at y* = 0, L. lnt grating (4.3.2), w g t th r f r n 
global flux s across the macroscopi domain: 
<Padv '" Uo Co L, <Pdir'" D Co, <Pupt '" N 2 qo l '" qo L2 II. ( 4.3.3) 
Let us define Pe = Uo II D as the local (micro copic) P 'c1et numb 1', Da = qo II(D Co) as th 
local Damkohl r number , and € = II L as the cal -separation param tel', th thr paramet rs 
that ntirely define the nature of solute transport at the mi roscale. Th balan b tw en 
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all three fluxes (<Padv rv <Pdif rv <pupd is therefore achieved when e-1pe rv 1 rv e-2Da, giving 
Pe = O(e), Da = O(ePe) = O(e2 ). 
We choose the following dimensionless variables: u* = Uo u, P* = Po P, C* = Co C, 
F* = Fo F, x* = I x, where Po = p Uo L/[2 (so that the pressure gradient Pol L, equal to 
the global pressure drop per the entire domain length, approximately balances local viscous 
dissipation puol12) and Fa = D Col L (using the global diffusive flux density as a reference), 
and rewrite the system of equations (4.3.1)-(4.3.2), subject to boundary conditions, in the 
non-dimensional form: 
\7 . u = 0 , \7 P = e V' 2u , 
ull' = 0, P, u are periodic on S , 
T 
(flow problem) (4.3.4) 
ulx=o = ex, ex' (-PI+e[\7u+(V'u) ])lx=I=O, 
Pe (u· \7) C = -e V'. F, e F = -\7C, 
en· Fir = Da, C, F are periodic on S, (transport problem) (4.3.5) 
C!x=o = 1, C!X=I = 0 or Clx=xo = n· Flx=xo = 0 for 0 < Xo ::; 1, 
subject to Y -periodicity of the fields on Y = 0 and Y = 1, with (I)ij == 8ij being a unit tensor 
and (\7U)ij == Z ~ ; ; being an outer (dyadic) product. 
We can estimate c based on the typical volume fraction ¢ of normal villous tissue in a 
fully developed normal human placenta, being about 0.5 [172]. If we consider a square unit 
cell of side [, we have ¢ = 7rd2 /4[2, and hence I = d J 7r / 4¢ rv 100 ILln for the terminal villus 
diameter d rv 100 pm [33, 126]. Taking the reference macroscale size (of a placclltone) to bc 
L rv 1 cm [98]' we obtain the estimate e = 1/ L rv 10-2 , in agreement with our cstimate for a 
one-dimensional array in Sec. 2.8 of Chapter 2. 
4.3.2 Small microscopic Pcklet number transport regime 
Based on the balance of global fluxes (4.3.3), we takc Pe = O(e) = ep, Da = O(e2 ) = e2 q , 
with p, q = 0(1) (analogous to Section 4.2.2). 
Since the scale-separation parameter c is small, following [11, 177, 228], we consider the 
two-scale spatial dependences of the problem variables 
P = F(x,X), u = ii(x,X), C = C(x,X), F = F(x,X), ( 4.3.6) 
where X = eX, and hence V' = \7 x + cV'x. Here X represents the local "micro-coordinates" of 
the unit cell n (at the scale of individual villi), and X is the slowly changing global coordinates 
of the macroscopic problem (at the scale of the entire placentone). 
Using (4.3.6) we can rewrite the systcm (4.3.4),(4.3.5) as 
V'x·ii+eV'x·ii=O, 
\7 xF + c V' x F = c [V';ii + 2 c (\7 x . \7x)ii + e2 V ' ~ ' ( i i J J ' 
iill' = 0, 
iilx=o = ex, 
F, ii are periodic on S , 
ex' (-FI+e[\7xii+e\7xii+(V'xii+eV'xu)TJ)1 _ = 0, 
X-I 
(4.3.7a) 
(4.3.7b) 
(4.3.7c) 
(4.3.7d) 
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EP [V'X' (GU) + EV'X' (GU)] = -E [Y'X' F + EV'X' F] , 
EF = -Y'xC - EV'xG, 
En· Fir = E2 q, G, F are periodic on S, 
Clx=o = 1, GX=I = 0 or Glx=xo = n· Flx=xo = 0 for 0 < Xo :::; 1. 
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( 4.3.8a) 
(4.3.8b) 
(4.3.8c) 
(4.3.8d) 
where we have used the incompressibility condition (4.3.4a) and identity Y'. (Cu) = (u· Y')C + 
C(V' . u) to transform the advective term in (4.3.5a) into conservative form. 
We look for an approximate solution of (4.3.7),(4.3.8) in the form of power series in E 
p = pia) + E p( I) + E2 p(2) + ... , 
(4.3.9) 
G = C(O) + E C(1) + E2 C(2) + ... , 
Substituting (4.3.9) in (4.3.7),(4.3.8) and collecting the terms in powers of E, we find at 
O(E°): 
V' x . u(O) = 0, Y' p(O) = 0 x , 
Y'x C(O) = 0, 
(4.3.10) 
(4.3.11) 
subject to the local boundary coudition u(O) Ir = 0 and the corresponding global bouudary 
conditions: u(O)lx=o = ex, p(O)IX=1 = 0, C(O)lx=o = 1, C(O)IX=1 = o. 
Equations (4.3.10b),(4.3.11) imply that the pressure and concentration fields at leading-order 
are independent of the local coordinates x: 
Collecting the terms in (4.3.7),(4.3.8) at O(EI), we have the following equations: 
P V'x' (C(O) u(O)) = -V'x' F(O), 
F(O) = -V' x C(I) - Y' X C(O), 
(4.3.12) 
(4.3.13) 
(4.3.14) 
(4.3.15) 
and local boundary conditions: u(l) Ir = 0, n . F(O) II' = 0, and global boundary conditions: 
u(1)lx=o = C(1)lx=o;1 = 0, ex' (_p{1) I + [Y'xu(O) + (V'xu(O))T] )lx=1 = 0, and u(l), C(l) are 
Y -periodic with period 1. 
Using (4.3.lOa) and (4.3.11), we reduce (4.3.14) to 
V' x . F(O) = o. (4.3.16) 
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Collecting the terms in (4.3.7) and (4.3.8) at 0([2), we get 
p [Y'X' (C(l) U(O) + C(O) u(1)) + Y'x' (C(O) u(O))] = -V'x' F(I) - Y'x' F(O) , 
F(l) = - V' x C(2) - Y' x C(l) , 
and local boundary conditions: u(2) Ir = 0, n· F(l) Ir = q. 
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(4.3.17) 
( 4.3.18) 
(4.3.]9) 
Averaging (4.3.13a) and (4.3.18) over the fluid-phase (maternal) sub-domain of the unit cell 
(of volume IOml, with the boundary 80m consisting of the fluid-solid interface r and the outer 
boundary of the unit cell S (80m = Sur); sec Fig. 4.7) and using the no-slip boundary 
condition u(O) = U(l) = 0 on r, we have 
1 j (1) dS n ((0)) - 0 Inml u . n x + v X· U TTl - , 
S 
P [IfL" I C(1) u(O). n dS, + I n ~ 1 1 1 C(O) u(1) . n dS, + '1x . (C(O) (u(O))",) 1 
= __ 1_ jF(l). n dS - _1_ jF(1). n dS - Y'v. (F(O)) IOml x Inml x., 111 , 
S r 
( 4.3.20) 
(4.3.21) 
where (f)m == I n ~ , 1 1 In
m 
f dVx , denotes an averaged "macroscopic" variable. Since the volullle 
of the whole unit cell Inl = 1, the volume fraction of the fluid in the unit cell (porosity) 
cPm == IOml, 0 < cPm < 1, which is constant (as we neglect the deformations of the medium) and 
relates to the solid-phase volume fraction cP as cPm = 1 - cP. The average of the leading-order 
concentration is (C(O))m == C(O), in accord with (4.3.12). 
We further take into account periodic boundary conditions for the flow and concentration 
fields (namely, for C(l) u(O). n, C(O) U(ll. nand F(1l. n) ) on S to set the corresponding boundary 
integrals to zero. Equations (4.3.20)-(4.3.21 ) then reduce to 
V'v. (u(O)) = 0 
.. '\ Tn, ( 4.3.22) 
PY'x" (C(O)(u(O)) ) = -Y'v. (F(O)) - _1_ jF(I). n dS .. m ., m In I .r 
ltm 
( 4.3.23) 
I' 
The integral in (4.3.23) represents the "interfacial" flux between the matel'llal and fetal circula-
tions [275]. We estimate this integral using the boundary coudition n· F(l) Ir = q, and we also 
apply the incompressibility condition (4.3.22) to simplify the advective term: 
(4.3.24) 
where P is the perimeter of the interface r (with dimensional perimeter P* = lP), at which 
uptake takes place (sec Fig. 4.7). 
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To complete the macro-scale description, we need to find a relation between the pressure p(O) 
and the averaged velocity field (U(O))m, and between the concentration C(!l) and the averaged 
concentration flux (F(O))m' It is the examination of the micro-scale equations (4.3.10)--(4.3.IG) 
that allows us to find these dependences. 
Closure problems 
It follows from (4.3.10a) and (4.3.13b), complemented by our assumption of x-periodicity 
of the flow and pressure fields, that we can relate u(O), p(O) and p(I) by the micro-scale flow 
problem 
in n 
(4.3.2G) 
u(O) II' = 0, u(O), pel) are periodic on S. 
Since the source 'lxp(O) does not depend on x, the solution to the linear problem (4.3.25) 
is proportional to 'lx p(O). 
Analogously to the flow problem, (4.3.15) and (4.3.16) give the micro-scale transport for 
F(O) and C(1): 
in n 
( 4.3.26) 
n· F(O)lr = 0, F(O), C(1) are periodic on S. 
Again, since the problem (4.3.26) is linear and V' x c(O) is constant in the unit cell, the 
solution to (4.3.26) is proportional to V' x C(O). 
Therefore, without loss of generality, we look for solution to (4.3.2G) (4.3.26) ill the followillg 
form [177, 228]: 
u(O) = -K. 'lx plO) , 
FlO) = -A. 'lx ClO) , 
p(I) = -m. V'x p(O) + PJI) , 
C(1) = -b· 'lx c(O) + c(V) , 
( 4.3.27) 
( 4.3.28) 
where K = K(x, X) and A = A(x, X) are permeability and diffusivity tensors; m = m(x, X), 
b = b(x,X) are vectors, and prill = Pril)(X), C ~ l ) ) = C ~ I ) ( X ) ) are scalars. 
We substitute (4.3.27), (4.3.28) into (4.3.25)-(4.3.26) to find the coefficients: 
V' x . K = 0, 'l xm = V';K + I , in n 
( 4.3.29) 
Klr = 0, m, K arc periodic on S, 
V' x . A = 0 , A = - 'l x b + I , in n 
(4.3.30) 
A . nil' = 0, b, A are periodic on S, 
where I == 6ij is the Kronecker-delta unit tensor, n == nj is the unit normal vector to r. The 
tensor inner product and the vector outer product for a tellsor T and vectors u, v arc denoted 
ill; T . u = Tij Ui and u v = Ui Vj respectively: and the summation convention over the repcatillg 
index is used. 
The linear elliptic problems (4.3.29) and (4.3.30) constitute the closure to the averaged 
macro-scale flow and transport equations (4.3.22) and (4.3.24), subject to boundary conditions, 
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through relations (4.3.27)- (4.3.28). 
Effective macroscale flow and transport problems: small Pe regime. 
We perform the averaging of (4.3.27a) over the volume of Om to find a relation between the 
pressure gradient and the averaged local fluid velocity: 
(4.3.31 ) 
Averaging (4.3.15) over the unit cell and using (4.3.28b), we obtain the closure relation 
between the concentration flux and the averaged concentration gradient of solute in 0 111 : 
(4.3.32) 
Therefore, (4.3.32) transforms the transport equation (4.3.24) to 
(4.3.33) 
Following [276], we define superficial average over the whole unit cell as (f) == ¢11I (f)m == 
101-1 In
m 
f dVx for f = u(O), F(O), K, b, and (1) == f == 101-1 In f dVx for f = p(O), C(O). 
Dropping the superscripts over the variables and the subscript X in \7 x, we obtain, from 
(4.3.22), (4.3.31) and (4.3.33), the effective flow and transport description at leading order 
\7 . (u) = 0, (u) = -(K) . \7 (P) , 
(u)lx=o = ex, (P)lx=1 = 0, (u) is Y-periodic, 
p (u)· \7(C) = \7. (Deff' \7(C)) - Pq, 
(C)lx=o = 1, (C)lx=1 = 0, (C) is Y-periodic, 
where Deff is the effective diffusivity tensor 
(DefT)ij = (1 - ¢) 6ij - (\7 x b)ij = (1 - ¢) Oij - J ni bj dSx , 
r 
(4.3.34a) 
(4.3.34b) 
(4.3.35a) 
(4.3.35b) 
( 4.3.3G) 
simplified by applying a generalised Gauss's Theorem In". \7 x b dVx = Inn", b n dS:!. and using 
the x-periodicity of bon S (80m = Sur). Here ¢ is the villolls volume fraction per unit cell 
volume (¢ == 1 - ¢m) and ni is a component of the unit normal to r. The superficial average of 
permeability tensor K and the effective diffusivity tensor DefT are to be fOllnd from solutions to 
the closure cell problems (4.3.29) and (4.3.30). 
Note that since uo is the reference scale for u, Po = lLuoL/12 for P and I/L for \7, (4.3.34a) 
implies that the dimensional permeability K* equals [2 K, I being the size of a unit cell. Analo-
gously, (4.3.35a) gives the dimensional form of effective diffusivity as D ~ f f f = D Deff, where D is 
the molecular diffusivity of a solute. 
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Equations (4.3.34a) represent the Darcy flow at the macroscale, which are together with 
equation (4.3.35a), subject to boundary conditions in the macroscopic domain, provide it com-
plete macro-scale description of solute flow and transport in the case Pe = O(E), Da = 0(E2). 
In Sections 4.3.5 and 4.3.6 below, we estimate the effective permeability and diffusivity for 
a simple geometry as a computational benchmark for processing the experimentally acquired 
villous shapes of the human placenta in Chapter 5. 
Before moving to a direct numerical simulation for the small Peclet Humber (Pc = O(E)), we 
observe that the transport cell problem (4.3.30) does not contain parameters (p, q) and depends 
only on the shape and size of the (materno-fetal) interface r, so that the effective diffusivity 
tensor Deff .:s 0(1), as will be shown below. Thus, in the limit of large Pe and Da (p"-J q » 1), 
the average transport equation (4.3.35a) becomes of an advective-uptake type. Similarly to the 
case of a two-dimensional array of point sinks (see Sec. 4.2.2), this suggests a new transport 
regime at Pe = 0(1), Da rv EPe = O(c) (in accord with the global flux-balance relation (4.3.3)). 
4.3.3 The transport regime for moderate local Peclet number. 
We therefore consider the case Pe = 0(1), Da = O(E) = Eq) (q) = 0(1)). Using (4.3.6), 
analogously to Section 4.3.2, we rewrite (4.3.5) as 
Pe [V' x . (C ii) + E V' X . (C ii)] = -E [V' x . F + E V' X . F] , 
cF = -V'xC - EV'XO, 
C, F are periodic on S , 
C\X=O = 1, OX=1 = 0 or C\X=Xo = n· F\x=xo = 0 for 0 < Xo ::; 1. 
( 4.3.37a) 
(4.3.37b) 
(4.3.37c) 
(4.3.37d) 
Substituting (4.3.9) in (4.3.37) and collecting the terms at powers of E, we find at O(EO): 
(4.3.38) 
V' x C(O) = 0, (4.3.39) 
subject to the boundary conditions u(O)\r = 0, C(O)\x=o = 1, C ' ~ ~ 1 1 = 0 (assuming, for brevity, 
C(O) > ° for ° < X < 1). 
Equation (4.3.38) is identically satisfied, taking into account (4.3.10a) and (4.3.39), and 
(4.3.39) again implies a slowly varying leading-order concentration field C(O) = C(O) (X). 
Collecting the terms in (4.3.37) at 0(E 1 ), we have 
Pe [V' x . (C(1) u(O) + C(O) u(1)) + V' X . (C(O) u(O))] = - V' x . F(O) , ( 4.3.40) 
(4.3.41) 
with local boundary conditions: u(l) \r = 0, n· F(O) \r = ql. 
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Using (4.3.13a) and (4.3.39), we rewrite (4.3.40) as follows: 
( 4.3.42a) 
(4.3.42b) 
Averaging (4.3.42a) over the fluid-phase sub-domain of the unit cell nm and llsing periodicity 
to eliminate surface integrals over S (80m = S u f; sec Fig. 4.7), we get 
( 4.3.43) 
We apply the local no-slip and flux boundary conditions (4.3.42b), so that (4.3.43) reduces 
to 
(4.3.44) 
or, using the superficial average (u(O)) == <Pm (u(O))m, C(O) == (C(O)), and dropping the snper-
script (0) over the variables and the subscript X in \7 x, we obtain the effective macroscopic 
transport problem at moderate Peclet number, subject to the global boundary conditions 
Pe (u)· \7(C) = -Pql , 
( 4.:3.4G) 
(C)lx=o = 1, (C) is Y-periodic, 
which is a regular limit of (4.3.35) for large p = O(c 1) (p = Pe/E, q = (ll/E). 
Although (4.3.45) for (C) == C(O) is already in a closed form, we estimate the fin-,t corrcction 
C(l) to understand the role of advective transport at the micro-scale. 
Transport cell problem: moderate Pe regime 
Equations (4.3.41), (4.3.42a) constitute thc following transport problem in a uuit cell that 
relate C(1) and F(O) with C(O) : 
Pe [\7x ' (C(1) u(O)) + u(O). \7xC (O)] = -\7x ' F(O), n. F(O)II' = q), 
F(O) = -\7 x C(1) - \7 x C(O) , 
( 4.3.46a) 
( 4.3.46b) 
subject to the local boundary conditions (4.3.42b). Substituting (4.3.46b) into (4.3.46a) and 
using \7 x . u(O) = 0 from (4.3.10a), we have 
\7;,C(1) - Pe u(O) . \7 x C(1) = Pe u(O) . \7xC(O) , 
n· \7xC (1) 1 = -n· \7x C (O) 1 - ql, 
I' l' 
u(O) II' = 0, u(O), C(l) are periodic on S. 
( 4.3.47a) 
(4.3.47b) 
(4.3.47c) 
Since the linear transport problem (4.3.47) has source terms proportional to q) and Pe \7 x C(O) , 
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which are independent of x, we look for a general solution in the form 
( 4.3.48) 
where C ~ l ) ) is a scalar independent of x, and al = aj (x), b i = b i (x) are some coefficients that 
satisfy the following cell problems: 
n . ~ ~x a 1 = -Ion r , ( 4.3.49) 
u(O) Ir = 0, u(O), aj are periodic on 5, (aj) = const; 
n· V' x b i = Pe- l n on r, (4.3.50) 
u(O) II' = 0, u(O), b i are periodic on 5, (b I ) = CO'nst. 
We observe that (4.3.49)-(4.3.50) generalise the corresponding unit cell problems (2.4.9)-(2.4.10) 
in ID, derived in Chapter 2. When Pe « 1, (4.3.50) approaches (4.3.30) for b = Pe b i and 
for q = qJ/c = 0(1), and we have, from (4.3.48) C(l) = -b(x) . ~ ~x C(O) + C ~ l ) ) + O(c), as 
expected. 
4.3.4 Limiting case of small villous volume fraction 
Setting the limit of small villous volume fraction ¢ « 1 or, equivalently, the surface 
area WI -+ 0, we find from (4.3.36) that Deff -+ I, and from (4.3.29) that (K) -+ kl, k = 
4 ~ ~ ( -0.738 - 0.5In( ¢) + O( ¢)) [112]. Relation (4.3.27a) therefore implies that for small but 
finite volume fraction, (u(O») = -k( ¢) ~ x x p(O) (X) is independent of local coordinates x, and 
the global boundary conditions (4.3.34b) then give (u(O») == ex. Finally, assuming that the net 
concentration flux across r remain finite as WI '" P -+ 0, we have P q -+ q*. Problem for the 
effective transport (4.3.35) therefore transforms to the corresponding problem (4.2.12) that has 
been derived ill Section 4.2 for an array of point sinks (with q == q*). Having justified solute 
transport in an array of point sinks at leading order, we note that the velocity field u(O) docs 
not, in general, become uniform in the limit of small volume fraction. The unit cell problem 
(4.3.47) for the next-to-Ieading-order correction to the concentration field at high P6clet number 
thus differs from the case of a point array of sinks, as will be shown below. 
The closure cell problem (4.3.30) for transport coefficients A, b, at small Pe number, can 
be rewritten in polar coordinates (r, 0) for a unit cell with the circular interface r = {1' = a} 
(a == d/2), normal n = (-1,0) to r, pointing outwards of the domain (see Fig.4.7), and the 
outer product 
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Figure 4.8. Maximal absolute value of the horizontal component bl of a solution to the cell 
transport problem (4.3.30) vs. the area fraction </> of the cylinder: numerical simulations (solid) 
and the asymptotic estimate (dashed). 
giving 
~ ~ ~ ~ (1' 8 bi ) + ~ ~ 82 bi = 0 , l' > a, ° ~ ~ 8 < 2rr , 'i = 1, 2 , 
l' 8 l' 8 r 1'2 8 82 
( 4.3.51a) 
8 bll _ 1 
81' r=a - , (4.3.51b) 
bl ,2 are periodic on S, (4.3.51c) 
where bl and b2 are the radial and azimuthal components of the vector b = (/)1, b2 ). The 
boundary conditions and the symmetry of the problem (4.3.51) imply bl = bl(r), b2 = const, 
reducing the problem to 
2 P V'r bl = - c5 (r - a) in n, 
2rrr (4.3.52) 
bl is periodic on S. 
The solution to the linear elliptic problem (4.3.52) is proportional to the perimeter P == 27ra '" 
v'¢ at small area fractions </> == rra2 « 1 (sec Fig. 4.8). Therefore as P tends to 0, we get 
b == const, and thus, from (4.3.28), e(l) = e(l)(X), i.e. e(J) is constant in cach unit cell. In 
order to satisfy the global boundary conditions e(1)lx=o = 0, e(l)lx=1 = 0 or e(I)lx=xo = 
e ~ ) l x = x o o = 0, we must demand e(l) == 0. In other words, the first correction to the leading-
order concentration profile at small Peclet number vanishes for small villous volume fraction 
</> "'" p 2 ---> 0, giving the homogenization error O(e:2 ). 
Analogously, the cell problem (4.3.47) at moderate P6clet lllllllber, ill the limit Ifl '" p -4 0, 
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takes the form 
2 a e(l) 
\7 xc(l) - Pe ~ ~ - Pe u(O) . \7 x C(l) = -p ql + P ql <5(x)<5(y) + Pe u(O) . \7xC(O) , (4.3.53a) 
(4.3.53b) 
u(O), e(1) are periodic on S, (4.3.53c) 
where we have used (u(O), == ex and (4.3.45a), and neglected the O(P) term on the right-
hand-side of (4.3.53a), assuming that P ql remains finite. We accordingly find that the limiting 
form (4.3.53) for C(1), in the case of moderate Pe and small ¢, differs from the corresponding 
cell problem (4.2.20) obtained for a periodic array of point sinks (where ql is substituted with 
qi == P ql) by the terms containing a perturbation u(O) (x) of the unit-cell averaged leading-order 
flow field (u(O), (indicating that the important features of flow do not disappear in the limit of 
solute transport past an array of "needles"; see also [112, 229]). 
4.3.5 Numerical solution to the closure cell problem: effective permeability 
We now verify the homogenization results by solving the flow cell problem (4.3.29) and 
comparing the effective permeability with existing theoretical approximations. We note that 
(4.3.29) can be equivalently rewritten as two Stokes flow problems, driven by unit pressure 
gradients in the horizontal and vertical directions respectively 
\7. U1 = 0, A 2 \7 PI = \7 U1 + f1 , II == (1, O)T in n, 
( 4.3.54) 
u11r = 0, PI, U1 are periodic on S, 
\7. U2 = 0, A 2 \7 P2 = \7 U2 + f2 , 
_ T 12 = (0, 1) in n, 
( 4.3.55) 
u2II'=0, F2 , U2 are periodic on S, 
where U1 == (K ll ,K I 2), U2 == (K21 ,K22 ), m== (FI,F2), and we dropped the subscript in \7x . 
The two flow problems (4.3.54)-(4.3.55) with no-slip condition on r and periodic boundary 
conditions on S (sec Fig. 4.7) are solved by a stationary linear finite-clement solver of COMSOL 
Multiphysics, where an absolute error for 9478 elements is less than 10-6 . An example of 
obtained field quantities K and ql for djl = 0.5 (¢ ~ ~ 0.2) is shown in Figure 4.9. The corre-
sponding effective permeability, averaged over the unit cell n, is 
( 
0'002 (K) ~ ~
which is isotropic, as expected from the symmetry of the problem. 
( 4.3.56) 
We compare the numerical solution for varying area fraction ¢ of the cylinder with the 
empirical Kozeny-Carman formula (derived for a porous medium treated as a set of parallel 
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Figure 4_9. Numerical solution to the closure flow problem (4.3.54)- (4.3.55) in a unit cell for 
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Figure 4.10. (a,b) Effective permeability (Kll) vs. area fraction ¢ of the cylinder in the unit cell. 
Solid blue line shows the numerical solution to the cell problem (4.3.29) at different ¢, which 
is compared to the Kozeny- Carman relation (4.3.57) in (a) and to the limiting approximations 
(4.3.58) and (4.3.59) in (b). 
channels of equal length and arbitrary cross-section) [29] 
(K ) = a
2 (1 - ¢ )3 
11 4c (P , ( 4.3.57) 
where (Ku ) == (K22 ), a is an average size of the solid phase "particle" of a porous m dium 
( defined here as a = J ¢ / 7r, in dimensionless variables) and c = 15 is an empirical ' shape-factor 
constant, adjusted to agree with experimental data. The comparison is given in Figur 4.10. 
Note that (4.3.57) becomes singular at ¢ = 0 and therefore in general, Koz ny- Carman i a 
poor approximation for small volume (area) fractions (Fig. 4.lOa). 
We also verify the homogenized solution against the asymptotic expr ions, obtained b 
Hasimoto, Sangani and Acrivos [112, 229] for small volume fraction ¢ (using th point-for 
fundamental-solution approximation) 
1 (Kll ) = 47r (-0.73 - 0.5ln(¢) + ¢ + 0(¢2)), ¢« 1, (4.3.5 ) 
and by Keller [134] for ¢ close to the maximal value ¢max = 7r/4 >::::: 0.79 (using the lubrication 
theory) 
2V2 ( 2 v<p) 5/ 2 (Kll) >::::: 97r 1 - ft ' ¢ ~ ~ 0(1) , ( 4.3.59) 
which demonstrate a good agreement (Fig. 4.10b). 
4.3.6 Numerical solution to the closure cell problem: effective diffusivity 
Analogously to Section 4.3.5, we solve the transport closure problem (4.3.30) and compar 
the effective diffusivity with existing theoretical approximation. We ob erv that (4.3.30) can 
be equivalently rewritten as two diffusion problems in a periodic c 11 with a oncentrati n flux 
at the inner boundary r proportional to the horizontal and vertical components of the outward 
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unit normal n = (nJ, n2) to r respectively 
(4.:3.60) 
61 is ppriodic on S, 
(4.:3.61 ) 
62 is periodic ou S, 
where b == (b J , b2) == (OJ,02) and we dropped the subscript in \7",. Note that the solutiou to 
(4.3.60)-( 4.3.61) is defined up to an arbitrary additive constant; however, it is the derivatives 
of b that determine the effective diffusivity Deff (4.3.36), which is therefore unique. 
Figure 4.11(a-c) shows a sample solution to the flow problems ( 4 . 3 . 6 0 ) ~ ( 4 . 3 . 6 1 ) , , obtained by 
an adaptive stationary finite-element solver of COMSOL Multiphysics for 36411 clements with 
an absolute error less thau 10-9 , d/l = 0.5 (¢ ~ ~ 0.2). The corrcspouding effective diffusivity 
(4.3.36), averaged over the unit cell 0, is 
Deff = (1 - ¢) I - 1r n b dSI ~ ~ ( 0.67 0 ) o 0.67 (4.3.62) 
which is diagonal, as expected. 
We compare the homogenized solution for varying area fractiou ¢ of the cyliudcr with the 
asymptotic expressions obtained by Fricke [100, 101] for small volume fraction ¢ (estimating 
the contribution of adjacent ellipsoidal "inclusions" via the superposition principle; this furmula 
generalises the pioneering homogenization result by Maxwell (1.4.1), discussed iu Chapter 1) 
(D ) '" ')'(1- </» 
eff 11 '" ')' + </> {
I, cyliu<irical inclusious, 
</>«1, ')'= 
2, spherical inclusions, 
( 4.3.63) 
and by Keller [133] for q) close to the maximal value ¢max = 7f/4 ~ ~ 0.79 (exploitiug slllall aspect-
ratio of the narrow gaps between the cylinders in a cubic array and Ilsiug harlllonic function 
theory) 
1 ( 4 ¢) 1/2 (De ff)J1 ~ ~ -; 1 - -:;- , </>;S0(1). (4.3.64) 
Figure 4.11(d) demonstrates a good agreement between the analytical and homogenized solu-
tions, especially in the regions of ¢ ;S 0.4 and ¢ ;:::, 0.75. 
4.3.7 Flow and transport in an array of cylinders: Summary 
In this Section, we have obtained effective flow (4.3.34) aud trausport (4.3.35) dcscriptious 
at leading order, with corresponding closure unit cell problems (4.3.29) and (4.3.30). We have 
demonstrated that the effective macroscopic transport equation (4.3.35a) 
p (u)· \7(C) = \7. (Ddf · \7(C)) - Pq, ( 4.3.65) 
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Figure 4_11. (a-c) Numerical solution to the closure flow problem (4_3_60) in a unit cell for 4>;:::::: 
0.2 (d/l = 0.5): the first component of the auxiliary vector b , corresponding to the concentration 
field is shown in (a; colour) and the corresponding derivatives ax b1 , ay b1 are plotted in 
(b ,c) respectively. (The solution ~ ~ to the conjugated problem (4.3.61) is the 7r /2-rotated anti-
clockwise relative to b1 due to the symmetry of the geometry). (d) Effective diffusivity (DeIT)l1 
vs. area fraction 4> of the cylinder in the unit cell. Solid blue line shows the numerical solution 
to the cell problem (4.3.60) for different 4> which i compared to the limiting approximations 
(4.3.63) (dash-dotted line) and (4.3.64) (dashed line). 
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Deff.:s 0(1) being determined from (4.3.30), is valid for both small and moderate P6clet IlIIl11bers 
(Pe = O(c) - O( 1)), so that it becomes independent of the cell problem for Pc '" CiOn» O( E) 
(p '" q » 1): 
Oa (u) . '\7(C) = -p -. 
cPe ( 4.3.GG) 
We have shown that the transport problems at leading order (4.3.65), (4.3.66) agree with 
respective problems for an array of point sinks in the limit of infinitesimal villous volullle fraction 
1> '" p2. And for example, when Pe = O(c) (p'" q = 0(1)), the limiting form (4.3.52) indicates 
that for small but finite 1>, the homogenization residue is proportional to J?j (see Fig. 4.8): 
r C == C-C(O) '" max{O(EJ?j), 0(c2 )}, whereby causing a slight drop in the accuracy of 
homogenization on a periodic array of finite sink-si2e. 
We have also obtailled the dependence of the effective permeability on the villous volume 
fraction by solving numerically the closure flow problem (4.3.29), which is approximnted rea-
sonably well by the empirical Kozeny-Cannan formula for 1> 2: 0.4 (Fig. 4.lOa). Numerical 
solution to the transport closure problem (4.3.30) (Fig. (4.11d) shows that the net effect of 
"non-conductiug inclusions" represented by the solid-phase (villous) subdomain bounded by r 
(sec Fig. 4.7) is in hindering free molecular diffusion, thereby reducing the effective diffusivity. 
However, the drop in the effective diffusivity with increasing 1> is not as rapid as for the effective 
conductivity (Fig. 4.lOa). 
The developed computational framework is straightforward to generalise to anatomically 
realistic non-circular two-dimensional shapes of the materno-fetal interface r, which we will 
study in the next chapter with the aid of image analysis. 
It is also noteworthy that if the flux density (q = q(x), x E r) is non-uniform on r, the sink 
term P q in (4.3.65) must be replaced with J q(x) dSx ; the rest of the rel,mlts remain unchanged. 
r 
We neglect, in the framework of the present model, the following features relevant to the 
placental transport: 
• elastic deformations of the interface r (villous surface) or its deviation from the central 
position in a unit cell; 
• nonlinear uptake kinetics for certaill solutes, such a...., glucose, at the interface r, due to 
the presence of active transporters; 
• solute carriers, such as haemoglobin, contributing to the advective trallsport of oxygell 
and carbon dioxide. 
It is the role of the latter that we address in the following section. 
4.4 Non-linear effects of solute carriers 
We consider a steady motion of liquid with suspended particles, e.g. red blood cells COII-
tailling haemoglobin, capable of carrying solute molecules in the maternal subdomaill nm with 
iuner boundary r (sec Fig. 4.7). \Ve a..'lsume that the interface r is permeable to the freely 
dissolved molecules but not to the solute-carrying particles. We also neglect diffusivity of the 
solute-carrying particles compared to the diffusivity of the free solute molecules. 
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4.4.1 Problem statement 
Let Ctot be the total local concentration of the solute in the fluid, C* be the local COllcell-
tration of the freely dissolved solute, and Cbound be the concentration of the solnte bounded to 
the solute-carriers. Then the advected concentration call be represented, following [153], as 
(4.4.1) 
where C ~ l a X X is the maximal local concentration of solute bounded to the fully saturated carriers 
and /(C*) is a nonlinear sigmoid function (association/dissociation curve) describillg the equi-
librium between the dissolved and bounded states of the solute, which is given, for example, by 
Hill's law (in dimensionless variables, C = C* /co): 
cn 
1(C) = kn + cn . ( 4.4.2) 
where n is a dissociation factor (about 2.65 for oxygen [76]) and k is the half-saturation constant, 
which are identified by fitting to experimental data (see Fig. 4.12(a) for oxygen kinetics of 
maternal and fetal blood, and Fig. 4.12(b) for haemoglobin- and perfiuorocarbon-basecl blood 
substitutes). The implicit assumption of the quasi-steady balance between free- and oxygen-
bound haemoglobin has been justified theoretically in many cases [76, 271] (with the error up 
to about 10%, particularly in the regions of very low oxygen concentration), and the typical 
time for oxygen unloading of haemoglobin from 80% to 30% of saturation is about 0.04 s [76]. 
Observing that the advective term (u . \7) C in (4.3.5a) (in a dimensionless form) becoIlles 
(u· \7) Ctotal = [1 + C C " ~ I j ! X X f'(C)](u· \7) C, the transport problem (4.3.5) thclI is modifies to 
o 
Pe[l +ao1'(C)] (u· \7)C = -E\7· F, EF = -\7C, 
En·Flr=Oa, C, F are periodic on S , (4.4.3) 
Clx=o = 1, Clx=1 = 0 or Clx=xo = n . Flx=xo = 0 for 0 < Xo :S 1, 
subject to Y-periodicity of C. Here 000 = C ~ l a x / C o o is the dimensionless solute-carrier capacity, 
and Co is the inlet concentration. 
Observing from (4.4.2) that (1'(C)) = 0(1) and integrating (4.4.3a) over fl, similarly to 
Section 4.3, we get the reference global fiuxes across the macroscopic domain: 
(4.4.4 ) 
Therefore, the fiux-balance <I>adv '" <I>dif '" <P upt (E-1 0'0 Pe '" 1 '" E-2 0a) gives the first 
organising centre (Pe,Oa) = (c/O'o, E2). 
Using 000 ::::; 60 - 70 for oxygen [153, 179] and taking E '" 10-2 (as has been estimated earlier 
in Sec. 4.3), we have 0'0 = 0(E- 1 ). 
As has been estimated in Section 2.8, a likely range of Peclet number for intervillous trans-
port of oxygen in the human placenta is Pe '" 10 - 102. However, analogously to Section 4.3, 
we need to start by considering an asymptotic expansion around the main organising centre 
(Pc, Da) = (E2, E2), which provides the leading-order deHcriptioll valid for a wide rallge of Pe 
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Figure 4.12. (a) Oxygen-haemoglobin dissociation curves for human fetal and maternal blood. 
Abscissa shows partial pressure of oxygen (Po2 ); ordinate expresses the percentage saturation of 
haemoglobin with oxygen (S02) (reproduced from [179]). (b) Oxygen carrying capacity versus 
oxygen partial pressure for normal whole blood (WE), haemoglobin-based blood substitute 
(HlLRaffilller) and perfluorocarbon-based blood substitute (PFEOC). The physiological range 
of partial pres:mres in the veins and arteries are marked by PV02 and PaO:.! respectively. Note 
a Hill-type dissociation law (4.4.2) for the first two curves and the linear relation for PFBOC. 
Reproduced from [141]. 
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numbcr values, as will be shown below. In doing so, wc also broadcn thc scopc of potcntial 
applications of the solute-carrier-facilitated transport model to other media, such as dialysis ma-
chines [265] and bioreactors [1], which may be characterised by a smaller value of Peclct number. 
4.4.2 Small microscopic Peelet number transport regime 
Based on the above flux-balance estimates (4.4.4), we consider the following scaling: 
ao = O(c- 1) = c- 1 a, Pe = 0(c2) = c2 Pa, Da = 0(c2) = c2 q, a,Pa, q = 0(1). 
Using the two-scale depcndence (4.3.6), we rewrite (4.4.3) as 
c2 Pa [1 + c -I a I' (C)] [Y':1" (eli) + c Y' x . (eli)] = -c [V' x . F + c Y' x . F] , 
cF = -V':ce - cY'xC, 
- 2 
en· Fir = c q, e, F are periodic on S , 
0lx=o = 1, eX=1 = 0, e is Y-pcriodic. 
(4.4.5a) 
( 4.4.5b) 
( 4.4.5c) 
( 4.4.5d) 
again using the incompressibility condition (4.3.4a) to transform the advective term in (4.4.3a) 
into conservative form. 
Substituting two-scale asymptotic series (4.3.9) in (4.4.5), we again find at thc order co, 
V' x C(O) = 0 and hence 
( 4.4.6) 
satisfying the global boundary conditions C(O)lx=o = 1, C ~ ~ l l = 0, C(O) is Y-pcriodic. 
Noting the asymptotic Taylor expansion for the derivative of the dissociation curve 1'( e) 
e = C(O) + c C(1) + c2 C(2) + 0(c3 ) , 
J'(C) = J'(C(O)) + c !,,(C(O)) C(1) + c2 [!"(C(O)) C(2) + ~ ! " ' ( C ( O ) ) ) (C(I)f] + O(c:i), 
and collecting the terms in (4.4.5) at O{ c 1 ), we have 
where, using (4.3.10), relation (4.4.8) reduces to 
Y':f . F(O) = 0 . 
Collecting the terms in (4.4.5) at O(c2), we get 
Pa Ct]' (C(O)) [V' x . ( C(l) U(O) + C(O) u(!)) + V'x . ( C(O) u(O))] + 
+Pa [1 + a!,,(C(O))C(I)] V x ' (C(O) u(O)) = -Vx ' F(1) - V'x' F(O), 
(4.4.7) 
(4.4.8) 
(4.4.9) 
(4.4.10) 
(4.4.11) 
(4.4.12) 
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and local boundary conditions: u(O) II' = 0, n· F(l) II' = q. 
Incompressibility (4.3.10a), (4.3.13a) and slowly varying leading-order concentration (4.4.6), 
reduce (4.4.11) to 
(4.4.13) 
Averaging (4.4.13) over the maternal sub-domain Om, using the no-slip condition U(fl) II' = 0, 
periodic boundary conditions for the flow and concentration fields and a given interfacial flux 
n· F(J) II' = q, we have 
Pll 0: j'(C(O)) ((U(O))m· \lx) C(O) = -V'x . (F(O))m - :: q, 
'P1H 
(4.4.14) 
which generalises the leading-order averaged linear transport (4.3.24), by taking into account 
the advective nonlinearity. 
We observe that the cell closure problem, constituted by (4.4.10) and (4.4.12) is identical 
to the cell problem in the linear case (4.3.15) and (4.3.16), studied in Section 4.3.2. The 
resulting closure relation (4.3.32) between the local averaged concentration flux (F(O))m and 
global concentration field C(O) allows us to complete the effective tram,port description. 
Effective nonlinear transport: small Pe regime. 
The closure relation (4.3.32) between the averaged local and global concentration gradients 
in Om transforms the transport equation (4.4.14) to 
(4.4.15) 
Using the superficial average (u(O)) == ¢m(U(O))m and (C(O)) == C(O), dropping the super-
scripts over the variables and the subscript x in \lx, we obtain, from (4.4.15), the effective 
description of transport in presence of solute-carriers for Pe = O( E) 
Pa o:j'((C)) (u)· V'(C) = V'. (Dcff· V'(C)) - Pq, 
(4.4.16) 
(C)lx=o = 1, (C)lx=1 = 0, (C) is Y-pcriodic, 
where Pa == Pe/E2 , q == Da/E2 , and Dcff is the effective diffusivity tensor (4.3.36), which is found 
from a solution to the cell closure problem (4.3.30). 
To account for advective effects at the microscale for 0:0 Pe ~ ~ 1, analogously to Section 4.3.3, 
we repeat the homogenization procedure around the next organising centre (balancing global ad-
vective and uptake fluxes <Padv rv <Pupt in (4.4.4)): (Pe, Da) = (O(1/no), O(c)) for (\'0 = O(C)). 
4.4.3 Moderate microscopic Ptklet number transport regime 
Setting no = O(c-I) = cln, Pe = O(E) = cp, Da = O(c) = Ell), (n,p,ql = 0(1)) and 
using (4.3.6), we write (4.4.3) as 
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cP [1+c- 1 0:!'(C)] [\7x·(Cii)+cV'X·(Cii)] =-C[\7X·F+c\7X·F], 
€F = -\7x C - eV'xC, 
C, F are periodic on S , 
Clx=o = 1, CX=1 = 0, C is Y-periodic. 
100 
(4.4.17a) 
(4.4.17b) 
(4.4.17c) 
(4.4.17d) 
Substituting two-scale asymptotic series (4.3.9) in (4.4.17), and expanding the derivative f' 
according to (4.4.7), we find at O(eO) 
(4.4.18) 
\7x C(O) = 0, (4.4.19) 
which again reduces to C(O) = C(O)(X), subject to the global boundary conditions (4.4.17d). 
and 
Collecting the terms in (4.4.17) at O( e1 ), we have 
po: l' (C(O)) [V' x . (C(1) u(O) + C(O) u(l)) + \7x . ( C(O) u(O))] + 
+ p [1 + 0: j"(C(O)) C(l)] \7x ' (C(O) u(O)) = -V' x . F(O) , 
where (4.4.20), similarly to (4.4.11), simplifies to 
subject to n· F(O) Ir = qt. 
( 4.4.20) 
(4.4.21) 
( 4.4.22) 
Averaging (4.4.22) over the fluid-phase subdornain Om of the unit cell, applying the no-slip 
condition u(O) Ir = 0, periodic boundary conditions for u(O), F(O) and C(J) on S (see Fig. 4.7), 
and a given interfacial diffusive flux n . F(O) II' = ql, we get 
(4.4.23) 
which generalises the leading-order averaged linear transport at moderate Pcclet number (4.3.44), 
by taking into account the advective nonlinearity, and it is also a regular limit of (4.4.14) for 
Pa '" q » l. 
Although the leadillg-ordcr concentration field C(O)(X) again decouples froIll the microscopic 
cell problem given by (4.4.21)-(4.4.22) at large Pe, we analyse the govcruing cquations for C(1) 
in the following subsection to understand the role of nonlinear advectioll at the micro-scale. 
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Nonlinear transport cell-problem: moderate Pe regime 
Equations (4.4.21)(4.4.22), subject to boundary conditions and (4.3.1Oa), constitute the 
following unit cell problem: 
or 
P Q 1'(C(0))] [u(O) . \7 xC(1) + u(O) . \7 xC(O)] = -\7 I' F(O) , 
F(O) = -\7
I 
C(1) - \7 x e(O), 
n . F(O) Ir = Q1, C(1), F(O) are periodic on 5, 
1 \72e(1) + u(O) . \7 C(I) = _u(O) . \7 xC(O) 
p Q I'(C(O)) x x 
n· \7 :re(l) Ir = -n . \7x e (O) - Q1, e(1) is periodic on 5, 
general ising the linear problem (4.3.47). 
(4.4.24) 
(4.4.25 ) 
We see that although the unit cell problem (4.4.25) depends not only on the global concen-
tration gradient but also on the slowly varying leading-order concentration itself, it remains a 
linear elliptical problem, albeit with inhomogeneous coefficients. Therefore, from the structure 
of source terms in (4.4.24a), similarly to (4.3.48), we look for a general solution in the form 
( 4.4.26) 
where C61) is a scalar independent of x, and al = al(x,C(O)), b l = bl(x,e(O)) are sOllie 
coefficients that satisfy the following cell problems: 
\7;al - P Q I'(C(O)) u(O) . \7 x al = 0, 
n· \7xal = -Ion r, (4.4.27) 
al is periodic on 5, (al) = canst, 
\7;b l - po:l'(C(O)) u(O). \7x b l = -po:j'(C(O))u(O) , 
n· \7 I b l = n on r, (4.4.28) 
b l is periodic on 5, (b l ) = canst. 
Here u(O) is given by the corresponding microscopic Stokes flow (4.3.25). Setting I'(C(O)) to 1 
and po: == Peao to Pe in ( 4 . 4 . 2 7 ) ~ ( 4 . 4 . 2 8 ) , , we obtain the linear advection-diffusion-uptake of 
Section 4.3.3. In general, however, microscopic transport depends on a slowly varying leading-
order concentration field. There is potential therefore to modulate the balance between advec-
tion and diffusion across the whole domain and within each unit cell, depending on the local 
value of C(O). 
To expose more clearly the effect of nonlinear advection, we consider the limiting case of 
a uniform flow and one-dimensional transport in array of point sinks (which becomes exact at 
leading-order for a vanishingly small villous volume fraction ¢ = Inml/lnl). 
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4.4.4 The role of non-linear advection in oxygen transport: one-dimensional point-
sink-array example 
Oxygen transport (4.4.3) in a one-dimensional periodic array of N point sinks is described by 
dC d2C N 
Pe[I+O'oi'(C)] dx = dx2 - DaL6(x-n), 0<X<E- 1 
n=] (4.4.29) 
Clx=o = 1, C!X=l = 0 or Clx=xo = Cxlx=xo = 0 for 0 < Xo ~ ~ 1, 
We first illustrate the dynamics of (4.4.29) by solving the problem numerically, using a non-
linear adaptive solver of COMSOL Multiphysics. Results are shown in Figure 4.13(b). One can 
define the effective microscopic Peclet number Pecff == Pe (1 + 0'0 J'(C)), which h; a slowly vary-
ing function of the concentration field. Since the derivative of the dissociation curve (Fig. 4.13a) 
rises rapidly as the dissolved in blood oxygen concentration falls, this can lead to a significant 
increase in the effective P6clet number. Figure 4.13(b) indeed shows that there is a switch 
from an uptake-dominated (for X ;S 0.7) to an advection-dominated (for X .2: 0.7) macroscopic 
transport regime (solid line), coinciding with a peak in Pecff (dash-dotted line). This is further 
demonstrated by comparing with a linear solution (Fig. 4.13( c)) for two piecewise-constant val-
ues of J'(C) averaged over the segments (0, Cth ) and (Cth , 1), where the threshold concentration 
to switch between the two levels is set to Cth = 0.7. Since the Oamkohler number is fixed to 
Da = 2E2, we find the effective Peclet number moving in the (Pe Da)-parameter space from 
Uo-asymptotic transport regime at the inlet to A-regime ncar the outlet (see Fig. 2.2(a) of 
Chapter 2). 
We now explore the problem (4.4.29) within the homogenization framework. Similarly to 
the limiting case of Sec. 4.3.4, using Pa 0' == C 1 Pe aD, q == C 2 Oa and assuming P q = canst 
as P '" ..;;p --+ 0, the effective leading-order transport (4.4.14a) reduces to 
(4.4.30) 
for small Peclet number, and to 
(4.4.31) 
for moderate Peclet number, subject to global boundary conditions C(O)lx=o = 1, C«J)IX=l = 0, 
or Clx=xo = Cxlx=xo = 0, for some (0 < Xo ~ ~ 1). We also remark on a diffusive boundary 
layer of thickness O( (Pe 0'0)-1) developed at the downstream end, which is not captured by the 
leading-order problem (4.4.31) for large Pe, so that only a boundary condition at the illiet can 
be used. 
Using Hill's law (4.4.2) to approximate oxygen-haemoglobin dissociation kinetics, and rewrit-
ing (4.4.31) &<; 
Oa 
E Pe 0'0 ' 
( 4.4.32) 
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Figure 4.13. (a) Hill-type dissociation curve (4.4.2) for 1(C) (solid), its derivative (dashed) and 
a piecewise-constant approximation of 1'(C) (dash-dotted). (b) Numerical solution to (4.4.29) 
(solid) and the corresponding effective Peclet number Peeff = Pe (1 + 0:0 1'(C)) (dash-dotted) 
on a periodic array for Pe = c:2 , Da = 2c:2 , 0:0 = 70, n = 2.5, k = 0.25, c: = 0.05. The 
corresponding linear solution (for 0:0 = 0) is shown by the dashed line. (c) The nonlinear 
solution (solid) with continuously varying effective Peclet number and its linear approximation 
with piecewise-constant Pe (dashed) (chosen as shown by the dashed-dotted line in pan 1 (a)). 
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Figure 4.14. (a) Numerical solution to the nonlinear transport problem (4.4.29) (solid blue) , 
leading-order solution ( 4.4.33) (dashed black) and its approximation (4.4.35) (dash-dotted red) 
for Pe = £-0.1, Da = 0.5Pe, ao = C 1 (Xo = 2) , n = 2.5, k = 0.25, £ = 0.05; the corresponding 
leading-order solution for linear transport (2.4.6) is given by a dotted line. (b) Exact 1 ading-
order solution 0 (0) (4.4.33) (solid) and its approximation (4.4.35) (dashed) for Xo = 0.5, 1, 2, 5 
respectively. 
we find the exact solution 
1 
O(O)(x) = k {[(I + kn )-l - XI Xor 1 - I} -n , 0:::; X :::; min(Xo/(1 + kn ), 1) (4.4.33) 
where 
Xo == cPeao = Pea, 
Da Da ( 4.4.34) 
is a non-dimensional parameter characterising the nonlinear advection-uptake balance. 
Since, for oxygen, k ;::::: 0.25 and n ;::::: 2.5 [153], we can neglect kn compared to 1, approxi-
mating (4.4.33) by 
1 
0 (0) ~ ~ k ( ~ ~ - 1) -", 0:::; X :::; min(Xo, 1) , ( 4.4.35) 
which matches the exact solution reasonably well (Fig. 4.14). This is to be compared with th 
corresponding leading-order solution (2.4.6) C(O) = 1 - gD:e X to the linear transport problem 
(2.4.5). We note that when the nonlinearly-advected solute concentration extends to th entir 
domain (Xo = 1), the concentration in the case of linear (solute-carrier-fr e) transport drop to 
zero at a characteristic distance £Pe/Da == Xolao « 1 (see the dotted line in Fig. 4.14a). 
4.4.5 Flow and t r ansport in t he p r esence of solute carrie r s: Summary 
In this section, we have obtained the effe tive transport description for a solut, uch as 
oxygen, in the presence of solute carriers, such as red blood c 11s, in a p riodic m dia in on and 
two dimensions. We have found that the averaged macro copic nonlinear transport quation 
(4.4.16a) is given by 
£-1 Pe ao 1'((0)) (u )· \/(C) = '\1 . (Deff' \/(0)) - c-2 PDa, (4.4.36) 
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where P is the perimeter of the villous section (solid phase) in a unit cell and D"ff is the effectivc 
diffusivity tensor (4,3,36) to be found from a solution to the linear elliptical closure cell problem 
(4,3.30), which is identical to the case of no solute carriers being present. 
Equation (4.4.36) is valid for both small and moderate Podet numbers (Pe = O(c) - 0(1)), 
and decouples from the microscopic cell problem for Pe ao rv C 1 Da » O( c) : 
(u) . \l f( (C)) = _ P Da . 
c Pe ao ( 4.4.37) 
In this case, the cell problem for the first correction C(1) (4.4.25) remains linear in C(l), but with 
f'(C(O)) as a parameter, allowing for a slow modulation of the microscopic solution across the 
whole domain (see, e.g. the increasing steepness of the "stairs" from left to right in Fig. 4.14a). 
Since the ratio of solute carrier-capacity to blood plasma-capacity ao is typically very large [153, 
179]' we can approximate the effective Podet number by PeclT ~ ~ Pe ao j'(C(O)), which thus 
becomes a slowly varying function of the macroscopic concentration field. This can lead to a 
switch from a diffusion- or uptake-dominated to an advection-dominated macroscopic transport 
regime within the same domain at constant Pc, as has been shown in Figure 4.13(b,c). 
Furthermore, in the limit of small villous volume fraction, the solution to (4.4.37) can be 
approximated by (4.4.35) 
1 
C(O) ~ ~ k ( ~ o o _ 1) -n , Xo == cPeao , 
Da 
o :S X :S rnin(Xo, 1), ( 4.4.38) 
which incorporates in a compact form all transport and dissociation-kinetic parameters and ('x-
hibits a markedly different behaviour compared to a linear concentration drop for solute-carrier-
free transport (Fig. 4.14a). The primary characteristics of the transport in a suspellsioll of solnte 
carriers is an enhanced advection in the regions of low dissolved solute concentration (by r e l e ~ l . " "
ing the solute from the bounded form into the blood plasma). This makes the solute distributed 
more uniformly across the entire domain and allows for homogenization at higher Da than for 
linear transport. For example, the 1D homogenization limit becomes Da « max{ 1, ao Pc}. 
4.5 Discussion 
To sum up, we have studied the effective macroscopic solute transport models and their 
corrections, extending the results of Chapter 2 to two spatial dimensions and accounting for 
nonlinear effects. 
In particular, we have generalised the map of asymptotic transport regimes in (Pc, Da)-
parameter space for the case of a 2D periodic array of point sinks (Fig. 4.6). We have developed 
a computational framework for estimating the effective diffllsivity and permeahility for sinks of a 
finite size, exploring the role of villous volume fraction. The transport regimc and the accuracy 
of the effective (averaged) solute transport description therefore in general depend OIl the villous 
volume fraction q;, Podet and Damkohler numbers, as well as on the statistical properties of 
the micro-geometry (characterised for a regular media by the scale-separation parameter c; sce 
also Sec. 3.6 of Chapter 3). 
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Figure 4.15. (a) Numerical olution C (colours) to (4.2.2) for a single realisation of a normally-
perturbed square-periodic array of 19 x 19 point inks (c = 0.05), with Pe = 4, Da = cPe, 
and the standard deviation (T = cj black circles indicate the sinks' po ition. (b) Th corre-
sponding concentration profile C along the horizontal cross-section through the middle of th 
array (Y = 0.5). 
Further studies could focus on under tanding the tatistical properti of th homog nization 
residue for transport in random arrays in two dimensions. For example, if one con ider a 
normally-perturbed square-periodic array on a torus (with periodic boundary condition) as 
shown in Figure 4.15(a), stochasticity breaks the transver e ymmetry of th olut di tribution 
(ef. Fig. 4.4a). However, cro - ections of the concentration field (Fig. 4.15b) can b tudi d 
and compared against corre ponding one-dimensional results of Chapt r 3. 
Finally, we have investigated the role of olute carriers and develop d furth r Lardn r ' 
analysis [153] of oxygen exchange to under tand the effect of plac ntal microstructur on non-
linear advective tran port. The homogenized effective equation are similar to th l' suIt of 
Salathe et al. [224, 226] obtained by volume averaging in vascular n tworksj how vel', th ho-
mogenization result of thi chapter offer more detail on the interaction b tw n th macro-
and macro-scales. We have hown, for example, that th transport regim in (Pe, Da)-param t r 
space becomes dynamic, ensing the leading-order concentration and "homogeni ing" the c-
lute distribution across the oxygen-poor part of the domain (e Fig. 4.13c). Ind d, as h 
been discussed in Section 2. of Chapter 2, a likely range of Peclet and Damkohler numb rs 
for intervillous transport of oxygen i P ,...., 10 - 102 Da,...., 1 - 10. Taking c ,...., 10- 2 , w hav 
Da/(cPe) ~ ~ 1. Therefore, without a contribution ofth olute carri r th di tribution ofsolut 
could be highly non-uniform with the olute concentration falling sharply clo to th inl t (as 
illustrated in Fig. 4.14(a) for Da/(cPe) = 10). Apart from placental tran port, pot ntial appli-
cation of this model includ gas exchange in a capillary network [225, 271], olut tran p rt in 
certain bior actor [1], dialy i machines [265] and oth l' artificial organs [145, 213]. Th 1'01 
of haemoglobin-containing erythrocyte as oxygen-carrier can b shar d in full or in part by 
other biological metal1oproteins, uch as haemocyanin [102], and by artificial blood ub titut , 
such as Polyheme or Perftoran [141]. 
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We now apply the developed computational framework for the effective flow and trans-
port parameters at leading order (4.3.34)-(4.3.35), with corresponding microscopic unit cell 
problems (4.3.29)-(4.3.30) (see also Figs 4.9 and 4.11), to anatomically realistic two-dimensional 
shapes of the materno-fetal interface r in a unit cell that will be obtained in the next chapter 
from histological images of the human placenta. 
PLACENTAL SHAPE ANALYSIS AND 
EFFECTIVE PARAMETER ESTIMATION 
5.1 Introduction 
108 
tThis chapter describes imaging techniques and statistical tools to analyse placental geom-
etry. The purpose of the "homogenized" description outlined in Chapters 2-4 is to inform a 
macroscopic model with the properties of the microstructure, gathered from experimental data. 
In the human placenta this amounts to characterising the geometry of villous tissue. 
Stereology (or "quantitative microscopy") is a quantitative statistical description of three-
dimensional heterogeneous material composition from its two-dimensional microscopic sections, 
utilising systematic random sampling [16, 171]. Placental stereology has provided estimates of 
bulk quantities (e.g. total villous volumes, surface areas and lengths) and local measures such 
as star volumes (the mean volume of all parts of a space which are visible when viewed in all 
directions from a given point within it) [206]. For a spatially homogeneous isotropic media, all 
the following empirical estimates are asymptotically unbiased [16]: 
¢vOJUlllc = ¢arca = ¢Jincar = Test points ratio, (5.1.1) 
where ¢volumc == ¢, ¢arca, ¢Jillcar are the volumetric, area and linear fraction (or density) 
of a given pha.'le in heterogeneous media, and Test points ratio == N(x E phase)/NtotaJ is a 
proportion of Ntotal random test points falling onto this phase. Although stereology provides 
unbiased and computationally efficient estimates, it should be pointed out that "if the material 
is not spatially homogeneous and isotropic, classical stereological methods do not apply" [16]. 
Therefore, owing to the complexity of placental anatomy, further measures, particularly of 
averaged bulk properties and statistical variability at different spatial scales, are necessary in 
order to develop comprehensive models of placental transport. 
We use fluorescent immunohistochemistry and ionic toluidine blue staining to visualise his-
tological sections of normal placentas. Using histological images, we illustrate how methods of 
spatial statistics [82] can be applied to characterise some of the important underlying lellgth-
scales in villous trees. We further compute microscopic flow and transport in a sample unit cell 
to extract the effective permeability and diffusivity of the medium. The images from the digital 
microscopy are post-processed and analysed with open-source software packages ImageJ and R 
as descri bed below. 
5.2 Methods 
The experimental data of this chapter is based on placentas from pregnancies monitored 
at the Queen's Medical Centre in Nottingham. Local ethics committee approval and written 
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patient consent were obtained (for more details, see [156]). All tissue sections were cut from 
a single maternal lobule taken from the periphery of a normal full-term human placenta (de-
livered by elective cesarian section). The placental lobule was frozen in liquid nitrogen-cooled 
isopentane (at ca. -160 .C), stored in a -80 ·C freezer and defrosted to about -20 ·C before 
cutting into 8 pm-thick sections, according to a systematic random sampling protocol shown in 
Figure 5.1. Note that a single placental lobule, delineated by the grooves of the placental septa, 
can contain several chorionic trees (see Figs 1.1, 1.2) and therefore is not necessarily identical 
to a single placentone; however, the smaller peripheral lobules tend to match the corresponding 
placentones [33] (see Fig. 5.2). 
5.2.1 Specific and non-specific staining for digital microscopy 
Digital microscopy of tissue samples requires them to be biochemically stained in order to 
get acceptable contrast and reduce the amount of background noise and artifacts. 
One of the most common non-specific staining used to highlight all tissue structures is the 
tolonium chloride (Toluidine Blue) dye that reacts with the most common anionic (negatively 
charged) groups (e.g. COO-, S O ~ - ) ) of DNA, polysaccharides, and other molecules in cells. 
The cell nuclei are stained in blue while the extracellular matrix is stained ill purple [81, 218]. 
The benefit of this method is in giving uniformly high-contrast contours of the chorionic villi 
as well as medium-to-large feto-placental vasculature. The images can be taken at any resolu-
tion allowed by a conventional bright-field objective (x 1.5 to x 100, using the available micro-
scopes Nikon LaboPhot-2 and Zeiss Axioplan, in conjunction with the digital cameras Nikon 
OS-Fil 1.2 Mpx and Qlmaging MicroPublisher 5 Mpx respectively). The shortcomings of the 
non-specific staining are the inability to distinguish between vascularised and nOll-vascularised 
villi, especially of the terminal villi and immature villous sprouts [33], and the higher level of 
artifacts in the intervillous space as compared to the specific staining. 
The specific staining in histochemistry is primarily due to the use of antibodies raised as a 
r e ~ m l t t of the immunologic response to a biological structure (antigen) of interest in laboratory 
animals. In the indirect method, the primary antibody of, say mouse, binds specifically with 
a high affinity to, e.g. human cytokeratin-7 found in the epithelial and trophoblast cells. The 
secondary antibody is raised in the rabbit against mouse antibodies and is subsequently cOllju-
gated with a detectable label (radioactive isotope, chemically active enzyme or fluorescent dye). 
The secondary antibody therefore reacts specifically with the layer of the primary (mouse) au-
tibodies and amplifies the overall staining [198] (see Fig. 5.3). We used the protocols developed 
by Leach et at. [157], where two different sets of primary and secondary antibodies are employed 
for double-immunostaining (Fig. 5.4a). The limitations of the fluorescent imnmnostaining are 
the spatially varying staining brightness, due to a non-uniform distribution of antibodies over 
the section, and the need for a higher optical magnification (x 6.3 and more) in order to ohtain 
appropriate resolution and contrast of the microscopic images. Figure 5.4 shows the acquired 
images for specific (a) and non-specific (b) staining of samples from the normal human placenta. 
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Figure 5.1. Approximate po ition of 16 horizontal sections (of Itm thi 1m ss a h) of a singl 
peri ph ral maternal lobule of the normal human plac nta used in the protocol for uLting with 
a cryostat. The initial and intermediate cutting positions wer randomis d. All dim nsional 
values are given in /-Lm. 
Figure 5.2. A macroscopic urvey of th toluidine blu -stained ros -s tion No. 11 of a normal 
p ripheral pia ental lobule ( e protocol in Fig. 5.1) with a up rimpos d r £ renc millim Lr 
grid. Note a 100 central area (arrow), resembling the central avity of a pIa nton (cf. 
Fig. 1.2). 
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Figure 5.3. A schematic of the indirect immunostaining method, where the primary antibody 
is specific for the antigen (a part of the cellular structure of tested tissue), and the secondary 
antibody, labelled with a fluorescent dye, is specific for the primary antibody. 
Figure 5.4. Sample images of the normal human placental chorionic villi: (a) fluorescent 
immunostaining specific for V-Cadherin of endothelial junctions in vessels (green) and for 
Cytokeratin-7 of trophoblast cells (orange) 1 (optical magnification x 20); (b) non-specific Tolui-
dine Blue staining of most cellular structures (nucleic-acids, carbohydrates, etc.) in cross-section 
No. 11 at optical magnification x2.5, revealing the chorionic villi and the medium-to-large blood 
vessels within them. (the reference grid with 1 mm spacing is shown as a grey shadow). 
5.2.2 Morphology image processing and spatial statistics 
In order to extract the statistical properties of the villous geometry from the histological 
sections we use the methods of statistical shape analysis [83] and spatial point processes [82]. 
The open-source software ImageJ is used for a semi-automated morphological analysis (com-
puting area fractions, identifying villous contours, calculating their perimeters and centres of 
mass) [189]. The command menu sequence is as follows: (i) Image -7 Adjust -7 Threshold 
-7 Black & White (converts a greyscale/colour bitmap to a black & white 8-bit bitmap); (ii*) 
Image -7 Color -7 Edit LUT -7 Invert (sets black particles on white background); (iii) Analyze 
-7 Set Scale (relates the "distance in pixels" to a known dimensional length, e.g. by using the 
reference millimetre grid over-imposed on the slide during microscopy as shown in Fig. 5.4b); 
(iv*) Process -7 Noise -7 Despeckle (deletes sharp-contrast noise of a few pixels in diamet r -
ITissue sample obtained from the central placental lobule by Ruta Deshpande. 
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Figure 5.5. A test image with randomised po itions and size o[ geom trical obj cts used Lo 
verify the accuracy of ImageJ morphology analysis. 
the operation (iv) can be repeated everal times); (v*) Process ---t Binary ---t Wat rs11 cl (br aks 
continuous villous contours into independent particles in the thinn st junction); (vi) Analyz 
---t S t Measurements ---t Center of Mas , Perim ter, Area; (vii) Analyze ---t nalyz Parti 1 s ---t 
Show: Outlines, Display Re ults, Summarize (performs morphology analysis). Th op ration 
marked with * are optional when calculating only villous area fra tions but til y ar r quir d 
for mor specific information on villous ' particles". 
We employ th tatistical package R to analyse th pattern of th villous c ntI' s [m 
extracted by ImageJ. The I<-function i u ed to estimate th ero s-corr lation of int rvillou 
distances and to te t the pattern for regularity or clustering as com par d to t il 'ompl te 
spatial randomnes " repre ented by a Poisson point proc s [2], whieh will b xplain d in 
more detail below. 
5.3 Estimation of the unit-cell-size with respect to the villous 
area fraction 
The accuracy of the "Analyze Partiel " algorithm of ImageJ has b n te t d u ing n imag 
with known total area fraction (¢ ~ ~ 0.24) and parti I centres o[ mas coordinat s, g n rat d 
with Matlab (Fig. 5.5). The output of the ImageJ alg rithm cliff 1'S from th xa t valu sly 
I ss than 1%. 
The qu tion to b addressed is how the area fraction d pends on th wind w iz u: d 
[or its calculation. When th window size is I than th patial dimension of t rminal villi 
("" 100 /-Lm), w exp eL substantial oscillation of the villous aT a fra tion b tw n z 1'0 < nd 
one, clep nding on wheth l' the window falls in the villous ti Sl1 or in th inL l'viJ\olls pa 
As we increase the window ize, the sensitivity of the window's position on th ar a fr ii n 
r duces, and at large enough macro copie patial scales we can treat th h mog 11 us p 
medium as a continuou medium of con tant (or at I ast lowly varying) ar a fra tion. Th 
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Figure 5.6. Volumetric fraction of ith phase in a porous medium vs. volume of considera-
tion b.U i . The minimal volume b.Do that significantly reduces microscopic noise effects is a 
representative elementary volume (REV) of the porous medium (reproduced from [29]). 
smallest size of the window that ensures negligible variation of area fraction due to fluctuations 
of the microstructure is called a representative elementary area (REA) (being a two-dimensional 
analogue of representative elementary volume (REV), shown in Fig. 5.6). The REA defines a 
meso-scale of 2D porous medium, being intermediate between the micro-scale of an individual 
villus and the macro-scale of the whole placentone. It is the meso-scale of REA (or REV) at 
which Darcy's law of flow in a porous medium (1.4.15) operates most accurately. 
Keeping the REA concept in mind, we study the variability of the villous area fraction with 
size of the selection window in ImageJ. We process the right-hand-side of cross-section No. 11 
(obtained according to the protocol; see Fig. 5.1) taken at optical magnification x 2.5. Following 
the procedures described in Sec. 5.2.2, we compute void area fractions (1 - $) of the inverted 
black-and-white image at different sizes of the selection window (sec Fig. 5.7)2. 
Figure 5.7 shows how the villous area fraction $ depends on the size W of the window used 
to compute it. When W is comparable to the diameter of terminal villi (below 100 Inn), we see 
vigorous oscillations of $, depending whether the window falls in villous tissue or intervillous 
space. As W increases, variations in $ fall and are significantly reduced for W ~ ~ 1 !Hm. Above 
this threshold, we can reasonably treat the intervillous space in this sample as a continuous 
medium of uniform (or at least slowly varying) area fraction, as was assumed in [74, 86] for 
example. Wo = 1 mm can be used as a reference size for the unit cell in the homogenization 
method (see Sec. 4.3 of Chapter 4). 
20ne should note that the reference millimetre grid could affect the thresholding procedure, described in 
Sec. 5.2.2, by sharpening some boundaries; however, the effect of the grid is helieved not to affect the results due 
to the low contrast and large grid-spacing compared to the contrast and lcngthscales of the villous tissue. 
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Figure 5.7. Determination of a villous meso-scale with respect to th ar a fraction . 't p: 
computation procedure for the window size W = 300 px ~ ~ 670 J.1m ( olid blu ), taken from 
the left-top corner; Bottom: villous area fraction dependence on th window size for windows 
taken from the top-left (solid blue) and top-right (dashed red) corner of the sampl hown in 
Fig. 5.4b. 
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5.4 Spatial villous pattern of the normal human placenta 
In order to quantify the distribution of the villous "particles" ill the histological cross-
sections and to test the pattern for regularity or clustering, we introduce the first- and second-
order measures of spatial statistics [82]. The first-order intensity or "density" of a spatial point 
process is 
).(x) = lim IE[N{x/ : x' E dA(x)}] 
IdAI-O I dAI (5.4.1) 
i.e. it is the expected number N of points per unit area, where dA(x) is an infinitesimal area 
around a given point x. 
The second-order intensity or two-point correlation f1mction is defined a', 
(5.4.2) 
that is a normalised joint number of points expected around two given points x) anel X2. 
A stationary point process is characterised by the spatial translational invariance of first-, 
second- and higher-order intensity functions, so that ).2(X) + a, X2 + a) = ).2(X), X2)), giving 
A = const, A2(Xl,X2) = ).2(lxl - x21) [261]. Therefore (5.4.2) is related to the probability 
density function of two-point distances for a stationary point process [82]. 
Another useful quantity for a stationary point process is an integral mml.'mre of two-point 
correlation, called K -function [82]: 
T 
1 2 ~ ~ J K(r) = :x !E[N {x: Ix - xol ~ ~ r}] = ).2 ).2(1') r dT. (5.4.3) 
o 
The empirical meaning of the K-function is an average number of points within a givcll distance 
r' from an arbitrary fixed point xu, scaled with the point density). (expected number of points 
per unit area), so that for a completely random spatial point process (PoisHon proceHH) we have 
this number equal to the area of a circle with point Xo in the centre, i.e. equal to 7r'l'2 (with 
two-point correlation fUllction ).2(1') = ).2 being constant over the entire domain due to the 
independence of all points in this case). 
We use the following estimate k for the K-function by Ripley [82]: 
(5.4.4 ) 
where n is the total number of points in a given rectangular domain of area IAI, I is an iudicator 
function that is equal to 1 if Xi, Xj lie within a distance 1', and iH equal to 0 otherwise; wi) is 
Ripley's trigonometric weighting function to correct for the edge effects [82]. 
To estimate the variance of k for a completely random (uniformly Poisson) distribution, we 
employ the formula by Lotwick and Silverman 
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A 2 JE[ K Poisson] = 7r l' , 
A IAI2 
Va1'[Kpoisson] = ( ) (2b(1') - al (1') + (n - 2)a2(r)) , 
nn-l 
(5.4.5) 
where aI, a2 and bare Lotwick and Silverman's polynomials [161]: al(1') = IAI-2(0.21P1':l + 
1.31'4), a2 (1') = IAI- 3 (0.24P 1'5 +2.621'6) and b(1') = 7r1'2IAI-1 (1-7r1'2IAI- 1)+ IAI-2( 1.071GP 1'3 + 
2.23751'4), P being the perimeter of the domain. The estimate (5.4.5b) is exact for r lIot 
exceeding 1/4 of the smallest side of a rectangular domain [161]. We estimate k in (5.4.4) and 
(5.4.5) using the Kest function of the Spatstat package for R [17]. 
Before analysing the villous pattern, we illustrate the 1< -function by considering some 
standard point distributions shown in Figures 5.8-5.9. The uniformly random distribution 
(Fig. 5.8(a,b)) has the K-function indistinguishable (within a theoretical 95%-confidence inter-
val, shown by dashed lines), from a Poisson process, 11.<; expected, while the K-function for a 
more regular hard-core distribution (Fig. 5.8(c,d) generated by a sequence of points drawn from 
a uniform distribution, not closer than distance d apart) falls below the lower bound of the 
theoretical confidence interval at small distances, with no points at l' < d. On the other hand, 
for a Neyman-Scott cluster process (Fig. 5.8(e,f)), the K-function demonstrates higher average 
number of points than for a Poisson process. The Neyman-Scott cluster process is generated 
by a two-level algorithm [253]: first, "parent" points, defining the centres of clusters, are drawn 
from a Poisson process of a given intensity (mean number of points per unit area); next, the 
"daughter" points (e.g. representing the actual villous branches) arc generated within each clus-
ter of a fixed radius according to a hard-core distribution (mimicking the finite size of the villous 
cross-sections). Note that at larger distances both hard-core and Neyman-Scott distributions 
can become indistinguishable from a uniformly random; this however strongly depends on the 
parameter values of the distributions. 
In addition we consider, following [257], a distribution with underlying regularity, such as 
a normally-perturbed square periodic array (with a given standard deviation a and periodic 
boundary conditions). The 1<-function corresponding to the normally-perturbed distribution 
(Fig. 5.9(a,b) exhibits clear oscillations near the theoretical curve for a Poisson process at 
moderate a, approaches the uniformly random case for large a (Fig. 5.8b) and develops clear 
steps in the limit of a = 0 (Fig. 5.9(c,d)). Finally, we highlight the limitations of the 1<-function 
inference approach by drawing a "cell" point process of Baddeley and Silverman [18], which has 
the same first- and second-order intensities, and thus 1<-function, as a homogeneous Poisson 
process (Fig. 5.9f), while qualitatively exhibiting a more regular pattern with occasional dense 
clusters than one expects from a completely random distribution (cf. Figs 5.8(a) and 5.9(e)). 
The Baddeley-Silverman cell-process is generated by subdividing the domain into a regular 
lattice of rectangular cells, where each cell contains 10 uniformly randomly distributed points 
with probability 1/90, 1 point with probability 8/9, or no points with probability 1/10 [18]. 
We now proceed with the analysis of actual histological data of a normal mature placenta. 
The centres of mass of villous "particles" from a cross-section sample were extracted with ImageJ 
according to the protocol described in Sec. 5.2.2. We estimate the 1<-function (5.4.4) and the 
sample variance of a Poisson distribution (5.4.5), representing "complete spatial variance" , using 
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Figure 5.8. Examples of standard point patterns (left) and corresponding computed K-functions 
(right). (a) Uniformly-random distribution of N = 400 points, and (b) the corresponding 
rv (' J ') 1/2 linear v K-fundion (solid), with a 95%-confidence theoretical interval !E[K] ± 2 Var[K] 
(dashed) given by (5.4.5) for a completely random (Poisson) point distribution; (c,d) Hard-
core (simple sequential inhibition) point process with N = 400 points and minimal-distance 
parameter d = 0.6E (E = l/VN = 0.05); (e,f) Neyman-Scott cluster process for parent cluster-
centre intensity A = 50, cluster radius R = 0.054, number of daughter points N = 10 and 
daughter hard-core parameter d = O.4f (E = 2R/.,fN ~ ~ 0.03). 
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Figure 5.9. Figure 5.8 contd. (a,b) Normally-perturbed square periodic array 20 x 20 (a = 0.15e, 
e = 0.05); (c,d) square periodic array 20 x 20, used as an unperturbed configuration for (a); 
(e,f) Baddeley-Silverman's cautionary example of a non-Poisson process (for the domain divided 
into 20 x 20 equal cells), giving "false-positive" conclusion of a complete spatial randomness, a,s 
indicated by the J(-fullction (f). 
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Figure 5.10. Villous 'particle' contours produced by I.he morphology analysis or Image J from 
section No. 11 (Fig. 5.4b). Each particle is marked with an ordinal number. 
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Figure 5.11. The spatial point process generated by the entres of mass of villous cros -8 ti ns 
and the square root of orre ponding K-function (solid lines) in the whol domain (a,b) and 
in the central subdomain 0.7 x 0.7 mm (c,d), shown as a olid quar in (a). Til or t.i aJ 
95%-confid nce interval (mean ± 2 td. err.; dash d line) and the m an (c1ott d lin) f I.h 
VK-function for a Poi on point process are computed using (5.4.5). 
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Figure 5.12. A histogram of the nearest-neighbour di tances for the villous point patt rn shown 
in Fig. 5.11(a). 
Kest function of R-package ( ee Figs 5.10, 5.11). 
Fig. 5.11 shows that at inter-point di tances larger than about 100 /.Lm, th spatial point 
pattern is indistinguishable for the given ample, from a ompletely random (Poisson) distribu-
tion within confidence intervals. At the di tances below this I ngth. cal (r:S 100 l.Lm) th pint 
process deviates from a complete spatial randomness towards a mol' regular patt rn, l' s mbling 
a hard-core distribution (Fig. 5. d). 0 villou c ntre of ma s lie loser than appr ximat ly 
30/.Lm (Fig. 5.11(b,d)) . Thi, in part r flect the finite size of terminal villou branch s f a 
mature human placenta, of typical diamet rca. 50 /.Lm [33]. By plotting a histogram of th 
distances between each villous centre-point and its n are t neighbour (Fig. 5.12; p rform d by 
nndist function of R) , we ob erve the di tribution with a peak arouJld 50 /Lm and th m an 
value at approximately 57 /.Lm, as xp cted. This length cale, togeth r with th typical iz of 
a singl villous tr e ("-' 104 /.LID [9 ]), give the smalle t value for th seal -s paration param t r 
c == l/ L ;::: 0.6 x 10-2, which has b n used in Chapters 2- 4. 
5.5 Effective permeability and diffusivity of the human plac nta 
in two dimensions 
Using the computational and th oretical framework from S ctions 4.3.5 and 4.3.6 of hap-
t r 4, we now estimate the ffective hydraulic permeability and solut diffusivity of th normal 
mature human placenta. 
In order to extract the actual hape of th materno-f tal interfac r (s Fig. 4.7), w fiI" t 
performed fluorescent immunohl tochemistry (cytokeratin-7 staining of th normal hum 11 pi -
centa at term; eo method in Sec. 5.2.1) and digital microscopy (at x20 opti al magnifi at ion) 
of terminal villi, follow d by emi-automated harmonic int rpolation for 24 quiangular point 
on the villous surface ( stimating th entr of mas with trap zium quadratur and using 
MATLAB f t Fouri r interpolation routine interpft), as shown in Figur 5.13(a). Finally, w 
compute solution to the cell problem (4.3.54)- (4.3.55) and (4.3.60) - (4.3.61) for th I Lain d 
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x 
Figure 5.13. (a) Harmonic equiangular shape fitting of villous eros -sections (obtained fr m a 
normal placenta stained with trophoblast-specific cytokeratin-7; optical magnification x 20) 3; 
(b) Final geometry and me h generated for a unit cell used to compute the permeability t nsor. 
geometry (Fig. 5.13b) , using COMSOL Multiphysics teady adaptive finite-element olver with 
second-order Lagrange elements. The resulting fields are hown in Figure 5.14 and 5.15. 
The corresponding effective permeability tensor (calculated as describ d in S . 4.3.5 and 
averaged over the unit cell 0) for this particular example is 
( 
0.0140 -0.0004) (K) ~ ~
-0.0004 0.0153 
(5.5.1) 
B cause the permeability is a positive-definite matrix [ 5], it i diagonali abl with po i iv 
eigenvalues. Thus, from (5.5.1) , we have eigenvalues Al ~ ~ 0.0139, A2 ~ ~ 0.0153 and ig nv tor ' 
v! ~ ~ (l.00, 0.25) , V2 ~ ~ (-0.25 1.00). The degree of anisotropy in the p rmeabilit in th 
consid red unit cell is therefore 
IAI - ).21 
Advective ani otropy = {\ \} ~ ~ 0.096, 
max .1\1, .1\2 
(5.5.2) 
and the angle between the coordinate axe (ex = (1,0) and ey = (0,1)) and th prin ipal ax 
of the unit cell (see Fig. 5.16) is 
Analogously, the effective diffusivity tensor (defined by (4.3.36) and omput d as drib d 
in Sec. 4.3.6) is 
i ( 0.1605 Deff = (1 - ¢) I - n b dSx ~ ~r -0.0063 
3The samples were kindly provided by Dr Ruta Deshpande. 
-0.0063 ) 
0.0 15 
c ~ ~ .5.3) 
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Figure 5.14. Components of permeability tensor K (colours, where dark-red corre pond t th 
field maxima and dark-blue to the minima) and streamlines (solid whit lin ) for a. p riodi 
unit cell, with geometry of Fig. 5.13. 
x 
Figure 5.15. Components of the auxiliary vector b (colour, wh re dark-red orr pond t th 
field maxima and dark-blue to the minima) used to compute th diffu ivi ty t r 
(4.3.36) for a periodic unit cell, with geometry of Fig. 5.13. 
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Figure 5.16. Principal axis of the unit cell (dashed), defined by the eigenvectors (VI, V2) of the 
permeability and diffusivity tensors. 
with villous volume fraction ¢ ~ ~ 0.13, eigenvalues )'1 ~ ~ 0.1610, .x2 ~ ~ 0.0810 and eigenvectors 
VI ~ ~ (1.00, -0.079), V2 ~ ~ (-0.079,1.00). The degree of anisotropy in the diffusivity ill the 
considered unit cell is therefore 
D 'ff" IAI - A21 0 1 uSlve amsotropy = { \ \} ~ ~ .50, 
rnax AI, A2 
(5.5.4 ) 
and the angle between the coordinate axes (ex = (1,0) and ey = (0,1)) and the principal axes 
of the unit cell (see Fig. 5.16) is 
(
VI' e ) arctan y ~ ~ -4.5° . 
VI' ex 
We see from (5.5.2) that, at scales larger than the size of the considered unit cell, we can 
treat the medium permeability (and hence the advective solute transport) as close to isotropic. 
since .xl differs from A2 in less than 10%. Interestingly, for the same geometry, (5.5.4) indicates 
that effective diffusivity in the horizontal and vertical directions differ in about 50%, suggesting 
stronger anisotropy of the intervillous space with respect to diffusive transport. The latter result 
however may not be significant for solutes (such as oxygen and glucose) transported at high 
Peclet numbers (see estimates in Sec. 2.8 of Chapter 2). Nevertheless, more data are needed to 
justify these findings for larger averaging windows, as well as to test the variability of placental 
structure within the population. 
To estimate the dimensional permeability coefficient k* (K* ~ ~ k* I), we recall (sec the end of 
Sec. 4.3.2) that the dimensional form of the permeability tensor K* = [2 K can be measured in 
m2 , with l '" 100 /Lm rv 10-4 m being a reference lengthscale of the unit cell used in averaging 
(Fig. 5.13a). Therefore, from estimate (5.5.1), we have k '" 10-2 (K ~ ~ k I), resulting ill til(> 
placental permeability k* ~ ~ z2 k '" 10-10 m2 , which is in agreement with the estilllates ba ..... ed 
on ex vivo perfusion experiments and empirical permeability volume fraction relations [92]. 
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5.6 Discussion 
Heterogeneous and disordered biological media such as the human placenta require careful 
consideration of the statistical properties of the underlying micro-geometry when simulating 
transport processes, in particular, for the solutes such as oxygen or glucose which appear to 
operate in the advection/uptake-dominated regime (see Sec. 2.8 of eh. 2). 
In this chapter, we have illustrated how sampling villous area fraction (Fig. 5.7) and esti-
mation of the K-function (Fig. 5.11) reveal important intrinsic lengthscales in the distribution 
of villous branches. For the sample considered, our data show no evidence against uniformly 
random distribution patterns of villous trees over sufficiently large distances and no evidence 
of underlying periodicity that would give rise to clear steps in the K-function [257]. The 
K-function instead resembles a hard-core distribution at shorter lengthscales (Fig. 5.11(I>,d)), 
consistent with the requirement that branches cannot overlap. 
Apart from the K-function-aided inference of the regularity/randomness of underlying pla-
cental microstructure, we have used the semi-automated identification of villous branch outlines 
and computation of their area fraction ct> as a function of window size (Fig. 5.7). Area fraction os-
cillations can be employed as a measure of medium heterogeneity at different scales [29] and has 
been used to identify the reference size for a representative unit cell. We observe that ct> becomes 
insensitive to the local fluctuations in microstructure at the scales ('" 1 mm) larger than the 
distances at which the villous centres appear uniformly randomly distributed ( ~ ~ 0.1 mm), which 
can be in part attributed to the intricate non-circular shapes not captured by the K -function. 
Further development of semi-automated image analysis, e.g. in watershedding segmentation al-
gorithms [189], should allow bulk processing of histological data and reduce systematic errors. 
Future studies can be used to fit parameters of suitable spatial models to histological data and 
to assess how these features of tissue architecture may vary during development, in disease and 
between individuals. 
Finally, we have estimated the effective hydraulic permeability (Fig. 5.14) and solute dif-
fusivity (Fig. 5.15) of tissue from a normal mature human placenta, wling a unit cell with 
the feta-maternal interface geometry extracted from histological data of a single sample. The 
averaged permeability and diffusivity tensors ((5.5.1) and (5.5.3)) have been calculated by sim-
ulating microscopic flow and transport in the unit cell. We have assessed the anisotropy of the 
unit cell and have found that while the medium (intervillous space) is close to isotropic for the 
flow (anisotropy of less than 10%), it is relatively anisotropic for diffusion (anisotropy of about 
50%). The latter however may not impact noticeably solute transport at high Pcclet number 
(e.g. for oxygen or glucose), Nevertheless, these estimates must be replicated for multiple sam-
ples to get statistically significant results. The obtained permeability tensor (5.5.1) agrees, to 
the nearest order of magnitude, with the indirect estimates of placental flow resistance available 
in the literature, and therefore justifies the applicability of Darcy's law to the human placcllta. 
Having justified the Darcy flow (Sec. 5.5) and advection-dominated transport (Sec. 4.3) in 
the uniform and isotropic intervillous space, as a leading-order approximation, we integrate our 
results in the next chapter by considering a simple yet physiologically interesting model of flow 
and transport in a single placental functional unit, a placentone. 
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A MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF BLOOD FLOW 
AND NUTRIENT TRANSPORT IN THE 
HUMAN PLACENTONE 
6.1 Introduction 
%re, we develop and study a mathematical model to characterise some of the primary 
physiological features of maternal blood flow and solute transport in a placental circulatory 
functional unit, a placentone (see Fig. 1.2), indicated in Chapter 1. 
As has been briefly discussed in Section 1.2 of Chapter 1, the number and position of the 
supplying spiral arteries and draining decidual veins are still uncertain [33]. There are three 
main hypotheses for the distribution of venous openings: random; concentrated near placental 
margins; and concentrated in the periphery of placentones and near the placental septa [49]. 
The last hypothesis is the closest to current views [33]. Another important determinant of 
the successful pregnancy outcome is the degree of dilatation of the spiral arteries through a 
remodelling process (see Sec. 1.2). The functional impact of both structural placental properties 
will be analysed in the present Chapter by means of a mathematical model. 
We also highlight the necessity to take into account simultaneously spatial uteroplacent.al 
blood flow distribution and solute uptake kinetics, which was overlooked in most of the previous 
models (see Sec. 1.3 of Ch. 1). 
To address these combined effects, based on the results of Chapters 4 and 5, we formulate 
a simple theoretical model for maternal blood flow and solute transport in a mature human 
placentone. Our aim is to examine the influence of the maternal blood flow rates as well as 
decidual vessels' position and calibre on the solute patterns and the effectiveness of lIutrient 
uptake into the villous tree in a single mature placentone. We usc the model to perform an 
optimisation analysis in terms of key geometric and physical parameters. 
6.2 The mathematical model 
6.2.1 Model assumptions 
We model the villous tree in a placentone as an undeformable porous medium of uniform and 
isotropic permeability k (in Sec. 5.3 we have shown that the intervillous space is approximately 
homogeneous at the scale of the order of 1 nnll, which is much less than the size of a single 
placentone, and in Sec. 5.5 the permeability tensor is estimated to be close to isot.ropic). TIll' 
intervillous space is perfused by an incompressible Newtonian liquid of viscosity II, repn'sputing 
maternal blood. The placentone is assumed to be enclosed in an impermeable hembpherc (52), 
at the circular base of which (5d are a central source (a spiral artery), supplying blood with 
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Figure 6.1. A schematic placental circulatory unit confined between the plane 81 and hemi-
spherical surface 82 of radius L. Maternal blood enters from a source (artery) at z = 0 and 
exits through sinks (veins) at z = ±zv, as indicated by arrows: (a) homogelleomi intervillous 
space; (b) including a central cavity. In the cylindrical coordinate system, z measures distance 
along the axis in 51 on which the spiral artery and decidual veins lie; r measures distance per-
pendicular to this axis. The flow is assumed axisymmetric, i.e. independent of the azimuthal 
angle () measured in a plane perpendicular to the z-axis from the plane 51' 
steady flow rate q, and two identical sinks (decidual veins), aligned along a diameter of the bw·ml 
plate (see Fig. 6.1). The radius L of the hemisphere characterises the size of the fetal villolls 
tree; the sinks are placed symmetrically with respect to the source on 8 1 a distance ±zv frolll 
it, where 0 < Zv < L. This three-dimensional geometry mimics the shape of the placentone (sec 
Fig. 1.2). The placentone border is assumed impermeable, due to the presence of septa and 
adjacent placentones. We consider steady flow that is axisymmetric about the line through the 
source and sinks (Fig. 6.1a), ignoring pulsatile variations in flow from the spiral artery. Uterine 
contractions are also neglected due to the shorter timm,cales required for the perfusion of a 
placentone « 1 min) compared to the period of relaxation (:::::: 5 min) [207]. We also consider 
the situation in which the porous medium contains a central cavity above the spiral artery 
(Fig. 6.1b). 
The advantage of assuming such a simple geometry for a placentone is that the transport 
problem can be solved analytically to obtain flow and pressure fields in an explicit forlll (see 
expressions (6.3.3) and (6.3.4) below). We can then investigate how nutrient distribution is 
affected by typical flow and consumption rates as well as by geometrical parameters. 
The model assumes that the flow of maternal blood in the intervillous space is described 
by Darcy's law [27, 29] (see equations (4.3.34a), with permeability shown to be approximately 
isotropic in Sec. 5.5 of eh. 5). The steady distribution of a passive solute is described hy the 
advective-reactive transport equation (analogous to (4.3.66) obtained at leading order for large 
Peclet number in Sec. 4.3.7; see also Table 6.1), according to which the solute is convected along 
streamlines and "absorbed" by the solid pha.se of the porous medium. 
Typical quantitative data for a normal placenta at term are presented in Table 6.l. 
6.2.2 Model limitations 
The predictions of the model should be interpreted with some caution, being more qualit.ative 
than quantitative. The limitations of the model are rooted in its assumptions, which can serw 
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Parameter Value Reference 
Placental diameter 15 - 22 em [33, 186] 
Placental thickness 2 -3 em [186] 
Thickness of decidua 0.6 - 0.7 ern [186] 
Number of maternal lobules 10 - 40 [33, 186] 
Number of villous trees per lobule 1 - 3 [33] 
Total villous surface area 11.0 - 13.3 rn2 [33] 
Diameter of terminal villi (d) -::: 50 pm [33] 
Feto-maternal barrier thickness -::: 5 pm [33] 
Diffusivity in blood plasma (D) for oxygen -::: 10-3 cm2/min [24] 
glucose -::: 10-4 cm2/min [217] 
Arterial concentration (Co) of dissolved oxygen -:::0.1 mM [122] 
glucose -:::4mM [203] 
Saturation factor for oxygen (ko) -::: 0.25 [132] 
Radius of the decidual vessels (a) -::: 1 mm [87] 
N umber of basal arterial openings at term -::: 100 [33,49] 
Number of decidual vein outlets 50 - 200 [33] 
Total flow rate of incoming blood 500 - 700 ml/min [186, 203] 
Blood density (p) 103 kg/m3 [61] 
Blood viscosity (p) 4 X 10-3 Pa· s [61] 
Placental hydraulic permeability (k) rv 10-10 rn2 t [92] 
Flow rate per a single spiral artery (qo) 5 ml/min 
Average diameter of a maternal lobule -::: 2 - 4 cm t 
Reference radius of a placentone (Lo) 2cm 
Characteristic pressure drop in placentone (Po) 1 mmHg 
Reference blood pressure in placentone (Prof) 5 mmHg 
Reference solute consumption rate (ao) 1 min- 1 
Reynolds number (Re = pqo /I1Lo) rvl 
Peclet number (Pe = qo / LoD) rv 103 - 104 
Table 6.1. Literature-based and calculated parameters for a normal full-term human placenta 
used in the model (all data for haemodynamics and metabolic exchange refer to the materno-
placental/ systemic circulation). 
only as a first approximation to plaeentone anatomy and physiology. 
For example, the human placentone's shape is not a perfect hemisphere; the central position 
of the spiral artery and only two draining veins per placentone symmetric about the centre 
are oversimplifications; the placentone is not completely isolated, and there is likely to be all 
interaction between adjacent placentones, especially in the central part of the human placcnta; 
and the compliance, anisotropy and heterogencity of the villous tissue are neglected. 
tEstimated in Sec. G.G of Chapter 5. 
*Measurements by Flavia Sciota and ILC on a Ilormal placenta delivered by elective c('sarian spetioIl at the 
Queen's Medical Centre. 
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The model does not account explicitly for the fetal placental circulation and neglects the 
inertia and pulsatility of entering maternal blood, as well as uterine contractions. Newto-
nian rheology is assumed for maternal blood flow in the intervillous space, ignoring the com-
plexities involved in modelling the flow of a concentrated suspension of deformable cells in a 
porous medium. 
Finally, the contribution of diffusion due to molecular motion and dispersion inside the 
intervillous space is not considered in the framework of the present model (which is shown 
to be a reasonable approximation at leading order for high Peclet number; see Sec. 4.3.7). 
The representative nutrient transported across the placentone is assumed to have homogeneous 
solubility, and oxygen carriers, glucose transporters and other facilitated or active transport 
factors are not explicitly accounted for (the role of oxygen carriers as slow modulators of the 
effective Pec1et number is discussed in Sec. 4.4.5). We focus therefore on uptake into placl'llt.al 
villous tissue, for example of glucose (Hill-type uptake), and the exchange of passive inert 
substances (first-order uptake) at low concentration of solute in the fetal circulation relative to 
its concentration in the intervillous space [25], neglecting possible reversibility of materno-fetal 
solute exchange. 
However, the advantage of assuming such a simple structure and physiology of a placentone 
is that it allows for a mathematically transparent analysis of its function. This will, we hope, 
bring some insight to the development of more advanced models for placental circulation and 
metabolic exchange. 
6.2.3 Problem statement 
When the volume flux q of maternal blood into the placentone is prescribed, the prohlem 
is characterised by two dimensionless parameters: the uptake parameter (also known as the 
Damkohler number) Da = o:L3 /q, which expresses the local nutrient consumption rate in fe-
tal terminal villi relative to the rate of cOllvective mass transfer by maternal blood; and the 
geometrical ratio h = zv/ L (where 0 < h < 1), which reflects the position of the ba.sal V('sseb 
relative to the placentone boundary. 
The absolute net uptake rate of a solute from the maternal blood Na is defined as the 
difference between the concentration flux at the source q Co and the concentration ftux at t.he 
sinks. The relative net uptake rate (measured relative to the available flux of solute) is defiucd 
as Nr = Na/q Co (the computational details will be given in Sec. 6.3 below). These integral 
measures enable us to investigate the influence of model parameters Da and II, 011 the net 
uptake efficiency of the placentoIle. 
If, instead of q, the difference in blood pressure b.P between the supplying spiral artery 
and draining decidual veins is prescribed, we must evaluate q in terms of the permeability J... 
of the porous medium, which depends on the volume fraction ¢ of space occupied by v ill OilS 
branches. Variation of the geometric parameters It and ¢ in the model enables liS to explore 
how the placentone's structure influences its function in terms of solute uptake. 
We use cylindrical coordinates (z,r,e) with a local maternal blood velocity u(1',.:) = 
(uz(r, z), ur(r, z), 0) to describe the axisymmetric flow, where z is the axis of syuunetry (on which 
the source and sinks lie), r is the radial distance normal to the axis and e is the azillluthal lIngll' 
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(so that the placentone occupies Izl ::; £, 0::; r ::; £, 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 7r, r2 + Z2 ~ ~ £2, sec Fig. 6.1a). 
Neglecting fluid inertia due to the low Reynolds number (see Table 6.1) and averaging 
mass and momentum conservation laws over lengthscales large compared to the scale of villous 
microstructure, but small compared to the placentone radius L, we can describe the steady How 
of maternal blood by Darcy's law at leading order (see (4.3.34a) ) 
V'·u=o, 
k 
u=--V'P, 
Il 
(6.2.1) 
(6.2.2) 
where u and P are the velocity and pressure of blood in the intervillous space; k is the per-
meability coefficient (inverse flow resistance), and Il is blood viscosity, which are both assullled 
constant. Because the Darcy flow (6.2.2) is by definition irrotational (\7 x u = 0), we introduce 
a Stokes stream function and velocity potential with appropriate boundary conditions and ap-
ply the method of images to obtain the exact solution to the flow problem. In doing so we find 
analytical expressions for the pressure and velocity fields in closed form. 
Analogously to problem (4.3.45) obtained in Section (4.3.3) for solute transport pcl.<;t It pe-
riodic array at moderate-to-Iarge local Peclet number, we describe steady advection-dominated 
transport of a passive solute in a homogeneous isotropic porous medium, at leading order, by 
(u· \7) C = -n Co !(C/Co) , 
Clr,z=o = Co, 
(6.2.3) 
where C is the concentration of a solute (gas or nutrient) in the maternal blood, Co is t.he solute 
concentration at the source (the spiral artery entering the placentone), n is a solute consumption 
rate averaged over the pore length scale (characterising uptake by the villous tissue), and! is 
a dimensionless function of C. == C/Co defining the uptake kinetics. According to (6.2.3), the 
solute is convected along streamlines (due to relatively large P6clet number, see Table 6.1). 
We consider three types of reaction kinetics for uptake of a solute, dissolved ga.'l or lJutri{'llt 
into the villous tree: first- and second-order p;\.'lsive uptake (with rate function !(C.) = C., 
f(C.) = C;), and Hill-type kinetics (!(C.) = C;/(k6 + C;), where ko is a dimensionless sat-
uration factor). These types of uptake kinetics may be appropriate in the case of p;I.'lsivc or 
facilitated transport of certain metabolites such as glucose, for which advective transport dom-
inates over molecular diffusion (see Table 6.1); we do not seek to account for the more complex 
reaction kinetics of oxygen, carbon dioxide or amino-acids in maternal and fetal blood [122, 238]. 
Equations (6.2.1)-(6.2.2) are solved subject to boundary conditions limrur = ;(J(z)-
1'-+0 
~ [ < 5 ( z - z v ) + J ( z + z v ) ] ) ) on 81 = { r 2 + z 2 ~ L 2 , , 0=0, 0=7r} and u·n = 0 on 82 = 
{r2 + Z2 = £2, 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 7r}; here the Dirac J-function is used to approximate the How rate 
distribution of a singular source and sinks, q is the flow rate at the source (which is split equally 
between the sinks), and n is the outward unit normal vector to the hemispherical surface 82 
(see Fig. 6.1b). We explain how the finite sizes of the source and sink vessels influence tIl{' flow 
solution below. 
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Equations (6.2.1)-(6.2.3) complemented by boundary conditions constitute the complete 
system describing steady blood flow and transport processes in the intervillous space. 
The incompressibility condition (6.2.1) is identically satisfied if we introduce the Stokes 
stream function 'l/J(r, z) in a cylindrical coordinate system, defined as llr = - ~ ¥ Z , , Uz = f.¥r, 
where U r and llz are radial and axial velocity components. Equation (6.2.2) implies that the 
flow field is irrotational, so we can introduce a velocity potential <I> = - ~ p , , such that u = \7<I>. 
Thus, from (6.2.1)-(6.2.2) we obtain 
(6.2.4 ) 
Since a single source emits in the half-space a flux q, the boundary condition for the Stokes 
stream function on S1, describing a system of one source and two sinks with zero lIet flux, is 
limrur = - ~ I I = !I (J(z) - -21 [J(z - zv) + J(z + zv) n. In order to satisfy u· n = 0 011 S2, 
r ..... O z r=O 7r 
we take 'l/J = constant and n· \7 P = 0 on S2. Without loss of generality, we set 'ljJ = 0 on S2. 
We rewrite (6.2.3) and (6.2.4), subject to boundary conditions, in dimensionless form. We 
choose the following non-dimensional variables: r = L rl, z = L z', u = U u' and 7/-' = q 7/-", 
P = Pref + Po pi, C = Co C', where U = q/ L2 is typical flow velocity scale of maternal 
blood, Po = fjq / kL is a pressure scale characteristic of the viscous pressure drop across a 
porous medium, and Pref is a reference pressure intermediate between the arterial and venous 
pressures (see Table 6.1). Then the dimensionless problem for blood flow and solute transport 
in the hemispherical domain reads: 
V2'l/J1 _ ! 8 'l/JI _ 0 \72 pi = 0, ~ ~ (87jJ' a C' _ a 7jJ1 a C') = -Daf(C') 
rl a rl - , rl a rl a Zl a z' a rl in V', 
8 'l/JI I 1 ( I 1 [' (I) l) } - -I = - J(z) - - J(z - h) + J z + h , 
8 z r'=O 7r 2 I 
011 S1 
. apl 1 (1 ) 
- hm rl -8 = - J(ZI) - - [J(z' - h) + J(ZI + h) 1 , 
r'-O rl 7r 2 
apl 
'I/J' = 0, an = 0 on S ~ , ,
C'lr'=z'=o = 1 . 
(6.2.5) 
w here VI = {I zll < 1, ° < rl < 1, 0 < () < 7r, r,2 + Z/2 ~ ~ I}, S; = aVI n {() = 0 , (} = 7r}, 
S2 = 8V
' 
n {r /2 + z,2 = 1}. The Damkohler number is denoted by Da = o:L3 / q, and the 
dimensionless source-sink distance is h = zv/ L. In the subsequent analysis, the primes over 
dimensionless variables are dropped. 
6.3 Methods 
6.3.1 The method of images for Darcy's flow in a hemispherical domain 
The fundamental solutions (Green's functions) to the stream function and pressure equations 
with a singular uniform source at z = 1 OIl the axis of symmetry in an unbounded domain (z E JR., 
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r > 0, 0 ::; () < 27r) are as follows [182]: 
1 z - 1 G1jJ=-
47r J (z - 1) 2 + 1'2 ' 
1 1 Gp=- . 
47r J(z - 1)2 + 1'2 (6.3.1) 
The flow and pressure solutions of problem (6.2.5) in the unbounded half-space (Izl > 0, 
r > 0, 0 < () < 7r) are given by superposition of the fundamental solutions (6.3.1) fl.'; 
'!/Joe (1' z) = - ~ ~ ( z _ ~ ~ [ z - h + z + h ] ) 
, 27r Jz2+r2 2 J(z-h)2+ r2 J(z+h)2+r2 ' 
1 (1 1 [1 1]) Poe{r, z) = - - - + . 
271" Jz2+r2 2 J(z-h)2+ r2 J{z+h)2+r2 
(6.3.2) 
Thus along the z-axis, '!/Joo takes the values 0, + 2 ~ ' ' - 2 ~ ' '° as z increases from -1 to + 1. 
The method of images allows us to satisfy the boundary conditions on S2 by adding a cor-
rection to the flow and pressure fields (6.3.2). In order to do so, we apply Butler's and Weiss's 
Sphere theorems, which generalise Milne-Thomson's Circle theorem for three-dimensional a.x-
isymmetric fluid motions [182]: 
Theorem 6.1 (Butler [58] ): 
Let there be axisymmetrical irrotational flow of incompressible inviscid fluid with no rigid bound-
aries, characterised by the stream function 'l/Jo(R, 0) in spherical coor'dinate system (R, 0, '1"), all 
of those singularities are at a distance gr'eater than a from the origin, and let 'l/Jo = O(R2) at 
the origin. If the rigid spher'c R = a be introduced into the flow, the stream function becorne8 
R (a2 ) 1jJ(R, () = 'l/'o(R, 0) - -;; 1/Jo R' 0 . 
Theorem 6.2 (Weiss [267]): 
Let there be irrotational flow of incompr'essible inviscid fluid with no rigid boundaries, ehame-
terised by the velocity potential cpo(R, (), '1"), all of those singularities are at a distance gr'Cater 
than a from the origin. If the rigid sphere R = a be introduced into the flow, the velocity 
potential becomes 
1 
cp{R, (), '1") = cpo{R, 0, <p) + -
a 
a2/R 
J R' a cpo(R', 0, '1") dR' . aR' 
o 
Let the unperturbed flow and pressure fields be given by 1/Joe(r, z), Poe(r, z) from (6.3.2). 
Then, according to Theorem 6.1, the stream function satisfying 'ljJ = ° on S2 is 
1/J(r, z) = 1/Joe(r, z) + _v n_ _ _ + . ,(6.3.3) fJ{ (z 1 [ z - Kh z + Kh ] ) 
27r Jr2 + z2 2 Jr2 + (z - Kh)2 Jr2 + (z + Kh,)2 
where K = 1'2 + z2, 1', z E V. The image system consists of two point sinks at iUVl'l'se points 
with respect to the sphere ( (1', z) = (0, ±1/ h) for (0, ±h») and two line sinks, stretched frolll 
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Figure 6.2. Illustration to the image ystem: absolute fluid velocity distribution n ar th ax.i 
of symmetry r = 0 (plotted in dimensionless variables). Po ition of original our and inks 
is shown by green dots, the inver e points are depicted in red (h = 0.5, the radius f th 
hemisphere (solid blue) is equal to 1). 
the inverse points to infinity (r = 0 Izl 2: 1/h) (as shown in Fig. 6.2). 
By setting K = 1 in (6.3.3) we can readily see that 1/J = 0 on 82 as required. One c n als 
check, by direct calculation using (6.3.3) that the normal component of fluid v 10 ity at th 
boundary vanishes: (u· n) = ~ ~ ~ ~ - %? = 0 on 82. 
Application of Theorem 6.2 give the pre ure perturbation in the presence of a h mi ph r : 
P(r,z) = Poo(r,z) + - lnr - - v + In 1 ( 1 [z* (J z2 + r2 - z ) 
27r 2 V(z - z ~ ) 2 2 + r2 V(z - z ~ ) 2 2 + r2 - (z - z ~ ) )
z* (J z2 + r2 + z ) 1 ) 
+ V ( z + z ~ ) 2 + r 2 + l n n J ( z + z ~ ) 2 + r 2 + ( z + z ~ ) ) , 
(6.3.4) 
where z ~ ~ = 1/h and r, z E V. 
In doing so we obtain exact olutions (6.3.3) (6.3.4) to the flow and pre ure di tribution 
of boundary-value problem (6.2.5). 
We can also find a relation between the (dimensional) source-sink pre ur dr p ~ P P = 
Plr=a,z=O - Plr=a,z=z.v (evaluated in the vicinity of the ve el s junctions on the b al plat) nd 
the flow rate q, based on (6.3.2) for an unbowlded domain (in dimensional variabl ): 
(6.3.5) 
Here a « Zv is the width of a small neighbourhood of a source or sink, of cal omparabl 
with the maternal ve sels' radius. We are here exploiting the singular pr ssur di tribu ions 
in (6.3.2) near z = 0 ±h, and are matching the arterial pre sure Pa to Pref + J.Lq/(27rka) 
and venous pressure Py to Pref - J.Lq/(47rka). Thus we define Pref = (Pa + 2Py)/3 (6.P = 
Pa - Pv = 3f.Lq/(47rka), agreeing with (6.3 .5) to the leading order; in dimensional variabl 
for, e.g. Pa = 9 rnmHg, Pv = 3 mmHg, we have Pref = 5 mmHg and t1P = 6 mmHg). 
The relation (6.3.5) also give a good approximation in the case of the bound d h mi ph ri al 
domain: one can show, via expansion in a power series in a, that for L = lOa, Zv = O. L, 11 
r lative difference between expre sion (6.3.5) and relation ba ed on th pr i £ rmula ( .3.4) 
is of the order of 10 %. Therefore, the intervillous maternal blood pre ur in Fig 6.3( d) i 
d fined within levels set by the respective radii a of the basal ve sels and th flux th C'UT, 
d termining the overall pre ure drop t1P aero the placentone. 
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One can generalise relation (6.3.5) to the case of the spiral artery (source) and decidual veins 
(sinks) of different radii as and av respectively, providing that they are sufficiently small and far 
apart (as, av «zv). The leading order terms in (6.3.2) give ~ P P = Plr=a."z=O - Plr=a",z=z" ~ ~
~ ~ (d. + 2 ~ v v ) • Comparing with (6.3.5), we find the effective vessel's lengthscalc a to he a 
weighted harmonic mean of the source and sinks' lengthscales: 
3 ( 1 1)-1 
a ="2 as + 2a
v 
. 
(6.3.6) 
A direct corollary of (6.3.6) is the dominant influence of the vessels of smaller calibre 011 the 
placentone's overall conductance. Indeed, a '" 3av for as »av ; a '" 3as/2 for as « (lv, and 
a = as for as = av . 
Another important characteristic of the placentone is the volume fraction of villous tbsue ¢. 
A qualitative analysis can be performed using the Kozeny-Carman formula [29] for permeability 
k (1 A.)3/( 2) ( . h ·fi f f d· (wetted solid area) 6A./l 
= - 'fJ cas WIt specI c sur ace area 0 porous me nun as = (unit cell volume) = 'P ( 
and the "shape-factor" constant c = 5), giving 
(6.3.7) 
where d is an average diameter of villi in the intraplacentone space. Expression (6.3.7) is most 
precise for a medium formed by a periodic array of solid spheres of constant diameter d [29]. 
Using (6.3.5) and (6.3.7), we can express the flow rate at the source q in terms of volullle 
fraction, for a constant pressure drop ~ P P = Plr=a,z=O - Plr=a,z=z" in dimensional variables 
(evaluated a distance a = 0.8 mm from the vessels, where a is comparable to the radius of each 
vessel; see Table 6.1), as follows: 
(6.3.8) 
6.3.2 Numerical scheme to compute the solute distribution and net uptake rate 
The concentration distribution of solute C(r, z} is computed by numerical integration of the 
velocity field along streamlines, which are the trajectories of fluid "particles" in the intervillous 
space. The absolute and relative llet uptake rates are estimated as a weighted sum of uptakes 
per unit time over individual streamlines. 
The steady advective transport of a solute (6.2.3) is described in dimensionless forru by 
(u· \7) C = -Daf(C) , Clr,z=o = 1, (6.3.9) 
where I(C) is a rational function of C defining the type of passive uptake kinetics. 
The concentratioll distribution of solute is computed by integration of the velocity field 
along streamlines. We use a Lagrangian formulation to rewrite equation (6.3.9) as 
( ~ ~ ~ = -Daf(C), C(O) = 1, (6.:UO) 
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where C = C(t), x = (r(t), z(t)) belongs to a particular streamline, defined as dx/dt = u, and 
t = 0 at the source (r = z = 0). Here t represents time evolution following a material particle 
along a streamline. 
For the considered three types of uptake kinetics, by direct integration of (6.3.10), we find 
the explicit time dependencies to be as follows: 
1st-order: f(C) = C, 
2nd-order: 
C ( t) = e - Da t , 
C(t) __ 1_ 
- 1 + Dat' 
H'll t f(C) c 2 C(t) = _ Dat + k6 - 1 /(Dat + k6 - 1)2 .2 
1 - ype : = k6+C2, 2 + V 4 + ko . 
The relative net uptake rate of a solute is 
N r = l-issillk CU'n dS, (G.3.11) 
where Ssink is a surface in a small vicinity of the sink and n is the outward unit normal vector 
to this surface. The dimensional absolute net uptake rate is Na = qCO Nr. 
The absolute and relative net uptake rates (6.3.11) are estimated as a weighted slim of 
uptakes per unit time over individual streamlines using a trapezium quadratme. The tillle t 
elapsed since a fluid particle has travelled along a streamline is calculated l1ulllPrically from 
t = J M, where s is a distance along the streamline: 
( ~ r d 2 2 + ( ~ z d 2 2
u;'(ri, Zi) + u ~ ( n , , zd' 
where ~ r i i = ri+l - ri, ~ Z i i = Zi+l - Zi, ni is the number of points at discretisntion of a 
streamline, velocities U r and U z are computed in accord with the definition of the strealll function 
and by use of the exact formula (6.3.3). 
The relative computational inaccuracy is of order 1/ N, where N is the number of point.s of 
a uniform mesh taken at discretisation in both the Z and r directions. Typically 200 streallllilll's 
and N = 800 uniform grid points are used in the calculations. Linear interpolation between 
streamlines is used to get a continuous concentration field. 
6.4 Results 
6.4.1 Flow and pressure distributions 
Fig. 6.3 shows flow and pressure fields (described by formula (6.3.3)) in a hemispherical 
placentone with two different relative decidual artery-vein distances. Streamlin('s (hlue, in 
Fig. 6.3(a,b)) display paths followed by maternal blood from the central spiral artery outwards to 
the two decidual veins. Because of the axial symmetry of flow (Fig. G.1), the st.reamlines do not 
depend on the azimuthal angle e. The orthogonal green isobars show how the pressure falls f1'OlII 
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Figure 6.3 . (a,b) predicted streamlines (blue) and constant preSSUl'e lin s (gr n) £ r t ady 
flow in a homogeneous placentone plotted in a cross-section perpendicular to th z-axi h kling 
the basal vessels, where r is a distance from the axis of ymmetry. Arrows indicat th dir tiOll 
of flow. (c,d) Intervillous blood preSSUl'e along the z-axis (r ~ ~ 0.01 em, Pref = 5 mmHg, qo = 
5 ml/min). The decidual veins are located either near the centre ((a,c), h = 0.45) or n ar th 
periphery ((b,d), h = 0.9) of the placentone. 
a high value near the flow SOUl'ce to a low value near each sink; the i obars me t the imp rm abl 
placentone boundaries orthogonally. The preSSUl'e distribution along the z-axis (Fig. 6.3( ,d)) 
haws how the preSSUl'e rises (falls) very rapidly near the artery (veins) determining th ov ra.ll 
pressure drop 6.P across the placenta. The intervillous preSSUl'e on the hemi ph rical bound r . 
far from these vessels, with a value intermediate between the arterial and v nous pI' ur ·. i 
et to Pref = 5 mmHg (see (6.3.5) for more details); the pre SUl'e drop 6.P aero th pIa nt Ill' 
hown in Fig. 6.3(c,d) for the reference values of Table 6.1 is moderate, exhibiting low r i tan 
to the maternal flow in the intervillous space [185]. The magnitude of the PI' sur at th xit 
of the spiral artery and inlets of the decidual veins are primarily determin d in th mo I I by 
the width of the vessels and the volume fluxes passing through them. 
When the distance between the source and sinks is small compared to th width f th pla-
centone (h = zv/ L = 0.45, Fig. 6.3(a,c)), the flow pattern is localis d du to th h rt- it' uit 
of blood from the basal arteries to the nearby veins unlike the flow that pen trate d p r into 
the dense intervillous space when the veins are situated near the periph ry of th plac nt n(' 
(Fig. 6.3(b,d)), While flow patterns depend strongly on h, the overall conductivity of th pla-
centone (the ratio of flow rate q to the overall preSSUl'e drop 6.P) i re1ativ 1y insen 'itiv to 
either the source-sink distance Zv or the placentone radius L, being instead approximat 1. pr 
portional to the ratio k a/I-£, where a is a length comparable to the width of th xit f th 'pira1 
artery and the entrance of each decidual vein, or whichever is th smaller ( quati 11 ( .3.5) 
and (6.3.6) ). 
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6.4.2 Tracer dynamics in the placentone 
The early visualisation methods of the utero-placental blood circulation by radioallgiogra-
phy were developed and applied to the primate and human uterus by Borell, Ramsey, Frl'('s(' 
and others [46, 96, 207]. The method consists of an injection of a bolus of radio-opaque ('011-
trast medium into the systemic circulation and subsequent serial x-ray imaging of the lItel'llS 
(typically, 60 - 70 ml of contrast medium is administered in about 5 sec [46, 96]; assulllillg 
the total blood supply of the placenta to be 500 ml/min (see Table 6.1), the filling tillle of the 
uterus with a bolus of radio-opaque material is of the order of 10 sec). Here we model the intt'll-
sity distribution on radiographic images of a bolus of material as it enters the placentolle Hlld 
spreads outwards from the mouth of the spiral artery. We do this by tracking the axisymmetric 
surfaces at the leading and trailing edge of the bolus, and computing the distance betwe('n 
them in the direction perpendicular to the basal plate (the anterior-posterior direction of x-ray 
imaging of the placenta). Assuming the radio-opaque material is distributed uniformly between 
the two surfaces, this distance will be proportional to the relative intensity of the resultillg 
radioangiographic image. 
Fig. 6.4(a) shows the leading and trailing fronts of tracer (dots) and the distallce bctwl'(,11 
them (thin solid) in a section perpendicular to the basal plate at a fixed moment of time following 
the introduction of a passive tracer into the spiral artery; the time-dependence of cross-sectiollal 
area occupied by a tracer bolus is plotted in Fig. 6.4(d). The growth rate of the bolus area slows 
down as it approaches the veins at the periphery of the placentone. 
Ring-like structures, colloquially (but inappropriately, given the absence of rotation of fluid 
particles) known as "smoke rings" [33, 96], appear on x-ray images of the primate and human 
uterus shortly after injection as shown in Fig. 6.4(e) by Freese [96]. We visualise the tra('('l' 
distribution as explained above using two tracer fronts separated by a 10 sec time interval, 
projected to the basal plate (z,x), where x = rcosO, in Fig. 6.4(b,c) (It = 0.99). The 11011-
uniform intensity distribution arises because the thickness of the radially expandillg bolm; shell 
is maximal near its margins (Fig. 6.4a). The bright ring remains approximately circular until 
it gets close to the decidual veins (Fig. 6.4c). 
6.4.3 Representative solute distributions 
Representative solute concentration distributions for first-order uptake kinetics at varying 
values of the non-dimensional uptake parameter Da = aL3 / q and varying artery-vein distances 
h = zv/ L are depicted in Fig. 6.5. Fig. 6.5{a,b) shows the effect of changing the artery-vl'ill 
distance, and Fig. 6.5(c,d) shows the effect of varying the local solute consumption rate n 
relative to the inlet volume fiux q. The consequence of reducing the source-sink distance is 
similar to increasing the uptake parameter Da; in both Fig. 6.5(a) and Fig. 6.5{d) the nutrient 
pattern is localised in the lower half of the domain, providing poor nutrient supply to the rest 
of placentone. Comparing Figures 6.5{b) and 6.5{c), we see that the solute concentration near 
the veins is increased (in Fig. 6.5c) by reducing Da, i.e. by reducing the local cOllsurnption rate 
a, the size of the placentone L or by increasing the inlet flow rate q, effects which reduc£' til(' 
overall relative net uptake rate N r . 
The influence of changing independently the artery-vein distance h, solute consllmption 
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Figur 6.4. Tracer dynamics in the placentone: (a) leading and trailing tra er fr n , ( I ts) ~ ~ nd 
th sh 11 thickne profile (thin olid, representing x-ray intensity) 15 S following th upp Ill'-
ane of the tracer from the spiral artery ( hown in a agittal ction through Lh pia III 11 , 
with the outer boundary indicated by a thick solid line; th d idual v ins Ii a.t z ~ ~ ±2 em)' 
(b,c) comput d intensity of the tracer (greyscale) in the orthogonal p1'oj ti n nth basal plat' 
15 s c (b) and 25 sec (c) after the introduction of tracer to the model (whit doL ' indi a ' til 
loca ion of the spiral artery and decidual veins); (d) d pendencc of C1'08.-S cLi nal r f 1'H. r 
bolus on time; (e) erial radioangiographic film of monkey uterus 18.5 'e foil wing inj iOll of 
Renografin (arrows indicate ring-like tructure), reproduced from [96J. 
rate a, inlet blood flow rate q and th size of the placenton L on th [' lative n t uptak rut 
r under different types of uptake kinetic is hown in Fig. 6.6. Re ults a1' PI' 'n d r Ie tiv 
to reference values of the parameter Lo, ao, qo given in Table 6.l. mllx i 11111 JlI 
wh 11 h approaches 1 (Fig. 6.6a) 
n dillS L (Fig. 6.6(b,d)). 
The dependence of net uptake rate on inlet flow rat is more subtl : m til' d r lati \ 
a fix d inlet solute flux qoCO, the ab olute net uptake rate Na/qoCo ill l' as s with q, ' Ill r 
ITlat rial is delivered to the placentone per unit time by the increru cd flux; m Ul' d r I IV Lo 
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Figure 6.5. Streamlines (solid black) and normali ed concentration field (C/Co colour) in th 
placentone for different value of uptake parameter and relative po ition of th d idual v in 
(arrows): (a) small ource- ink di tance (Da = 1, h = 0.45); (b) vein near the p riph ry (Da = 
1, h = 0.9); (c) low uptake rate (Da = 0.25 h = 0.9); (d) high uptake rate (Da = 4 h = 0.9) . 
The corresponding valu of the relative net uptake rate r are (a) 0.43 (b) 0.6 (c) 0.33 (d) 
0.94. 
the increasing flux of available solute qGo, however, the relative net uptak rat r - a/q 0 
falls with q, as there is Ie s time available for ab orption to take plac at high r fl w rat as 
nutrient passes through the placentone more rapidly. 
Figures 6.5(c) and 6.6(c) indicate that when the veins are located n ar th p riph ry f 
the placentone, there i saturation of the whole placentone with olut at high flow rat q £ r 
fixed solute con umption rate a and placentone size L (i.e. at Da < 1, Fig. 6.5 ). Thi an 
be explained by the fact that at high blood flow peed th concentration di tributi n in th 
h misphere is nearly equal to the initial olute concentration in the piral art r ,making h 
solute consumption rate a a limiting factor for solute extraction. 
P lotting both the relative net uptake rate r and averaged over th whol domain . lut 
concentration (0) (relative to the inlet concentration Go) as a function of Da in Figur 6.7 w 
observe that there is a trade-off between the high uptake rate and a uniform olut di tributi n 
in a placentone. Thus, although an increase either in a or in the mat mal bl od flow rat q 
gives a higher absolute net uptake rate a/qOGO, it is e sential to keep their ratio ( h ra t risd 
by th Damkohler number) below about 1, in order to provide a mor p' tial 
solute distribution (cf. Fig. 6.5(c,d) ). 
6.4.4 Influence of volume fraction of villous t issue on net uptak rat 
An important characteri tic of the placentone is the volum fra tion of villous ti u ¢ (th 
ratio of th volume occupied b villi to the total volum of th pIa ent 11 ). 
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Figure 6.6. Effect of basal vessels position and solute consumption rat on a 11 uptnk rate 
for difI'crent types of uptake kinetics. Dependence of th net uptake rat N7, on: (a) I iclual 
artery-vein distance h = zv/L (Da = 1); (b) solute consumption rate Q r lativ' to 11 r £.1' 11 • 
consumption rate ao at fixed inlet flux of maternal blood (h = 0.9, g = go); ( ): illl t bl ad 
flow rate g relative to the reference flow rate go (h = 0.9, a = 0'0)' (d): siz f th pIa' 1I1oll' 
L r lative to the reference placentone radius La (h = 0.9, a = 0:0, q = go) . ahl .J fOl 
parameter values. 
1aking simple assumptions about the geometric structure of th villou' branch's, lh ' flow 
resistance of the villous tissue can be expre ' ed in terms f ¢. Chang s in til volmll flu . fJ 
through the placentone by varying ¢ under fixed pressure drop t:.P (1' lativ to a r £ r >11 vnlu' 
q o ) c a n b e e s t i m a t e d a s q ~ 2 q o ( 1 - ¢ ) 3 / ¢ 2 2 (see8ec.6.3, quation(6.3. ». Ifw cSSUIll t.hatlh 
solut consumption rate per unit volume 0: is proportional to the surfac a1' a of ill mi I is:.;n 
(and assuming the shape of numerous terminal villi, which dominat in t1l mature humall 
placenta [70,126]' to be close to spherical), then 0: ~ ~ 1.6aO¢2/3, wh r th m i llts r 
proportionality arc chosen in such a way that a = ao, q = qo at ¢ = 0.5 ( ' Tall .1). 
Th refore, we can investigate how the absolute n t uptak rat NIl/qoGo , ' al cI to It l' f -
er nc inlet concentration flux , depends on the villolls volum fradioH. Fig. G. 1 lllom;! lnl 'S 
tit> xistenc of an optimal volume fraction for all consid red types of pE 'siv' uptnk(', althollgh 
what is optimal for one transported sp cies may be sub-optimal for an th r havillg liff!')' '11 
r a.ction kinetics. However, the difference between th thr III 1 I uptaIn' rill. fl111 Ii llS is 
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Figure 6.7. Net uptake rate Nr and volume-averaged solute concentration (C)/Co vs. 
the Damkohler number (as uming first-order uptake kinetics; h = 0.9, q = qo). See also 
Fig. 6.5(c,d). 
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Figure 6.8. Absolute net uptake rate a relative to the reference concentration flux of solut 
qoGo vs. volume fraction </> for different types of uptake kinetics (h = 0.9, ko = 0.25). 
modest, as anticipated from the plots of relative net uptake rates in Fig. 6.6. 
6.4.5 Influence of the central cavity on solute concentration distribution 
In order to investigate the role of the central cavity of the placentone in th framew rk 
of our simple mathematical model we employ the following additional assumptions: first, th 
solute consumption rate in the central cavity is negligible compared to th re t of placenton 
tissue (a = 0); second, the border of the central cavity is delineated by a constant pressure lin 
of the flow in a homogeneous hemisphere (one of the isobars shown in green in Fig. 6.3b). Th 
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latter condition corresponds to the case when the flow velocity of maternal blood in the dense 
intervillous space is slow relative to the blood motion in the central cavity, allowing the pressure 
to equilibrate within the cavity. It also follows from this assumption that blood is driven by 
the same pressure drop (between the central cavity and the decidual veins) toward the top and 
the side of the placentone, and therefore the flow velocities in the top region are smaller than 
velocities in the lower part. 
The effect of varying the size of the central cavity is shown in Fig. 6.9(a,b), where flow and 
concentration distributions are presented for a small and large cavity. We define the effective 
cavity radius R al-> the square root of its cross-sectional area A (R = J2A/rr); the pressure drop 
/:)..P between the central cavity and the decidual veins is held constant in the two simulations. 
We assume no uptake of solute takes place within the cavity. 
The large cavity leads to a "boundary-layer" -like solute distribution pattern in the intervil-
10m; space with higher concentrations in the upper half of the domain (Fig. 6.9b) compared to 
the case of homogeneous uptake in the placentone (Fig. 6.51», while the relative net uptake rate 
N r decreases with increasing cavity siLle at constant pressure drop (Fig. 6. 9c). As ill Fig. 6.6(c), 
the smaller volume of villous tissue provides less flow resistance, so that q increases with R; 
at the same time, the smaller volume has less capacity to absorb nutrient. Both effects cause 
N r to fall with R. However, computations show that the dependence of the absolute net up-
take rate Na (relative to the reference concentration flux qoCo) on the cavity radius ('xhibits 
a peak for an intermediate cavity size, indicating an optimal relation between the resistance 
to maternal blood perfusion and the amount of villous tissue participating in solute uptake 
(Fig. 6.9c). While uptake is low for large R, the cavity may play an important role in shielding 
villous tissue from harmful shear stresses associated with maternal blood emerging from the 
spiral artery. In addition, the central cavity surrounded by a dense viscoelastic porous medium 
(villous tissue) can effectively damp the pulsatile flow emerging from the spiral artery, as we 
have briefly analysed in Appendix C. 
6.5 Discussion 
We have developed a simple mathematical model to describe steady maternal flow and solute 
transport in the human placentone. The placenta iH characterised by high degrees of geometric 
complexity and substantial variability between individuals. We have sought to incorporate 
only the most significant geometric and haemodYllamical features in our model, treating the 
placentone as a hemispherical structure (Fig. 6.1). This enabled us to derive an analytical 
expression for the three-dimensional internal flow field (6.3.3), (6.3.4) (see Sec. 6.3 for details), 
from which simple estimates of nutrient uptake were obtained. Bearing all these lilllitations in 
mind, we can now assess the model's predictions. 
First, in the absence of a cavity, the localised source and sinks that drive flow through the 
villous tree (Figs 6.3 and 6.5) show large flow speeds (about 2 cm/s at a distance of order 1 mIll 
from the spiral artery for parameter values from Table 6.1, shown by crowding of streamlines, 
which is broadly consistent with estimates of Burton et al. [57]) and large presslll'e gradients 
in the immediate neighbourhood of the decidual artery and veins. This implieH that shear 
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Figure 6.9. Top: flow treamlines ( olid) and concentration distribution (colour) in a hemi-
sphere in the pre ence of the central cavity (as uming fir t-ord I' uptake kin tic , h = 0.9): (a) a 
small cavity of effective radiu R ~ ~ 0.6 cm with Da ~ ~ 0.43 outside the cavity and relativ n t 
uptake rate Nr ~ ~ 0.45; (b) a large cavity of effective radiu R ~ ~ 1 em with Da ~ ~ 0.39 and 
N r ~ ~ 0.37; Bottom: (c) dependence of net uptake rates r, a on th cavity size R (with 
h = 0.9). 
stresses on villous ti ue will be large t in these locations. These flow pattern provide a trong 
argument for the remodelling of the tree to form a cavity above the arterial op ning (Fig. 6.9) 
and po sibly above the vein al 0, to protect ti ue from high tre ses [249] and to increase 
the overall conductance of the placentone. Our model al 0 show that in a homog n ous 
placentone the flow and olute concentration are more evenly distribut d wh n th d idual 
veins are located peripherally (Fig. 6.6a) upporting the hypothesi [49, 9 J that decidual vein 
are primarily located at the periphery of the placentone. It may be po ible to gen ralis th 
findings to xplain potential benefit arising from el vated opening of d cidual v ins on th 
placental septa [33, 117J. 
Our model indicates that the calibre of the piral artery and d cidual vein may b a 
dominant d terminant of the overall conductance of the plac ntone. In parti ular, Equation 
(6.3.5) show that the ratio of the maternal blood flow rate q through th placenton to th 
driving pressure difference b.P between the spiral artery and d cidual vein i 41rka/311-, wh r 
k is the effective hydraulic conductivity of the villou tis ue, 11- i th effective vi osity of 
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maternal blood and a is a lengthscale representative of the calibre of the spiral artery and 
decidual veins where they meet the basal plate of placenta. This may have implications for 
placental insufficiency such as in pre-eclampsia, where inadequate trophoblast invasion of spiral 
arteries may result in reduced lumenal diameter [57] and hence significantly reduced placentone 
conductance to maternal blood flow. In case of an early onset of failed trophoblast invasion 
leading to lower arterial calibre a over normal values, there may be sufficient time available 
for compensatory remodelling of the villous tree (increasing the placentone conductivity k) to 
maintain physiologically normal values of q at constant pressure drop !J.P. However, if the 
dilation of spiral arteries is impaired in the late stage of pregnancy, or an acute constriction of 
the supplying vessels takes place, there may not be sufficient time for compensatory remodelling 
of the villous tree; here k would remain constant, and maternal systemic arterial blood pressure 
would have to be elevated in order to maintain the same flow rate level q at the reduced value of 
a. It would be of interest to verify experimentally the linear dependence (predicted in Equation 
(6.3.5)) of maternal blood flow rate through an isolated fetal cotyledon on the calibre of the 
cannula used to mimic the spiral artery in an ex vivo perfusion model. 
The model predictions of tracer distribution in a placentone (Fig. 6.4) are in accord with 
radioangiographic observations in vivo in primates and humans. The formation of a ring-like 
structure growing with time is demonstrated even without explicitly accounting for a central 
cavity in the placentone. We need to stress that the term "smoke ring" is misleading in this 
context, as here we have a radially outward maternal flow without any localised rotation of 
fluid particles. We hope that rapid development of new techniques in ultrasound imaging [2, 
148], complementing traditional radioangiography and used in conjunction with mathematical 
modelling, may offer new tools for monitoring placental function with a lower risk to mother 
and fetus. 
For a given geometry, the ratio of nutrient uptake rate to volume flux, expressed by the 
dimensionless Damkohler number Da = CtL3 /q, determines the homogeneity of uptake: if Da is 
sufficiently large, for example, uptake is confined to the immediate neighbourhood of the spiral 
artery (Fig. 6.5d). Evidently materials with differing uptake rates and kinetics (and therefore 
different Da) will be absorbed in different regions of the placentone. The relative net uptake rate 
NT can be interpreted as a relative difference between solute concentrations in the spiral artery 
and decidual vein, scaled with arterial concentration at constant blood flow rate in the spiral 
artery. A range of values for oxygen partial pressure suggests that Nr for oxygen varies betw('en 
0.3 and 0.7 [153], which is close to the predicted range in Fig. 6.6(a). One possible explanation of 
a modest relative net uptake rate is that it helps to keep solute more homogeneously distributed 
in the placentone, as in Fig. 6.5(c). While the dependence of the relative net uptake rate NT' 
on the consumption rate Ct (Fig. 6.6b) follows the predictions of the placental oxygen exchange 
in Lardner's compartmental model (see [153, Fig.2]), we predict that the oxygen pattern would 
be highly localised at the very large values of the "nondimensional diffusion coefficient" (the 
analogue of the uptake parameter Da '" 10 - 102), with much of the placental tissue being kept 
in a hypoxic state. 
The placentone exhibits a trade-off between flow resistance and uptake capacity. A higher 
density of villous material offers a larger surface area for uptake, but also higher flow resistance 
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and hence lower perfusion (for a given pressure drop between artery and veins). Likewise with a 
low density of villous tissue, nutrients could flow rapidly through the placentone, too quickly for 
substantial uptake to take place. \Ve used our model to demonstrate the existence of an optimal 
volume fraction of ¢ ~ ~ 0.3 that maximises the absolute net uptake rate of our representative 
solute (see Fig. 6.8). In relating uptake rates and likely fluxes to volume fractions, we used 
standard expressions from the porous medium literature (e.g. the Kozeny-Carman formula), 
which is derived assuming the porous medium is a uniform distribution of spheres. As a result 
of these and our other modelling assumptions, the resulting prediction of optimal volume fraction 
falls below values measured in previous studies (for example, estimates of the villous volume 
fraction, based on stereological data of Mayhew [172] for normal, high altitude and diabetic 
placentas, vary between approximately 0.3 and 0.6 with a tendency towards low values in the 
high-altitude group, used as a model for pre-eclampsia; there was no significant difference in the 
volume of intervillous space and villous volume between the control and diabetic groups [172]). 
Numerous additional factors will influence the optimal value of ¢, which we did not explore 
explicitly here. 
While considering flow and solute transport in the placentone, we ignored the inertia and 
pulsatility of a jet of maternal blood issuing from a spiral artery, as well as defonnability of 
the villous tissue. These factors will be attenuated both by mixing in the cavity above the 
artery and by viscous effects in the intervillous space: while the Reynolds number based on 
placentone diameter is of order unity (Table 6.1), the Reynolds number based on intervillous 
pore diameter is substantially smaller, and so inertial effects can safely be neglected everywhere 
except possibly in the immediate neighbourhood of the spiral artery [57]. The impact of the 
blood flow pulsatility and villous deformability is partially addressed in Appendix C. We show 
how the Darcy How in the dense intervillous space, coupled with incompressible pulsatile flow 
in the cavity and a viscoelastic constitutive law for the villous tissue, give a flow-driven dis-
sipative oscillator model for the cavity radius (see Equation (C.2.1O)). Parameter estimation 
(Fig. C.4) indicates that the system is heavily damped and the static description of the central 
cavity appears to be a reasonably good approximation. Thus, the central cavity, apart from 
optimising the overall intervillous flow resistance and solute uptake, may also act as a damper 
that transforms a pulsatile flow from the spiral artery to a steady flow in the intervillous space, 
where most of the solute exchange takes place. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER DIRECTIONS 
7.1 Summary of the results 
!flow and transport in the human placenta is a fundamentally multiscale process, inte-
grating the solute exchange at the scale of individual terminal villi (;S 0.01 cm) with the flow 
distribution around a single villous tree ("-' 1 cm) and in the whole organ (2: 10 em). The aim of 
this thesis is to examine the interplay between some of these scales and to develop a theoretical 
and computational framework for systematic modelling of the placental transport function in 
health and disease. 
Building on the works of Auriault, Mci, Mikclic and many others [11, 177, 180], we have 
studied the theoretical implication of flow past a periodic microscopic array of sinks, represent-
ing the villom, branches, in Chapter 2. We classify distinct asymptotic transport regimes, each 
characterised by the dominance of advective, diffusive or uptake effects, at the macroscale, and 
provide a comprehensive estimate of the accuracy of the homogenized description summarised 
as a map in (Pe, Da)-parameter space (Fig. 2.2a). In addition, we identify the most physiolog-
ically relevant placental transport regime in the (Pc, Da)-space, which is characterised by an 
approximate balance of advective and uptake factors at high P6clet number. In this region, the 
convergence of the exact solution to a homogenized solution is weak (applying in the L2 but 
not the HI norm), because corrections have large spatial gradients on lengthscales below the 
inter-sink distance. Such fine-scale features, not captured by leading-order homogenization, are 
likely to be of importance in models that resolve the detailed arrangement of fetal vessels within 
villous branches. 
Although the homogenized leading-order concentration profile for a periodic array is appli-
cable to a wide range of ergodic stationary random sink distributions, the next-to-Ieading-order 
correction can exhibit very different behaviour, depending on statistical properties of the array. 
This becomes particularly important for a moderate scale separation (characterised by a scale-
separation parameter E), as is common in many applications, including the human placenta. 
We address the impact of micro-structure stochasticity on the macroscopic solute transport 
in Chapter 3, where we have used our simplified model to illustrate some generic features of 
homogenization approximations for disordered media. While asseHHing the accuracy of the ho-
mogenized solution e(O) (X) in random arrays, one must compare it not only to an expected 
value of the exact solution C but also to the fluctuations of C about the mean. Our results 
for three illustrative stationary random sink distributions (uniformly random, hard-core and 
normally-perturbed) agree with the upper bounds for the homogenization residue C - e(O) 
developed by Bal, Bourgeat, Piatnitski and others [22, 47], e.g. in the mean-squared norm: 
JE[ lie - e(O) IlL P/2 ::; O( JE). However, the underlying regularity of the normally-perturbed 
sink diHtribution, at sufficiently small standard deviation, secures a much higher homogenization 
accuracy (see Fig. 3.13(a,b)), particularly for small Pe. Furthermore, we find that for virtually 
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all considered sink statistics ~ ~ with sinks almost uncorrelated to each over - the homogenization 
residue correlates strongly at the lengthscales of the whole domain. Therefore, we expect the 
boundary conditions such as concentrations and concentration fluxes in the maternal decidual 
vessels to determine the distribution not only of averaged leading-order concentration but also 
of concentration fiuctuatiolls in the intervillous space. 
In order to test experimentally the transport properties of the human placenta, we have 
extended the homogenization results to two dimensions in Chapter 4. We demonstrate that 
the map of transport regimes in the (Pe, Da)-space remains largely unchanged relative to the 
one-dimensional case (Fig. 2.2a) and highlight that the volume fraction ¢ of a sink in a uuit 
cell emerges as another parameter influencing the accuracy of the homogenized description. 
We have further generalised the linear transport model to take into account the carriers of a 
solute, such as red blood cells carrying oxygen. Homogenization of the solute-carrier-facilitated 
transport introduces an effective Peclet number that depends on the slowly varying leading-order 
concentration C(O), so that an asymptotic transport regime can be changed within the domain 
of fixed Pe and Da (Fig. 4.13). At large Pe and Da numbers (typical for oxygen transport in 
the human placenta), nonlinear advection due to solute-carriers leads to a more uniform solute 
distribution than for a linear carrier-free transport (Fig. 4.14a), suggesting a "homogenizing" 
effect of red blood cells on placental oxygen transport. Finally, following [177, 228], we have 
derived and verified a homogenized description of flow and transport with effective diffusivity 
and permeability tensors dependent on the microscopic shapes. 
In Chapter 5 we have characterised the pattern of villous centres of mass, comparing it 
to the random point sink distributions of Chapter 3. The second-order statistical properties, 
quantified by the K-function, give no evidence against the considered sample exhibiting a uni-
formly random distribution of villous centres at the lengthscales larger than about 0.1 mm and 
a hard-core distribution at the distances below this scale (Fig. 5.11); in addition, estimates of 
the villous area fraction indicate that the microscopic noise is significantly reduced at the aver-
aging scales larger than 1 mm (Fig. 5.7). For the mean inter-point distance of about 50 11m and 
a reference placentone size of the order of 1 cm, we have c; ~ ~ 0.005. The results of Chapter 3 
for uniform or hard-core sink distributions then give the relative magnitude of homogenization 
residue fluctuations of up to 10%, compared to the residue magnitude below 1% for a slightly 
normally-perturbed or strictly periodic array. We have also evaluated effective permeability and 
diffusivity for a placental sample, by solving the corresponding unit cell problems of Chapter 4. 
The effective permeability estimate has modest anisotropy, suggesting a homogeneous isotropic 
porous medium is a reasonable leading-order approximation of the intervillolls space. 
Having established the homogenized description of flow and transport and its potential 
accuracy, in Chapter 6 we have formulated and analysed a leading-order mathematical model of 
intervillous flow and solute transport in a simplified geometry of a single placentone. The model 
supports the hypothesis that basal veins are located on the periphery of the placcntonc in order 
to optimise distribution of nutrients and predicts thc existence of an optimal volume fraction of 
villous tissue and an optimal size of the central cavity. We have also used the model to explain 
the ring-like structures ("smoke rings") observed in experimental radioangiographic studies of 
tracer dynamics in the primate and human placentas. Besides the villous volume fraction, the 
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calibre of the spiral arteries and decidual veins is shown to be a dominant determinant of the 
overall flow resistance of a placentone, clarifying the physical basis of the arterial remodelling 
during the pregnancy. The central cavity is also shown to act as a damper of the pulsatile 
flow from a spiral artery. The central cavity of thc placcntone is thus likely to play multiple 
functions that include shielding the villous tissue from high blood pressure and shear stress, 
and the regulation of the overall resistance to placentone perfusion. 
To sum up, modelling flow and transport in the human placenta requires coupling of physical 
and chemical processes across multiple scales in a complex micro-geometry. A direct predictive 
simulation of these processes for the entire organ is not only prohibitively computationally ex-
pensive, but is very hard to achieve from a methodological standpoint, because the entire villous 
microstructure (with the total interface surface area of about 10 m2 packed into the volullle of 
just t"V 10-3 m3 , nearly the size of a Frisbee; see Table 6.1) and the corresponding heterogeneous 
boundary conditions for flow and concentration cannot be merumred simultan('ously. Moreover, 
such level of detail is not of primarily clinical interest, where net trans-placental transport and 
averaged placentone-wide flow and concentration fields are of more significance for monitoring 
fetal well-being. Homogenization approaches provide a powerful tool in umltiscale modelling 
and are likely to figure prominently in future integrative models of the human placenta (and for 
other tissues with fine-grained periodic or random microstructure such as the liver [45] or the 
lung [245]). This study shows the merits of stepping beyond the leading-order approximation in 
order to resolve fine-scale structures at the microscale and, perhaps more importantly, to assess 
carefully the magnitude and nature of cumulative (and parameter-dependent) errors that arise 
from stoclul.':itic variation. These errors must be interpreted using the language of non-smooth 
functions and distributions (where large deterministic local gradients and random fluctuations 
both contribute to the error of a homogenized description). Such steps will be particularly ill1-
par·taut when building complex models that integrate numerous competing proceHses, in order 
to avoid errors arising at each level of approximation from accumulating and disrupting the 
overall predictive capacity of the model. 
7.2 Future development 
Future models of the human placenta will need to address the implications of assullIing an 
idealised geometry and our numerous other approximatiolls (see Sec. G.2.2). For instance, while 
the rheology of blood in narrow capillaries has been well characterised experimentally [199], 
little is known at present about the rheology of maternal blood moving through tortuous inter-
villous spaces. We have also considered only very simple models of advcctive nutrient transport 
and uptake, ignoring transport in the fetal microcirculation and assuming only simple uptake 
kinetics that may be mediated by nonlinear active transport mechanisms in the syncytiotro-
phoblast [238]. 
Further potential developments span the following areas: (i) theoretical homogenization of 
solute transport; (ii) automated microscopic image analysis and macroscopic parameter estima-
tion of the human placenta; (iii) effective placental flow and transport modelling informed by 
the microstructure. We briefly outline some open questions of these areas below. 
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A priority for a theoretical homogenized description of solute transport is to compile the 
maps of "transport regimes" and "homogenization accuracy" in the (Pe, Da)-space (similar to 
Figs 2.2(a) and 3.13(a,b) in the one-dimensional case) for different solutes and to investigate fur-
ther the structural stability (with respect to uptake kinetics, statistics of the micro-geometry and 
other factors) of distinct asymptotic regions. In particular, one can consider the homogenization 
errors and macro-correlations for different types of uptake kinetics and the global boundary con-
ditions; extend the statistical analysis of homogenization residue to random micro-geometries in 
two-dimensions (e.g. a normally-perturbed on torus VS. a uniformly random sink distributions); 
account for the sink's volume fraction cp, understanding the impact of interacting concentration 
wakes on the statistical properties of homogenization residue at high P6clet number and ex-
tending the parameter space to three dimensions (Pe, Da, <p); calculate higher-order corrections 
to the averaged flow problem, include the advanced rheology for fluid (see, e.g. [44, 199, 239]) 
and allow for small elastic deformations in the sink's position and shape (coupling the transport 
with the Biot-type flow [54]). 
Image analysis of morphological, flow and transport parameters of the human placenta could 
be extended to compare K-functions of normal/diabetic/prc-eclamptic placentas (using the 
protocols developed in Chapter 5, with further development of semi-automated image analysis 
that would allow bulk processing of histological data and reduce systematic errors); to create It 
representative unit cell of the normal placenta and of each pathological group and extract the 
cell-averaged permeability and diffusivity tensors; to fit parameters of suitable spatial models 
to histological data and to assess how these features of tissue architecture may vary during 
development; to account explicitly for the micro-architecture of the villous tree, giving improved 
estimates of hydraulic permeability, diffusivity and uptake as a function of volume fraction, 
based on variability of placental samples from different regions of the same placenta a,."j well 
as between individuals. These can then be used to assess with more confidence the relation 
between the structure and function of a placenta in health and disease. 
Advances in effective placental flow and transport obviously lie beyond the uniform Darcy 
flow and have to be coupled with the fetal circulation, studied in recent works [104, 115, 188, 
277]. Some further potential investigations, at the maternal side, are as follows: analyse fiow 
about the opening of a spiral artery immersed in a pool of the central cavity, coupled with 
the flow in a porous (and deformable) intervillous space outside the cavity; take account of a 
possible modulation of the intervillous space volume due to the smooth-muscle contractions of 
the myometrium in the uterine wall as well as of longitudinally arranged myofibroblasts in the 
anchoring stern villi [33, p. 86]; develop a framework for patient-specific modelling of placental 
perfusion and uptake ratcs for the model parameters estimated from Doppler ultrasound, MRI 
or micro-CT scans, analogously to the histological sections. 
It is hoped that the integrated approach undertaken in this thesis not ollly has led to a 
better understanding of solute transport in the intervillous space of the human placcnta and 
fundamental properties of homogenization in disordered media, but will also open a door t.o 
modelling-based diagnostics and treatment of placental disorders. 
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MECHANISMS OF PLACENTONE DEVELOPMENT 
tThis appendix provides a supplementary overview and analysis of biochemical and me-
chanical regulatory factors contributing to the placentone genesis, discussed in Section 1.2 of 
Chapter 1. 
A.l Early placentation stage 
What determines the temporal development of the architecture of a single placentone? It 
is known that the formation of distinct fetal villous trees is complete by the eud of the second 
trimester [33]; therefore, many mechanisms can contribute to the creation of placentone's spatial 
heterogenei ty. 
After implanting into the outer layer (endometrium) of the wall of the uterm-i, the future 
embryo, a blastocyst 1, develops an interconnected network of cavities (lacunae) in its outer 
trophoblast layer, which are the proxies of the future villous trees. 
The trabeculae of syncytial trophoblast2 , which separate the lacunar spaces, are at first 
arranged in a random pattern; however, with further growth of the blastocyst they become 
radially orientated [252]. Moreover, at the initial stage of lacunar formation the human placenta 
has labyrinthine features [252], suggesting the existence of a switch to the villous-type placental 
architecture. These phenomena may indicate the guiding influence of the decidual vasculature 
on villous development. 
A typical spiral artery supplies approximately 4 - 9 mm2 of the endometrial surface [87]. 
Therefore, a characteristic distance between the centres of adjacent areas of supply is about 
2 - 3 mm, which is much more than 0.2 mm, the initial diameter of the invading blastocyst [49]. 
This ensures sufficient spatial separation between the spiral arteries that are later invaded by 
the extravillous trophoblast. 
There is increa."ling recent interest in the process of trophoblast invasion in the decidua in 
humans and the remodelling of the spiral arteries [67--69, 144, 154, 163, 164, 195, 197, 21OJ. 
Starting from the works of Pijnenborg et al. [194]' attention has focused mainly on the dynam-
ics of extravillous trophoblasts from the second half of the first trimester and covers the period 
of the 6th to 22nd weeks of gestation [144, 163]. Blastocyst delivery and the initial stage of 
implantation ill the uterine wall are less investigated [8, 64, 65, 193], although a number of the-
oreticalmodels have been proposed [60, 278]. The intermediate step of trophoblast behaviour, 
connecting the beginning of implantation with the formation of tertiary villi, is less well studied, 
partially because very little human data is available at this stage [214]. Observations in animal 
models, mainly in Macaca mulatta, show that trophoblast invasion and migration towards spi-
l (from Greek "germinative vesicle"): an early stage of mammalian embryo development, consisting of tIll' 
inner cell mass and a thin trophoblast layer [251]_ 
2 (from Latin "small beam"): boundaries of a meshwork created in the fused IIlultinucleated trophoblast cell 
rna.'iS [251]. 
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Figure A.1. A scheme of growth factor (GF) diffusion through the endometrium towards a 
growth factor receptor (GF-R) in the trophoblast layer (T) of the invading blastocyst. The 
overall thickness of the endometrium H = 9 - 12 mm [93, 233J is greater than th diffusive 
penetration distance of GF h ;S 1 mm along the axis x perpendicular to the uterine wall (s 
Table A.l). 
ral arteries begins as early as 10 days post conception [ 4, 144J. During this time the lacunar 
system is formed, providing a frame for the future villous structure. These first 20 day s em 
to be vitally important for successful placentation. 
Recent advance in the bioch mistry of the vascular endothelial growth factors3 family 
(VEGF-A - VEGF-E) and placental growth factor (PIGF) [5, 72, 0, 154, 231, 243J brought 
evidence that VEGF-receptors (Flt-l and others) are present in trophoblasts. Analysis of th 
influence of angiogenic growth factors on trophoblast proliferation, motility, and invasion in th 
decidua showed that a VEGF-A gradient can direct the migration of trophoblast c Us in vitro 
both from the first trimester and full-term placentas [155J; the extent of the physiological sig-
nificance of the observed effect, however, is still unclear [10, 154J . This uggests that a similar 
paracrine mechanism4 may allow cro s-talk between a decidual source of VEGF (or another 
growth factor) and trophoblast-cells in situ, and may lead to directed invasion (Fig. A.1). It, 
is also reported that knocking out Flt-1 production by the trophoblast do s not aff ct plac 11-
tation in the mouse [123], but one can speculat that in this cas there is no n ed for spatial 
co-organisation of spiral arterie . and the fetal circulation, sinc the mouse placenta has a mi-
clo ed maternal circulation [4J and is a poor mod I for trophoblast invasion in humans [66J. 
In vitro three-dimensional spheroidal cultures formed from fir t-trimcst r cytotrophoblast 
cells demonstrate more inten ive invasion in collagen gel than those from the third trim ster, and 
outgrowths are strongly accelerated by the addition of epidermal (EGF) and angiog ni growth 
factors [149J. Nonetheless, further evidence of trophoblast chemotaxis5 fa tors is c rtainly 
required. 
3Natural sub tance produced to promote growth and development by directing ell maturation and differen-
tiation. For example, angiogenic growth factors (e.g. VEGF) stimulate the formation of n w blo d vess Is, and 
epidermal growth factor (EGF) upregulates the development of cells covering free surfa s, such as skin [251]. 
4 (from Greek "closely separated"): related to the effects restricted to the local environment [251]. 
5(from Greek "chemically ordered"): movement of cells or organisms in response to chemical compounds, 
whereby the cells are attracted or repelled [251]. 
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Because the trophoblast cells are capable of synthesising both growth factors awl their 
receptors (e.g. VEGF and VEGF-R) [72], another scenario is possible: since extravillous tro-
phoblasts derived from the cell columns6 scatter very early in pregnancy and are localised near 
the spiral arteries (presumably guided by the EPH/ephrin-family [209]), they too cau bcgiu to 
send signals back to the villous trophoblast cells in the form of growth factors, so stimulating 
proliferation of villous trees around the arterial orifices (openings). 
The transport of a growth factor towards the trophoblasts can be described by the diffusioll-
reaction equation for its concentration C: DC/Dt = DV 2 C - O'C, where the D is the growth-
factor diffusion coefficieut, and 0' is its degradation rate (sec Fig. A.I). The diffusion and 
reaction of VEGF-A was quantitatively investigated in vitro [73], using a rectangular diffusion 
chamber filled with a fibrin gel. For VEGF, D = 7 X 10-7 cm2/s and 0' ,....., 10-1 s-1 [73]. 
Therefore, in steady state, one can estimate the characteristic penetration depth h over which 
the VEGF concentration falls approximately 3-fold as hVEGF c:::' JD/Ci ,....., I mill. 
We can likewise estimate the effective distance of penetration for a variety of growth factors. 
To estimate 0', we assume a typical half-life of 1 hour in each case, so that n = In(2)/t 1/ 2 c:::' 
1.9 x 10-4 s-l. To estimate D, we use the empirical formula D = a AJ-b cm2 /s with parameters 
a, b fitted to cover a range of solute molecular weights 111 [127, 254]. Estimates of penetration 
depth are summarised in Table A.1. Epidermal growth factor (EGF) ha:s the highest diffusivity 
among other growth factors present in the placenta due to its low molecular weight, aud therefore 
the greatest estimated penetration distance. 
While pure protein solutes are usually characterised by short life-times, their compounds 
with polysaccharides, heparin or stable mutant homologies can increase their life-time as much 
as lO-fold [281]. The penetration depth will then be increased around 3-fold. On the other 
hand, there arc growth-factor-binding sites in the extracellular matrix (e.g. heparin) that cau 
significantly decrease the diffusivity of signalling molecules [105J. The two cornbiued efFects 
may not lead to large changes in penetration distance, however. Finally, one also should take 
account of the integrin and matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) interactions with the decidual 
extracellular matrix, which can modulate its conductance for signalling molecules [8]. 
The effective penetration distances estimated in Table A.l are much less than the thickness of 
the endometrium (Fig. A.l), reported to be of about 9-12 mm [93, 233J. Therefore, it is llulikcly 
that growth-factor-mediated trophoblast proliferation and migration can be established at the 
very beginning of implantation. However, with the rapid advance of a hall-shaped bla.'itocyst, 
with initial diameter of about 0.2 mm [49, 149], across the depth of the uterine wall, the required 
distance may be achieved and the uterine-artery-derived growth factor can start to attract the 
trophoblast cells. This mechanism may lauuch the spiral-artery-specific spatial development of 
a future villous tree, giving a full term placentone. 
6Cell columns are the massive trophoblastic cOllnections, attaching the anchoring villi to the h a . ~ a l l platt' or 
to the placental septa (see Fig. 1.1a), and providing a source of extravillolls trophobla . .,ts invading the decidual 
vessels [33]. 
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Growth factor Molecular weight (kDa) Diffusion coefficient (cm2 Is) Effective distance (mm) 
RCF 83 [196] 2.8 x 10-9 0.04 
Ang-l 75 [42] 3.7 x 1O-!J 0.04 
PIGF 50 [138] 1.2 x 10-8 0.08 
VEGF1R!J 40 [196] 2.4 x 10-8 0.1 
TCF,B 25 [196] 0.89 x 10-7 0.2 
VEGF164 23 [196] 0.95 x 10-7 0.2 
VECF l21 17 [42] 1.2 x 10-7 0.2 
FCF-l, FCF-2 15 [196] 1.3 x 10-7 0.3 
ICF-2 7.5 [196] 2.2 x 10-7 0.3 
ECF 6 [196] 2.6 x 10-7 0.4 
Table A.1. Estimated diffusive properties of the most common placental growth factors: hep-
atocyte growth factor (RCF), angiopoietin (Ang), placental growth factor (PICF), vascular 
endothelial growth factor (VEGF), transforming growth factor (TCF), fibroblast growth fac-
tor (FCF), insulin-like growth factor (ICF) and epidermal growth factor (EGF). Diffllsivity 
D is estimated by the empirical formula D = a M- b cm2 /s with a = 1.778 x lO- tl cm2 Dab Is, 
b = 0.75 (obtained by Swabb, Wei and Cullino [254] for solute molecular weights M in the range 
3.2 x 10-4 - 69 kDa in biological tissues at 37°C in vitm), and a = lOti cm2 Dab Is, b = 2.96 
(fitted by Jain et al. [127] for dextran molecular weights M in the range 19.4 - 150 kDa in 
rabbit granulation tissue in vivo). The Swabb et al. formula is used for M ::; 25 kDa and the 
Jain et al. formula for A! > 25 kDa. These dependences differ from the Stokes Einstein rela-
tion for the free diffusion of a homogeneous spherical particle in Newtonian medium (b = 1/3) 
due to the hindering effects of biological tissue. The effective diffusive distance is estimated as 
h =::: vDIO', where 0' =::: 1.9 x 10-4 s- I . 
A.2 Role of haemodynamical forces and oxygen tension 
At the beginning of placentation the villi demonstrate homogeneous development around 
the chorionic sac7, but soon disproportionate growth of villi opposite to the implantation pole 
occurs, and by the end of the first trimester the smooth chorion (devoid of villous trees) is fOl'll1<'d 
[33,186]. The effect of oxygen tension in this non-uniform growth has been recognised by Burton 
et al. [55, 56], where the decidual arteries and arterioles less plugged with trophoblast in the 
region opposite to the implantation pole were shown to provide a highly oxidative environmellt 
and thereby to suppress villous development. 
The chorionic villi are exposed to viscous shear stresses and blood pressure as well a." to 
maternal oxygen tension from the end of the first trimester, when the maternal blood supply 
is gradually increased [56, 195]. The spatial heterogeneity of antioxidant enzymes' activity in a 
mature fetal cotyledon matches the centre-to-periphery pattern of maternal blood flow [117]. 
The origin of the central cavity (see Fig. 1.2) in the placentone is reflected by static structural 
differences, with less differentiated villi ill the central portion and more terminal branches ill 
the periphery, [33, 237]; the dynamical effect of force exerted on non-anchored villi from flowing 
blood from the supplying spiral artery has also been suggested as a mechanism for cavity 
7 (from Latin "bag"): an outer membrane around embryo [33]. 
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formation [215]. The latter reason is less likely to dominate, since the pressure in the ostiulIl of 
a spiral artery is of the order of 10 mmHg at term [108], which is about 5 mmHg higher than 
the pressure in the amniotic fluid in macaque Rhesus [184]. Nevertheless, the possible effect of 
viscous shear stress on villous development might be significant. 
The remodelling of the spiral arteries that establishes normal circulation in the intervillom; 
space is not complete until about the 20th week of gestation [129, 195] and, according to the in 
vivo ultrasound observations of Jauniaux et al. in pre-eclamptic and IUGR placentas, altered 
intervillous blood flow opposite the non-remodelled arterial openings of small calibre is corre-
lated with the formation of villous-free "placental lakes" [128, 129]. Therefore, haemodynamic 
forces are likely to play an important role in the shaping of the placentone between the 12th 
and 20th weeks. 
We shall remark that the remodelling of the spiral arteries (resulting in their dilatation 
and destruction of the vascular smooth-muscle layer) likely involves not only the trophoblast 
invasion but also the nitric oxide-induced dilatation due to an elevated shear stress, once the 
intervillous circulation is established [250]. Moreover, the shear-stress regulatory mechanism is 
known to have an instability leading to a collapse of daughter branches of a smaller calibre [204]. 
In the light of the absence of innervation in the spiral arteries and the diminished total neural 
regulation of vascular tone in uterus [140], it is the shear stress that might contribute to reducing 
the total number of arterial openings in favour of a few large functional ones. 
Proliferation and differentiation of the villi and feto-placental angiogenesis are thought to 
be dependent on the oxygen level [5, 131 J and, possibly, on shear stress via mechanosensitivity 
of trophoblast cells [195, 249J. These effects could provide the basis for an early switch from 
branching to non-branching villous development in the central portion of the fetal cotyledon; 
this region is associated with a spiral artery and experiences higher oxygen concentration and 
flow velocities than the peripheral part. 
Another important aspect to be clarified is whether the anchoring villi are initially uniformly 
distributed over the placental bed and then start to lose and form their attachments, as suggested 
in [216], under the influence of haemodynamical factors, or whether the formation of the fetal 
cotyledons around the arterial openings is pre-programmed at the beginning of implantation. 
A.3 Pathological implications of failed placentone formation 
Although earlier studies addressed the topography of human utcroplaccntal vasculature 
[108, 216], a fcw recent reviews describing simultaneously the growth of both the maternal 
and fetal placental circulatory systems [125, 139J do not represcnt the spatial organisation of 
feto-maternal circulation from the developmental point of view. 
It is usually suggested that a failure in fetal placental angiogencsis or remodelling of matt'mal 
spiral arteries are two main factors of placental insufficiency. Neverthelcss, if one accepts the 
placentone structure of the primate and human placenta, a failure in forming the optimal spatial 
arrangement between maternal and fetal circulatory systems (as described in Section 1.2 of 
Chapter 1; Fig. 1.2) provides a third potential source of placcntal pathology. 
Therefore, the dcvelopment of chorionic villi should not be considered in isolation 
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the decidual vessels and vice versa because the haemodynamics of the haemochorial placenta, 
characterised by the presence of openly circulating maternal blood in a close contact with 
chorionic villous trees, is strongly affected by the spatial organisation of the feto-maternal 
functional units, placentones. 
The available data tends to support the concept that a villous tree develops arollnd a specific 
supplying decidual artery, optimising its spatial arrangement for effective metabolic exchange. 
The mechanism underlying the genesis of the placentone may be provided by the decidual 
arterial cell or endovascular-trophoblast-derived VEGF and other growth factors, which are 
sensed by villous trophoblast cells via corresponding receptors. Haemodynamical forces may 
then contribute further to villous development. We pose a preliminary hypothesis that the 
process is likely to be separated into two stages: an initial finding of spiral arteries by villous 
trophoblast assisted by the gradient of growth factor concentration during the early villous 
state; and later artery-specific development of the villous tree, directed also by fluid shear stress 
and oxygen partial pressure distributions in the intervillous space. 
This idealised two-stepped structural evolution of placental circulatory units may be too 
simplistic to reflect all details, but it highlights a general tendency to ordered rather than 
chaotic organisation of the intervillous blood supply observed in full term placentas, confirming 
the description of Freese [98]: "There is a nicely designed system of maternal blood flow ill the 
intervillous space" . 
ADDITIONAL RESULTS FOR ASYMPTOTIC 
TRANSPORT REGIMES 
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~ h i s s appendix contains additional asymptotic analysi for the transport regim s ill a on -
dimensional array of inks, developed in Chapters 2 and 3. 
B.1 Limiting case of diffusive transport (P = 0) 
Setting p = Pele: = 0 in (2.3.9), we obtain a regular limit 
c(O) = ~ ~ X2 - (1 + ~ ) ) X + I , q:S 2 . (B.l.I) 
In case of no sinks are pre ent (q = 0), a linear diffusive profiJ is r sLor d for h 
since C(O) = 1 - X and C(l) = C(2) = ... = O. A cell probl m for th s ond orr 
011 nLrati n, 
Lion (2) 
i identical to (2.3.11) due to its independence on p. Analogously, on an show that til third 
and succe sive correction are all equal to zero. 
The solution to (2.2.2) is th refore C(x) = C(O)(X) + e:2C(2)(T,X), wh l' (0) is giv n 
by (B.l.1), C(2) i given by (2.3.12) and X = e:x. Sllbstituting th solution to the gov rning 
equation Cxx = 0 we find that (C(O) +e:2C(2))xx = e:2 +c2 (-1 +e:2(C(2))XX) = 0, nd h n 
(C(2)) x x = O. An av rage (C(2)) of the econd correction over the unit c 11 i ' th r fore a linear 
function of the slowly changing variable X, with the arbitrary constant d termin d by th 
boundary condition. In till problem the Dirichlet conditions C(2)lx=o,x=0 = C(2)la·=o,X=1 = 0 
require (C(2)) to be a constant, which i equal to (C(2)) = n as id ntifi d in tion 2.3 f 
Chapter 2. 
B.2 Array of sinks of a finite size: the role of volum fr tion 
(case Pe = D(c) ) 
To te t the role of the finite siz of villous branch s, w nowac ount for an array with a h 
sink of a size ¢ (in dimensionle variables) that occupies a portion of a unit 11 (0 :s ¢ < 1), 
as shown in Fig. B.l. 
c= 1 u Da c= 0 
.. . 
., , 
o - ~ ~ - : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ x 1 
Figure B.l. A periodi array of finite-size inks. 
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Assuming free uniform flow over each sink and a fixed drop of uptake flux between its up-
stream and downstream end, in addition to all the assumptions of Section 2.2, we rewrite (2.2.3) 
as follows: 
Pe dC = d
2
C 0 < X < [-1, 
d.r d:r2 . 
Cl.r=O = 1, 
dCI -1 CII=f- 1 = 0 or CI.r=.ru = dx :r=I() = 0 for 0 < xo ::; [ , 
n= 1,2, ... ,N; N-::::;[-I, 
dCI dCI 
d.r .r=.r" +9/2 dI X=I" -<;>/2 
Da. 
We also o!Jsern.' that letting ¢ = 0 reduces the problem to an array of point sinks. 
(B.2.1a) 
(B.2.1b) 
(B.2.1c) 
(B.2.1d) 
(B.2.1e) 
Substituting the multiscale expansion (2.3.1) in (B.2.1) and collecting the terms at powers 
of [, we fi1ld at 0([2): 
pet?) = C(2) + C(?)., 0 < X < 1, x E (-1/2, -¢/2) U (1)/2, 1/2) 
.'\ .r.r .'\ X 
C (2)1 - C(2)1 C(2)1 - e(2)1 = q 
.r=-0/2 - :r=o/2' :r :'1"=¢/2 X x=-<!J/2 ' 
where Pe = [p. Da = [2q, p, q = 0(1). 
(B.2.2a) 
(B.2.2b) 
(B.2.2c) 
Averaging (8.2.2a) over the fluid phru;e of the unit cell ( - ~ ~ < x < ~ ) ) U ( - ~ ~ < x < ~ ) , , we 
obtain 
-cfJ/2 1/2 
) ( (0) C(O)) - J e(2) d J e(2) I -(1 - q> p ex - x x - IX X + IX ( X -
-1/2 cfJ/2 (B.2.3) 
= c ~ 2 ) l x = ! ! - c ~ O ) I I = _ ! ! - ( c ~ 2 ) I I = P P - C ~ . O ) I J ' = _ p . ) ) , 
2 2 2 2 
, 'V ", "" " 
=0 =q 
which, by using (B.2.2b) and the periodicity assumption for e(2) in a unit cell, reduces to 
(0) (0) _ q C "" - pC" - --., 0::; 1> < 1. 
.\., ., 1 - q> (B.2.4) 
Macroscopic equation (B,2.4), subject to the boundary conditions (2.3.8b,c), generalises 
(2.3.8) to the case of sinks of a finite size. The effect of the sink's size (volume fraction) is 
therefore in modulating the net uptake rate. 
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B.3 Case Pe = 0(1): second correction estimate 
Collecting the terms in (2.2.10) at 0([2), we obtain 
Pe (C(2) + C(l)) = C(2) + 2 C(l) + dO) 
x X xx xX xx' 
[C(2)]x=0 = 0, [Cl2) + C ~ ) ] x = o o = 0, 
C(2)lx=0=0, C(2)lx=1 =0. 
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(B.3.1a) 
(B.3.1h) 
(B.3.1c) 
We average equation (B.3.1a) over the unit cell -1/2 ~ ~ x ~ ~ 1/2 to find a macroscopic 
equation for C(O), which then be used to formulate a cell problem for C(2). The averaging of 
(B.3.1a) with the a.'lsumption of periodicity of C(2) and cl2) leads to 
1/2 
C _ ~ ! \ , , - Pe J C ~ ) ) d x = [Cl2)]lx=0 - Pe [C(2)]lx=0 ' 
-1/2 
(8.3.2) 
assuming further continuity and x-periodicity of Cr) in each unit cell (justified hy the analytical 
solution (2.4.13) and numerical simulations) and using the jump boundary conditiolls (B.3.11», 
we can simplify (B.3.2) to get 
(B.3.3) 
where we used C(l) = -b(x) Pe C . ~ ) )+a(x) ql = ql (a(x) +b(x)), according to (2.4.6) and (2.4.8). 
The coefficient of the second derivative is the effective diffusivity coefficient Deff = 1 + Pe2 (b(J:)), 
with (b) = cit (C(J)) - (a) and (C(J)) given by (2.4.14). If we aSSUllle (a) = 0, i.e. only b(;r) 
contributes to the average of the first correction C(1), and use the asymptotics C(l) ~ ~ ql /12 for 
small Pe from (2.4.14), we can estimate the effective diffllsivity as Deff = 1 + Pe2 (b) ~ ~ 1 + 1 ~ ~ 2 2
(Pe « 1), which resembles the Taylor-Aris dispersion relation (1.4.2). This effective diffusivity 
becomes important in the ca.'ie of non-steady advection-diffusion, e.g. when concentration Co at 
the inlet varies with time. 
Providing that Deff is a non-zero constant and substituting (B.3.3) into (B.3.1), we observe 
that all terms containing C ~ ) ) vanish and arrive to a unit cell problem for C(2): 
C(2) - Pe C(2) = 0 
xx x , 
[C(2)] x=O = 0, [Cl2)] x=O = 0, (8.3.4) 
(2) (2) C I X =0 = 0, C I X = 1 = 0 , 
from where we have C(2) identically equal to zero (due to homogeneous boundary conditions 
both at the boundaries of a unit cell and at the global boundaries). Therefore, the second and 
all the successive corrections in the asymptotic series (2.3.1) vanish in this case. 
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B.4 Regime of large microscopic Peclet number (Pe = O(E- 1)) 
We consider the case of Pe = O(c l ) = CIPI and Da = 0(1), where PI = 0(1). The 
original system of equations (2.2.lO) takes the form: 
PI (Ox + cOx) = cOxx +2c2 0.rx +c3 Cxx, 0 < x < [-I, 0 < X < 1, 
Clx=o = 1, Clx=1 = 0, 
Olx=n- = Clx=n+ , n = 1,2, ... ,N , 
[eCx + c2 Cx - PI CL=n = cDa. 
(B.4.1a) 
(B.4.11» 
(B.4.1c) 
(B.4.1d) 
Note that we retain the advective flux component in (B.4.1d) since, as we Hhow below, the 
continuity condition [0] x=n cannot be applied in this case due to the advcctive-dominated 
transport at the lengthscale of a single unit cell. 
Substituting (2.3.1) into (B.4.1) and collecting terms in powers of [, we find at 0(1): 
PI C ~ O ) ) = 0, -1/2 < x < 1/2, 0 < X < 1 , 
[C(O)] x=O = 0, [PI C(O)] x=o = ° ,
C(O)lx=o = 1, C(O)lx=1 = 0, 
which gives C(O) = C(O)(X) for the leading-order concentration 
Collecting the terms in (13.4.1) at O(c), we have 
PI ( e{l) + dO») = e(O) x x xx , 
[C(I)] - 0 [C(O) - C(I)] - D' x=o -, x PI ~ ' = O O - a , 
C( 1) I x =0 = 0, C(1) 1 x = I = 0 , 
which reduces to 
C(l) = _dO) 
l' x ' 
[C(1)] x=O = 0, [C(l)] x=O = _ Da , 
PI 
C(I)lx=o = 0, C(l) IX=I = 0, 
(B.4.2) 
(B.4.3) 
(8.4.4a) 
(B.4.4b) 
(B.4.4c) 
One can see that jump boundary conditions in (13.4.4b) are mutually incompatible, We 
therefore a."isume that only total flux is continuous over the unit cell, allowing local discontinuity 
in the concentration profile: [C{l)]x=o = -Da/PI. Otherwise, it is possible to show that all 
corrections (e{l), C(2), etc,) vanish, and the solution is given by C = 1. 
Averaging equation (B.4.4a) over the unit cell (-1/2 < x < 1/2) and assuming :r:-periodicity 
of C(1) in a unit cell, we get 
(B.4,5) 
using the jump boundary conditions at the Hink (B.4.4b) and macroscopic boundary conditiollH 
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(BA.2b), we find an averaged advection-diffusion problem 
with a solution 
dO) = -Da/p )( 1 , 
C(O) Ix=o = 1 , 
c(O) = 1 _ Da X , 
PI 
which is identical to (2.4.6) with qI/Pe = Da/PI = C I Da/Pe. 
(B.4.4a)-(B.4.4b) provides a cell problem for the first correction: 
The solution to (B.4.8) is 
C ~ I ) ) = Da/Pl, -1/2 < x < 1/2, 
[C(l)]x==o = -Da/PI, 
-1/2 ~ ~ x < 0 
o ~ ~ x ~ ~ 1/2, 
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(B.4.6) 
(B.4.7) 
(B.4.8) 
(B.4.9) 
which coincides with cell solution (2.4.16) obtained in Section 2.4 (sec regions U2 and N ill 
Fig. 2.2a). Solution (B.4.9) is plotted in Fig. 2.5. 
We can see that C{l) has a discontinuous first derivative at the sinks of microstructure, 
and the asymptotic expansion (2.3.1) breaks down (or, equivalently, C(O)(X) varies over O(c) 
lengthscalc of a few sinks) when Da/PI = c 1 Da/Pe = O(C I), i.e. for Da 2: Pe in this case, in 
agreement with the results of Section 2.4. 
B.5 Examples of non-periodic deterministic microstructure 
Following the homogenization result (2.7.11) of Section 2.7 for the case of diffusion-dominated 
transport, we now consider some deterministic non-periodic distributions of sink's position :r fI, 
described by a source term 
N 
f(x) = L 8(x - :rn). (13.5.1 ) 
n=1 
Example B.1 (square-growing inter-sink distance): 
N l/e 
The non-periodic source term of the form f(x) = L 8(x - n 2 ) gives J = lim 2c2 J lfiJ d.o; 
11=1 c-o 0 
(the number of sinks between y = 1 and y = s is lfiJ), and therefore 1 = lim 2[2 c ~ ; ~ ' J J = O. 
e-O ' 
Note, that the source term f(x) of this form docs not exactly satisfy (2.7.2) for all :r, hut it 
l/e s 
obeys the upper bound for x » 1, making an estimate J d.'i I f(y) ely :s 0(c-2) possihll>. 
_ ° 0 
However, the convergence of J is rather slow, of the order of O( jE), so that we can expect only 
a smaller net effect of an array of square-distance-located sinks relative to the periodic case for 
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finite c. Figure B.2(a) compares the numerical solution for the square-growing distance (solid) 
with the solution for the periodic sink location (dashed). 
Example B.2 (exponentially-growing inter-sink distance): 
N 
The non-periodic source term of the form f(x) = L 8(:r - (en - 1)) gives 
n=l 
J = l ~ ~ 2c2 Jo1/clln(s)J ds (the number of sinks between y = 1 and y = i:j is n = lln(s)J), 
and therefore j = lim -h (x lnx - x) = 0, x = c 1. Although the source term of this form 
X-+OO x 
again does not satisfy (2.7.2) uniformly in x, we can observe that the second term on the right-
hand side of (2.7.10) is of the order of O(xlnx) and therefore can be approximately balanced 
by the third term of the order of O(x) (x = C 1), making the estimate j::::, 0 correct for smaller 
x (larger c) than for the square-growing distance between sinks in Example B.1. Thus, there 
is the vanishing net effect of an infinite inhomogeneous array of sinks of strength O(c2) located 
at exponentially-growing distance from the origin (see Fig. B.2b). 
Example B.3 (clustered sink distribution): 
We also see from Figure B.2( a,b) that the contribution to the perturbation of tiJC COllCf'lltl'atioll 
profile over the linear drop C = 1 - X of uptake-free diffusion is greater with sinks in the 
centre of the domain compared to sinks near the boundaries. This is explained by the fact 
that the diffusion-dominated transport with a single (clustered) sink of strength N q at X = Xo 
(0 < Xo < 1), given by Cxx = Nc:q8(X - X o), C(X = 0) = 1, C(X = 1) = 0, has 
the solution [C - (1 - X)llx=xo = -N cq (1 - Xo)Xo, which shows that the deviatioll from 
the sink-free diffusive linear concentration drop between the boundaries is the greatest when 
Xo = 0.5 and tends to zero near the boundaries, as demonstrated in Figure B.2(c,d). On the 
other hand, if we assume a zero-flux outlet boundary coudition Cx(X = 1) = 0, the solution to 
the diffusion-reaction equation at X = Xo becomes [C - lllx=xo = -Ncq Xo, which reaches a 
minimal value (over a constant sink-free concentration) for the sink-cluster placed at the outlet 
(Xo = 1). 
Examples B.1 ~ B . 3 3 for the diffusion-dominated transport suggest that the "clustering" of 
sinks has the weakest effect on the net uptake near the inlet (Fig. B.2(b,d)), and the contribution 
of a cluster is maximal in the middle of the domain or at the outlet (depending Oil the outlet 
boundary condition). For diffusion-limited transport in the intervillous space of the human 
placenta, this might mean a greater importance of more dense villous brauches cloHc to the 
venous exits than to the arterial inlets, indicating no detrimental effects of the central cavity 
above a spiral artery (sec, e.g. Fig. 1.2). 
B.6 Estimate of the maximal packing density for a hard-core-
type distribution 
In order to identify the critical upper bound for the minimal distance dcr that call be 
achieved in a hard-core simple sequential inhibition random process of size N, we calculate an 
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Figure 8.2. The effect of different sink distributions on the concentration profile (solid lint" 
computed for Pe = c:2 , Da = 2c:2 on a 19-sink array (blue circleH at the bottom of each 
diagram); c = 0.05): (a) square-growing-distance array (Example 8.1); (b) expOlH'ntially-
growing-distance array (Example B.2); (c) a centrally positioned cluHter and (d) a duster of 
sinkH near the inlet (Example B.3). The black dashed line indicates the reference concentration 
profile for a periodic array of the same size (shown as black circles Oil the top of each diagralll). 
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Figure B.3. Critical upper bound for the minimal distance (packing density) parameter diE of a 
hard-core point process VS. the number ofsillks N (solid circles). Standard erron; are shown with 
error bars, computed using an ensemble average over 500 samples for each N (E = I/(N + 1) ). 
The dashed line shows asymptotic fitting with 0.75 + 11.25IN. 
ensemble average over hard-core array realisations. Each del' for a given N is computed by 
gradually increasing d from d = 0.7c:, incremented in steps of d = O.OOIE until 110 realisation of 
N hard-core-distributed sinks is possible. 
We extrapolate numerical dependence of der/c: on N by fitting to the truncated Laurellt 
series d:::::: ao + adN + a21N'2 + ... at large N, according to the following algorithm: usillg the 
last p values of dcr(N) (N = N1, ... , Np ) as the fitting values, and a = (ao, ai, ... ,all-I) as 
fitting parameters, we solve a linear system of p algebraic equations 
I N- 1 1 N-
Jl+1 
1 dcr(N1) 
I 1\1.-1 N.-p+1 dcr(N2 ) • '2 '2 a= (B.6.1) 
..................... 
I N- 1 l' ... 
N-p+l 
p dcr (N1') 
to find a and therefore an asymptote of the critical distance £100 :::::: au. 
Computations give an approximated asymptote for the critical value diE ~ ~ 0.7430 usillg five 
points on a logarithmic scale, which differs only in I % from the value iii E ~ ~ 0.7508 obtailled 
by fitting to the last two points as shown in Fig. B.3. The results therefore tend to support the 
empirical upper bound 7TIJI8 for the packing density [253]. This is the sallie dellsity n . .., for a 
cubic (or hexagonal) close packing of spheres in 3D, which is conjectured by Kepler (and is a 
part of the 18th Hilbert's problem [119]) to be the densest possible packing of spheres. 
A DYNAMICAL MODEL OF THE CENTRAL 
CAVITY IN THE HUMAN PLACENTONE 
163 
'I"hi appendix extend the tatic central cavity model considered in Section 6.4..5 of Chap-
ter 6 to analy e the int raction between the deformable villous tissu and a pulsatile flow of 
mat rnal blood. 
C.l Introduction 
Th human placentone i defined as a single fetal cotyl don (villous tr e) and corre ponding 
maternal ves ' is: the supplying spiral artery in the central part and the draining decidual veins 
n ar p riph ry [33. 9 . 237] ( ee Fig ' 1.1 and 1.2(a)). 
The pIa enton i ' characteri d by a spatial heterogeneity in th form of so-call d "central 
cavity" ,th central portion of the fetal cotyledon that is almost devoid of villi. There is a distinct 
boundary formed betw n the Ie mature intermediate and the den e terminal villi branch s 
shaped by Lh anchoring tem villi, which are attached to the basal plate. The in term diate 
and mo t den portion of the fetal cotyledon, which surrounds the central cavity, is call d a 
"manU" of th placentone [33] ( ee Fig. 1.2a). The spiral artery enters the central cavity and 
the maternal blood is collected by the decidual veins after p rcolating through the manti [9] 
( ee Fig. .1). 
The villous ti ue i compliant and therefore undcrgoe a periodic clastic stre s due to blood 
flow and pressure modulation in the central cavity. The defonnability of the villous tissue of 
the human pia enta has b en indirectly accounted for by Erian et ai. [86] by introdu ing a 
Figure C.l. A diagram of the placenLone structure of the human placenta. Reproduc d from [96]. 
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Figur C.2. A sch matic hemispherical central cavity of the placentone with a p riodi our 
of flux q(t) and cavity radiu' R(t). 
flow-dependent permeability. The work by Byrne et al. [59] offers a more yst mati fram work 
for explicitly coupling the flow in the intervillou space with the pulsatil flow m rging from 
the spiral art ry, where a purely elastic villous tissue and an axisymmetric flow in Lh ntral 
cavityar as umed. 
The aim of thi study is to address the impact of flow pul atility in th spiral crt ry and 
viscoelastic propertie of the villous tissue on th dynamic of the ntral cavity, ext nding Lh 
analysis of [59J. 
C. 2 Model assumptions and problem statem ent 
We assume the blood to be an incompre sible and Newtonian fluid; flow in th en Tal avity 
is consid red radial and spherically symmetric; villous tissue (th placenton mantle) il:> assum d 
viscoelastic and incompres ible; and the p rturbations of the caviLy radius ar assum d to b 
in the radial direction aud mall relative to the r ference radiu . Th shap of th aviLy (whiL 
area) is approximated as a h misphere, as shown in Figure C.2, wiLh a uniform blood pr 'sur 
at the inner and outer boundarie of the placentone mantle (shaded ar a). 
We consider a radial fluid motion in the polar sph rical oordinates {r,e,cp} wiLh v 10 ity 
u = u(r, t) er in the central cavity and liv = uv(r, t) e7, in Lhe villous porous mantI 
The incompres ibility ondition gives 
( .2.1) 
The blood flow through the porous mantle i d crib d by Darcy's Jaw 
( .2.2) 
wher Pv and k are the blood pressure in th porous mantle and its p rmeabiliLy, and It is th 
viscosity of maternal blood. 
To de cribe the small deviations of the central cavity radius R(I) from its r r r n vaIn Ro, 
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we introduce an approximate equation of motion for a thin viscoelastic spherical shell 
2ho 
Plr=R - Pext = Pv ho R tt + Ro a(R, Rd, IR - Roll Ro ;S 1, (C.2.3) 
where P( 1', t) is the blood pressure in the central cavity, Pc,xt is the pressure on the outer surface 
of the placentone mantle, a = a(R, Rd is a stress, described by a constitutive law for the 
placentone tissue, and Pv, ho are the density and reference thickness of the placentone mantle. 
For a linear incompressible viscoelastic material the constitutive stress-strain law is 
"( 4E (R - Ro) 
a(R, Rd = Ro R t + 3 Ro ' (C.2.4) 
where E is the Young's elastic modulus and "( is the coefficient of viscosity. 
We further introduce two matching relations at the interface between the maternal blood 
and the placentone porous mantle, based on (C.2.2) and Starling's law [242] (balancing the flow 
velocity and tlle pressure drop across the placentone mantle) 
11, I "-' P!r=R - p ~ . r t tk Uv r=R "-' ho ' (C.2.o) 
and continuity of the flow field 
(C.2.G) 
A flux at the spiral artery q(t) provides a boundary condition to complete the problem: 
lim 2n 1'2 u = q(t) . 
T ~ O O
(C.2.7) 
From (C.2.1) and (C.2.7) we get u(1',t) = q(t)/2nr2, (1' > 0) and the kincmatic matching 
condition (C.2.6) takes the form 
- .!!i!:l_ R Uvlr=R - 2nR2 I· (C.2.8) 
A combination of expressions (C.2.3) and (C.2.5) gives the flow velocity at the inncr bound-
ary of the porous mantle as 
J.l 2 
- Ul'lr=R = Pv R tt + - a(R, Rd· k Ro 
(C.2.!)) 
Thus, (C.2.8) and (C.2.9) together provide an equation of IlIotion for the radius of the c('ntral 
cavity 
J.l 2 J.l q(t) 
Pv Rtf + k R t + R{) a(R, Rd = 2nk R2 ' (C.2.1O) 
which, lIsing (C.2.4), can be rewritten as follows: 
(
J.l 2"() 8E (R - Ro) 11 q(t) 
PI! Ru + k + R6 Rt + 3Ro R{) = 2nk R2 . (C.2.1l) 
Equations (C.2.1O) and (C.2.11) represent a driven, damped and, in general, nonlinear 
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oscillator. Note that both the viscosity of the villous tissue and the inverse permeability of the 
placentone mantle contribute to the damping coefficient (JiJ k + 2"( / R ~ ) ) in (C.2.11). 
\Ve introduce the dimensionless deviation of the radius 77(t) = (R - Ro)/ Ro, and equation 
(C.2.11) takes the form: 
2 fo q(t) 
r7tt +2{37]t+ wo 7]=-(1 )2' Qo + 7] (C.2.12) 
where w5 = 8E /3pvR6 is the natural frequency, {3 = (/1,/ k + 2,,(/ R6)/2pv is the damping coef-
ficient, fo = Ilqo/2rrkpvRg is the amplitude of the driven force, and qo is the amplitude of the 
flow rate q( t) in the spiral artery. 
The natural frequency of the oscillator (C.2.12) 
(C.2.13) 
together with the damping coefficient {3 and the characteristic frequency of the driviug force w, 
defines the dynamics of the central cavity. 
C.3 Linear analysis of the cavity oscillations 
We lillearise (C.2.12) in the case of small oscillations of the ceutral cavity (1 + .,/)-1 ::::: 1, 
1771 « 1 and approximate the source of flux (from a spiral artery) with a single Illode of charac-
teristic frequency w: q(t) = Qo coswt. The governing equation (C.2.12) then becomes 
7]tt + 2(37]t + w5 7] = fo cos wt . (C.3.1) 
The general solution to (C.3.1) is 
(3 ( ( J 2 ) . (J 2 )) fo cos(wt - 0'0) 7](t) = e- t C1 cos t Wo - {32 + C2 sm t Wo - {32 + J 2 .. . " (C.3.2) (wo - w2 )2 + 4w2(J2 
where (to = arctan[2{3w/(w5 - w2 )] and arbitrary constants CJ , C2 are determined by the initial 
conditions. 
Mechanical data for a mature normal human placenta, additional to the data of Table 6.1, 
are presented in Table C.1. The viscoelastic parameters for an arterial wall [61] are used 
to approximate the villous tissue to the nearest order of magnitude. Based on the data of 
Tables 6.1 and C.l, we estimate the parameters as follows: Wo '" 103 - 1 0 ~ ~ s-I, W'" 1 s-I, 
{3 '" 105 - 106 s-1 (where the contribution of the first term Jl/ k is negligible over the second 
term due to the villous viscosity), fo '" lO:l - 104 s-2, and tanO'o '" 10-2 - 10-1. Thus, 
the natural oscillations are aperiodic and are promptly damped with the characteristic time 
t '" (3-1. The solution (C.3.2) then takes a simplified form: 7](t) = (to cos(wt), with amplitude 
ao = fo/ J w ~ ~ + 4w2 {32 '" 10-3 - 10-2 < < 1. 
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Parameter 
Arterial flow frequency (w) 
Cavity's reference radius (R{)) 
Villous density (Pt.) 
Villous elasticity (E) 
Villous viscosity (,) 
Reynolds number (Re = PIf,») 
Womersley number (0 = flo JE¥) 
Strouhal number (St = 0 2 . Re) 
Value 
c::: 80 min- 1 
c::: 5 x 10-3 m 
c::: 103 kgjm3 
rv 105 - lOG Pa 
rv 103 - 104 Pa· s 
rv1-1O 
c:::3 
rv 10 - 102 
Reference 
[151] 
[98] 
[172] 
167 
Table C.l. Literature-based and calculated parameters used in the model of the central cavity. 
See also Table 6.1 of Chapter 6. 
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Figure C.3. Comparison of numerical (solid line) and exact (C.4.3) (da..'ihcd line) solutions to 
(C.4.2) for Wo = 103 , Ii = 10, fa = 0 (plotted in dimensionless variables). 
C.4 Cavity oscillations for a nonlinear-viscoelastic material 
We come back to the general equation of motion (C.2.1O) with a nonlinear constitutive law 
, 4E R - Ro R - Ro 
a(R, Rd = no Rt + 3' R{) + Ii ( Ro ) , [ 2] (C.4.l) 
where K is the coefficient of nonlinear elasticity. 
Oscillations of the central cavity is described, accordiug to (C.2.1O) and (C.4.l), H.'l 
2( 2) fo q(t) 
1]tt + 2/31]t + Wo 77 + K77 = qo (l + 77)2 . (C.4.2) 
The equation (C.4.2) subject to initial radius and velocity values is solved by It secoud order 
implicit finite-difference scheme implemented in the solver ode23t of MATLAB. Au exact solution 
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Figure C.4. (a) Typical oscillations of the central cavity described by (C.4.2) for (-J = 105 Hz, 
Wo = 103 Hz, W = 1 Hz, "" = 25, fo = 104 s-2, T/(O) = 0.05. The parallleter dependence of 
the flow-driven limit cycle is given in a phase plane (1], T7t) for the IlOlliillear elasticity coefficient 
"" (b), natural frequency Wo (c) and dissipation coefficient {3 (d); all the rest of parameters in 
(b-d) are the same as in (a). Arrows indicate the direction of increase in a parameter. 
to (C.4.2) for {3jwo = 5V6j12 and fo = 0 is [152] 
_ 1 [ (i!!). 2 (i!! )] 1](t)exact - - 4"" 1 - 2tanh 12 Wo t + tanh 12 Wo t , (C.4.:3) 
which is used for verification of the numerical solution at initial values 1/(0) =r/(O)"xact. '/1(0) = 
T/I (O)cxact (showing a very good agreement; sec Fig. C.3). 
A representative solution to (C.4.2) for qjqO = coswt, '1/(0) = (1.0G,1IdO) = 0, and the 
parameter values (3 = 105 Hz, Wo = 10:1 Hz, "" = 25, W = 1 Hz, fo = 10') s-:.!, is shown in 
Figure C.4(a). The influence of model parameters on the oscillatioll dynamics is pn's('nt('d in 
Figure C,4(b-d). Figure C.4(b) shows that even a.t a. relatively large value of the nonlinear 
elasticity parameter /\', the deviation of the cavity radius from its equilibriulll is still of the 
order of 1%, as it is in the linearly elastic case (I\. = 0). We also conclude frolll Fig. C.4(c,d) 
that the amplitude of the cavity radius oscillations T7 depends much more strongly 011 the 
natural frequency Wo (representing the ela.stic properties of the villous tissue) than 011 the 
dissipation parameter {3 (representing a combined da.mpillg due to blood viscosity. hydraulic 
resistance and viscoela,sticity of the placental tissue). This agrees with the prediction of the 
ApPENDIX C: DYNAMICAL MODEL OF THE CENTRAL CAVITY IG9 
linear model (C.3.2), giving the oscillation amplitude fo/ Jwj + 4w2,B2 for w« woo 
C.5 Discussion 
In this Appendix, we have derived a lumped-parameter model to describe the oscillations of 
the central cavity of the human placentone exposed to the pulsatile maternal blood flow from 
a spiral artery. We have extended the model of [59] to account for linear and weakly-nonlinear 
viscoelasticity of the placental tissue, and our analysis indicates the important role of villous 
dissipative properties in the overall model dynamics. 
The Darcy flow in the villous mantle coupled with incompressible flow ill the cavity and 
a viscoelastic constitutive law for the villous tissue give a forced non-lineal' oscillator for the 
cavity radius. 
The model analysis, based on the data of mechanical villous properties and spiral artery 
dynamics, suggests a rapid damping of any initial perturbations and synchronisation with os-
cillations of the driving blood flow rate. The amplitude of the resultant cavity oscillations is 
small relative to the characteristic cavity radius. Therefore, the central cavity can be considered 
a nearly static structure separating a pool of the maternal blood from the porous lI11'dilllll of 
terminal villi, the primary site of solute exchange between the mother and the fetus. 
We have shown high sensitivity of the model to the natural frequency of the villous tissue 
(C.2.13). Thus, for example, in the case of an abnormally low Young's modulus of the villous 
tissue, we might expect the cavity oscillations to become more significant. The same dfect can 
be caused by a rise in the amplitude of systemic blood flow and pressure (e.g. in hypertensive 
patients). 
The conclusions deduced from this model are preliminary only, because some mechanical 
properties of the villous tissue were extrapolated from other biological soft tissues, in view of 
limited or abseut placental experimental data. The permeability of the placentolle mantle also, 
in general, depends on the degree of its clastic deformation, modulating the illtervillous pore 
size [59]. Another limitation of the model is the use of a viscoelastic thin-shell theory, neglecting 
the thickness of the placentone mantle which can be comparable to the cavity radius. 
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